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Do you wish to contribute to 
the next 'Cities in motion'?

Contact Alessia Giorgiutti, POLIS' 

Communications Coordinator, or 

Karen Vancluysen, Secretary 

General of POLIS.

What is 'Cities in motion'?

'Cities in motion' is POLIS’ new 

magazine - a place for answers, 

analysis, and inspiration about the 

intense and evolving relationship 

between cities, transport and, 

essentially, our lives as citizens and 

mobility actors.

Developed entirely in-house, Cities 

in motion brings together all the inputs 

on urban mobility that our members 

have to offer in one convenient place.

For both those who are already 
vanguard of all things sustainable

mobility and those who want to sink 
their teeth into the world of transport 
for the first time, 'Cities in motion' 
quenches a thirst for topic knowledge, 
and then some.
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mailto:cinserra@polisnetwork.eu
mailto:iduxfield@polisnetwork.eu
mailto:kvancluysen@polisnetwork.eu


Welcome to the first issue of Cities in motion, POLIS’ brand-new magazine!

Our cities are constantly on the move, physically, socially, politically, and

culturally. They are hives of people, communities, ideas, and technologies, forever

innovating, growing, and evolving. Indeed, it is this perpetual motion that defines

them. 

However, there is one movement which particularly stands out today, and that is

the shift towards a more sustainable future. Over 70% of global carbon emissions

are generated in our cities, meanwhile, the urban populace is projected to

skyrocket and, by 2050, cities will be home to 68% of the world’s population.

Karen Vancluysen
Secretary General of POLIS Network
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https://blogs.worldbank.org/sustainablecities/cutting-global-carbon-emissions-where-do-cities-stand#:~:text=Cities%20account%20for%20over%2070,constructed%20with%20carbon%2Dintensive%20materials.
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/urbandevelopment/overview#:~:text=Today%2C%20some%2056%25%20of%20the,people%20will%20live%20in%20cities.


The challenge we now face cannot be understated; cities are where we will win or

lose the battle against climate change. 

Cities and regions have set themselves ambitious – even audacious –
decarbonisation goals, and over the next 5, 10 and 15 years these must be

delivered. But not only that: within this timeframe, they will also need to deliver on

reducing air and noise pollution and congestion, as well as achieving Vision Zero

in road safety.

Transforming transportation is critical. This magazine issue explores the 15-minute

to the 15-year City; charting how pioneering concepts like superblocks, mobility

hubs, integrated ticketing, and many more are paving the way for the greener,

smarter, and more inclusive regions, metropolises, cities, and towns of the future. 

We also reflect on the importance of political leadership and cooperation in

guiding and maintaining this transition. This year, across POLIS’ Paris Political

Group meeting and Leadership Summit in Glasgow, local decision-makers

demonstrated their commitment to the decisive action required – something

echoed by our call to action for the global leaders at COP 27.

In addition, as the EU’s Climate Neutral and Smart Cities Mission gets underway,

we look towards 2030, hearing how many of the 28 POLIS members selected for

the Mission plan to meet the climate neutrality target.

Going from ambition to action is what is on our agenda, and POLIS members,

from capital cities to smaller municipalities, and from regions to leading knowledge

institutes, share how they are moving passengers and goods in new and

innovative ways.

We also explore some of the cutting-edge technologies and concepts which are

shaping the face of today’s transport systems; from UVARs to automation, then

diving into urban air mobility and MaaS products.

Yet, as we all know, while technology is crucial to a modal switch, transport starts

– and ends – with people. Climate ambitions are futile without everyone on board!

At the 2021 Annual POLIS Conference in Gothenburg, we launched the Just

Transition Agenda, which put affordability, safety, and inclusivity at the heart of

this transition.

Over the last year, POLIS has continued to place transport justice in the spotlight.

Across our Working Groups, webinars and feature-length articles, we have

highlighted the pioneering ways our members are creating urban mobility systems

which cater for all, demonstrating how this can – and must – be achieved.

Through our Just Transition Taskforce, we have expanded and concentrated our

work here even further.
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Cities in motion maintains this work, exploring the often-overlooked elements of

inclusive transportation. We examine the relationship between mental health and

travel, tackling transport’s gender gap, exploring what ‘queer mobilities’ really

mean, and bridging the urban-rural transit divide.

Amidst all this, you will find interviews with some of Europe’s leading mobility

minds. We hear from Delft-based mobility advocates Melissa and Chris Bruntlett,

as well as our Annual Conference keynote speakers, Derk Loorbach, Director of

DRIFT at Erasmus University Rotterdam, and Carlos Moreno of the Sorbonne

University, renowned for developing the ’15-minute City’ concept.

The encyclopedic coverage of urban transport across this issue reflects the

extensive meld of tools available for creating more sustainable mobility systems

and the wealth of topics being addressed by POLIS and its members.

No single city or region is the same, each is shaped by unique geographies,

economies, and governance; nonetheless, it is only through sharing and learning

what works (and what does not!) that we can tackle the enormous challenges

ahead. 

We hope you will enjoy this magazine!

Karen Vancluysen
Secretary General of POLIS Network



CHANNELLING 
CHANGE
Gearing up for the upcoming Annual POLIS

Conference 2022, POLIS' Secretary General Karen

Vancluysen sat down for a conversation with the

Keynote Speaker of our Opening Plenary,

Professor of Socio-economic Transitions at the

Faculty of Social Science at Erasmus University

Rotterdam Derk Loorbach. Together they discuss

the inevitable transition to a more sustainable urban

mobility that cities and regions need to make.
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DERK LOORBACH

Derk Loorbach is Director of DRIFT and 
Professor of Socio-economic Transitions 
at the Erasmus University Rotterdam
DRIFT
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Derk (Loorbach): It is obvious that the shift

to electricity and the phase-out of fossil

combustion engines is by now inevitable

and already happening. It is a major

technological change that also brings

along challenges for local governments to

reform their energy infrastructure as well

as to think about access and affordability.

However, we need to ask whether this is

the only transformative change we want: it

is very clear that air pollution and

dependency on fossil fuels need to be

tackled, but we must also address issues

of safety, inclusivity, justice, resources,

and space. 

In many ways, the individually owned car

is a symbol of how cities and their citizens

have developed into places where a lot of

public space and resources are reserved

to accommodate a very inefficient, energy-

and space-intensive mobility system. If we

envisage the transformation in mobility

that we want and need, it should be a

system that uses as few resources as

possible and is accessible and affordable

to all. By definition, this implies that we

need to redesign our cities based on

vicinity and connectivity through health

mobility, public and collective mobility, and

fair prices. Such a transformation implies

massive technological and infrastructural

changes, as well as deep cultural and

institutional ones.

POLIS: What do you consider to

be the main transformative

changes in mobility that local and

regional governments will have to

cope with in the coming years? 

Therefore, the main challenges do not

seem to be a lack of ideas and

alternatives, but the instruments and

governance capacities to steward

transformative change. Most government

institutions are designed for stability and

facilitating innovation to improve what we

already have. 

Indeed, transitions imply a transformative

design strategy in which we try to build the

new in an experimental way, phase out

what is undesired, and gradually move in

the desired direction. In general, one

cannot navigate transitions with goals that

need to be implemented: it is about

[following] a direction and learning by

doing. However, vested interests (also

from within the government) and an

institutional context that stimulate project-

based and risk-averse working are [also]

geared against this way of working. 

POLIS: What does your

transition governance approach

entail and how can it help cities

to accelerate the shift to a just

and sustainable mobility future?

Derk: Transition governance is a logic of

'radical thinking in the long term and

diplomatic action in the short term'. It

offers a philosophy and toolkit to influence

the speed and direction of emerging

transitions in society. For example, for the

mobility transition, it can help if policy

makers start to engage actors already part

of advancing just and sustainable mobility

in a process of reflection, vision-building,

experimentation and learning. 

The approach of ‘selective participation’ is
about empowering ‘radical transitions’: in

other words, it involves first defining the

most desirable outcomes of a transition

(from a social and ecological point of view)

to then engaging those actors already

working along those lines, empowering

them and using design, experimentation,

and policy platforms to make visible what

is needed. 

POLIS: Do you feel cities and

regions are equipped to deal with

these changes and are ready to

use them to further their policy

goals?

Derk: Cities across the world are making

steps in this direction already by reducing

speeds for cars, creating car-free zones,

expanding cycling infrastructure and so

on. New and existing companies are

producing electric vehicles and introducing

sharing schemes.

Pedestrians walking in Lisbon, Portugal
Zeynep Sümer / Unsplash

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228411821_Transitions_governance_Towards_a_new_governance_paradigm
https://unsplash.com/@ispywithmylittleeye


The interesting challenge from our

transition perspective is that every city is

unique in its geography, climate,

inhabitants, and political context, so each

must make its own transition. At the same

time, there are many similarities: the

patterns of change, the technological

possibilities, and the institutional

conditions for a successful transformation

are quite generic. It is through networks

such as POLIS that cities can learn across

spaces trans-locally and the overall

transition is accelerated. 

Derk: Yes. Cities are leading at the

forefront of addressing the most pressing

issues as they are also the ones facing

them. But, truth be told, they could do

much more to accelerate even further and,

more importantly, to put the desired

direction for transitions first.

As cities are less embedded in current

economic models than national

governments, they have more space to

envisage and empower transitions toward

future economic models that are rooted in

the commons, based on a natural positive

vision and ensuring a just and inclusive

democratic model. I would hope that we

can quickly broaden the tools and

capacities cities have to co-create together

with social entrepreneurs, citizens, and

action researchers to create the context

for desired and needed sustainability

transitions. 
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POLIS: Which cities in your view

are frontrunners when it comes to

managing change? Which ones

are taking the lead in adapting

their institutional frameworks to

address the transport

transformation we are going

through given the societal goals

we need to achieve?

Derk: It is hard for me to make general

statements based on research, but it is

obvious that bigger cities like

Copenhagen, Ghent, Oslo, and Paris are

leading examples when it comes to the

bike transition. I can only say that my city,

Rotterdam, with which we have been

working for years on this, is making similar

steps and experimenting a lot with

institutional conditions – things like using

‘parklets’ to reduce the number of public

parking spaces, introducing ‘living streets’
or car-free zones, starting zero-emission

zones, experimenting with building codes,

reducing speed limits, widening cycling

lanes, changing priority at traffic lights,

among others. I only imagine cities

everywhere are similarly trying to make

the transition themselves. 

POLIS: Are you optimistic about

the future of our cities?

Travellers passing by in the London
Underground station 
Anna Dziubinska / Unsplash

Cyclist in Rotterdam, the Netherlands 
Michelle.com  / Unsplash

https://popupcity.net/insights/rotterdams-latest-parklet-encourages-walking-to-school/
https://energy-cities.eu/best-practice/from-citizen-engagement-to-citizen-ownership-living-street-in-rotterdam/
https://www.rotterdam.nl/wonen-leven/zero-emissie-stadslogistiek/
https://unsplash.com/photos/mVhd5QVlDWw
https://unsplash.com/photos/GrdAN0NEIKY


15-YEAR 
CITY
While preparing for the Annual

POLIS Conference 2022,

Karen Vancluysen POLIS'

Secretary General, had a

conversation with our Closing

Plenary's Keynote, Prof. Carlos

Moreno, to discuss his

acclaimed 15-minute City

concept... and much more.

c i t i e s
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Carlos Moreno is the Scientific Director of 
the Chair 'Entrepreneurship, Territory, 
Innovation' at IAE, Sorbonne University
Thomas Baltes



POLIS: You are the father of the

15-minute City, a concept which

has been gaining ground and

could radically change the way

our cities are shaped. Could you

briefly explain what the concept

entails?

Carlos (Moreno): The 15-minute City is a

polycentric city, where density is made

pleasant, proximity is vibrant, and social

intensity is real. It proposes to redesign

the organisation of the city so that

residents can access their essential needs

in a timeframe that does not exceed 15

minutes by either walking or cycling. We

take into consideration six basic needs:

housing, working, supplies, healthcare,

education, and sport-enjoy. Three major

concepts guide the development of the 15-

minute City: chrono-urbanism (taking

timing into account when urban planning),

chronotopia (a place taking on different

functions depending on temporality), and

topophilia (one’s attachment to a place).

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n
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POLIS: How far are we from

making the 15-minute City real?

Carlos: Transformation to a 15-minute City

is a gradual process. It requires actions on

urban planning, service development,

citizen participation, and lifestyle

changes….  cities are constantly evolving,

and this requires time. The 15-minute City

is a direction, a guide towards virtuous

transformations: it is increasingly

becoming a reality in places that have

been committed to proximity and carbon

reduction for several years.

POLIS: Which cities would you

say are leading examples and

why?

Carlos: Many around the world are

embracing the concept and adapting their

cities to a life of proximity. In Europe, Paris

is a pioneer due to a strong political will to

implement the 15-minute City. Indeed,

since 2020, the concept has been widely

deployed and Paris is becoming a real

laboratory for it. Around the world, we see

other cities that are implementing it, such

as Busan (South Korea), Sousse

(Tunisia), and Bogotà (Colombia). In the

United States, the City of Portland

adopted an action plan at the end of the

2000s to achieve a "20-minute

neighbourhood" by 2030; in Australia, the

city of Melbourne (Australia) has also

followed suit. 

Cyclists in Amsterdam,
the Netherlands 
Sabina Fratila  / Unsplash

Passerbys walking in Paris, France 
Jeff Frenette / Unsplash

https://www.moreno-web.net/urban-proximity-and-the-love-for-places-chrono-urbanism-chronotopia-topophilia-by-carlos-moreno/#:~:text=Thinking%20about%20chrono-urbanism%20means%20questioning%20in%20depth%20what,is%20most%20precious%20to%20men%2C%20our%20useful%20time.
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/feb/07/paris-mayor-unveils-15-minute-city-plan-in-re-election-campaign
https://www.busan.go.kr/eng/bsnews01/1501286
https://transitec.net/en/news/item/11067-greater-sousse-is-moving-towards-the-15-minutes-city.html
https://borgenproject.org/the-15-minute-city/
https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare/portland-pursues-%E2%80%9820-minute-neighborhood%E2%80%99
https://www.planmelbourne.vic.gov.au/current-projects/20-minute-neighbourhoods
https://unsplash.com/@momhasapples?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


The 15-minute City has truly become a

worldwide concept in theory and in

practice that is spreading to all continents,

which is why UN-Habitat has awarded it

the 'Scroll of Honour' in 2022.
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Carlos: Inclusion is at the heart of the 15-

minute City because we already live in

segmented, fractured cities with "zoning"

urbanism. We propose to create more

local economic life, use more local

resources, and generate more

neighbourhoods with social links. The

concept also envisions a city that is

connected in various forms so that it may

be open to all. The facilities and public

transport must ensure equity of use and

inclusion. Indeed, the development of local

solidarity is an integral part of the 15-

minute City.

POLIS: Will the 15-minute City

also be inclusive? Cycling and

walking are not for everyone -

how do you make sure no one is

left behind and how do we serve

suburbia?

Carlos: Yes, I am optimistic! Firstly,

because we are more aware of the

problems of urban spaces and can now

act with full knowledge of them. Secondly,

it is because I can feel a real desire for

change coming from both politicians and

citizens. The current dynamic is resolutely

ecological and oriented towards well-being

and quality of life on a day-to-day basis.

Instead of the climate crisis, the health

crisis with COVID-19, and the

consequences of the war in Ukraine

resulting in scarce energy and raw

materials, the 15-minute City is showing its

relevance and is increasingly being

adopted. New proximities are one of the

keys to facing these crises.

POLIS: Are you optimistic about

the future of our cities?

Passerbys walking in Paris, France
Geoffrey Chevtchenko / Unsplash

https://unhabitat.org/news/19-sep-2022/2022-un-habitat-scroll-of-honour-award-winners-announced
https://unsplash.com/photos/mVhd5QVlDWw


ACCESS

POLIS also facilitates coordination

between authorities and professionals in

charge of parking policy, on-street and off-

street, public and private, and urban

planning - all activities conducted within

the Parking Working Group and in

partnership with the European Parking

Association.

The work of POLIS on the matter is done

through the Access Working Group,

covering a broad range of topics related to

social and economic aspects of transport,

including the accessibility of transport to

those with disabilities and accessibility to

basic services for everyone, the financing

of public transport and transport projects

(including road infrastructure), regulation,

planning, and governance, but also urban

air mobility (UAM) and geofencing.

Brussels Capital Region, one of the 
winners of the 2020 European Mobility 
Week Awards, thanks to the reduction of 
speed limit to 30 km/h by 2021 and the 
creation of numerous pedestrian zones.

Image: Eurocities
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When we talk about Access,

we refer to how cities and

regions work and cooperate

to address solutions such as

access regulations, urban

space management, pricing,

infrastructure, and

accessibility for all.

Find out more about the Parking

Working Group on our website!

Find out more about the Access

Working Group on our website!

https://mobilityweek.eu/home/
https://mobilityweek.eu/home/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/what-we-do/working-groups/parking/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/what-we-do/working-groups/access/


QUEER 
MOBILITIES
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The transport-related social

exclusion of LGBTQ+

people (here also referred to

as queer) remains largely

underexplored.

To shed some light on this

topic, we talked with the

authors of the must-read

article 'Queer mobilities:

critical LGBTQ perspectives

of public transport spaces'.

Despite efforts to create more inclusive

societies, LGBTQ+ people still face

discrimination in everyday urban public

space. Moreover, transport-related social

exclusion has been studied in depth along

the lines of race/ethnicity, disability,

income, and age, yet sexual and gender-

nonconforming identities remain largely

underexplored. Raising awareness and

showcasing possible solutions for the

issue, are, therefore, a must to ensure a

successful just transition of transport.

However, a month is not enough to

properly address the challenges and

solutions at hand. After some work and

reflection, we are now coming back for an

in-depth interview with Professor Karen

Lucas, Dr Martin Zebracki, Amos

Weintrob, and Luke Hansell, authors of

‘Queer mobilities: critical LGBTQ

perspectives of public transport spaces’, a
must-read study in the field published in

the academic journal Mobilities in 2021.

From the importance of adopting an

intersectional lens to practical solutions,

we discussed a wide array of issues

around queer mobilities, but most

importantly how to lead, or queer, the way.

In honour of Pride Month 2022, we

created two articles to shed a light on

gender-based violence and violence

against LGBTQ+ people across our transit

systems and share our members' bold

efforts: Queering public space for all and

Mind the queer public transport gap. From

Barcelona to Bologna, and from London to

Leuven (and more!), POLIS members

have been leading the way when it comes

to taking actual action and walking the

talk.

Queer joy in transport
and the urban space
In order, from top to bottom:
Uriel Mont / Pexels
Anna Shvets / Pexels
Cottonbro / Pexels



people to get from those places to the big

cities where we see more diverse

communities and safe spaces. 

My research in Tel Aviv showed that the

large majority of respondents faced

violence at least once while using public

transport: the number was quite similar to

Leeds’. What really surprised me is that,

despite those numbers, most of the

respondents did not limit their going out,

even when they knew the chances of them

facing violence were very high. Queer

people, as shown throughout history,

show a lot of resistance: they compromise

their identity, their visibility, and their

safety to use transport modes; that is an

invisible cost that transport or urban

planners do not take sufficiently into

account. 
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Luke (Hansell): Our research highlighted

the invisibility that LGBTQ+ people face

when travelling on public transport. It also

showed that they are often hyper-aware of

their surroundings which in turn impacts

their access to safe spaces. Moreover, it

highlighted that trans women and non-

conforming queer individuals suffered the

most from acts of violence.

Amos (Weintrob): The mobility realm is not

different from other public realms where

queer people feel unsafe and experience

violence. However, it is a realm that you

cannot avoid since it is needed to get

social and monetary capital. In the case of

public transport, it is a space that requires

a time of wait and one of stay – as in, once

on a bus, metro, or tram, one cannot

simply get off at any given time. With

active mobility, you have more freedom to

navigate to other locations; cycling, for

example, allows you to be usually much

faster. As always, we should look at this

from an intersectional lens, and women

face double discrimination. Public

transport can be a very unsafe place,

especially for queer, trans, and/or bi

women.

Martin (Zebracki): There is great diversity

within – there is not a single LGBTQ+

community. As explained in our article,

other markers, such as socioeconomic

class, ethnicity, and age, also come into

play. This intersectional lens needs to be

brought into the argument to make the

point more complex while discussing the

experiences of LGBTQ+ people navigating

public transport spaces; it is a window to

understand larger patterns of exclusion     

 jj

POLIS: Public transport is a

particularly unsafe/dangerous

space for lesbian, gay, bisexual,

trans and queer (LGBTQ+)

people, more than city streets

themselves – and this is

especially the case for trans and

gender non-conforming

individuals. Could you further

elaborate as to why and how as

highlighted by your research

article ‘Queer mobilities: critical

LGBTQ perspectives of public

transport spaces’? 

and marginalisation. It is also about raising

awareness and highlighting hegemonies –
including hetero-patriarchy that is

dominating many dimensions of everyday

public life, including public transport –
without setting them apart from other

everyday domains such as housing,

education, and work.

Karen (Lucas): Moreover, I do not think

LGBTQ+ individuals are necessarily more

disadvantaged than any other

disadvantaged group. Our research aimed

to raise awareness about the fact that

there is a diverse group of people who are

currently overlooked within public transport

policymaking, particularly as we get into

the issues of safety and harassment.

POLIS: You (Amos and Luke)

were in charge of acquiring the

empirical data for the research.

How did you devise the research

to ensure its success and

adequately include LGBTQ+

people? What surprised you the

most about it, and what

challenges did you find?

Luke: I was fortunate to be involved with

some LGBTQ+ groups in Leeds, through

which I was able to spread the word about

my research and its survey, which was

then shared from person to person. This

was how I was able to meet people willing

to be interviewed to gather data. The most

surprising aspect for me was how

engaged the participants were in the

research; they were very keen and willing

to share their opinion on the topic and their

experiences. It was however extremely

challenging to find literature concerning

queer mobilities: the (very little) existing

literature only briefly touched on

queerness or featured it as a side point in

a larger piece on travel safety. 

Amos: As previous studies proved, social

capital is much more important for queer

people than for non-queer ones. This is

because many in queer communities do

not get much family support, which leads

to them relying more on their fellow queer

friends. Public transport is therefore key,

as it allows them to move through the city

and get to meet each other. We need

better public transport that allows queer    

 jj

From top to bottom:
Luke Hansell, Commercial Planning 

Manager, and Amos Weintrob, Head of 
Public Transport Service Planning at

Ayalon Highways
Images owned by interviewees
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From left to right:
Martin Zebracki, Associate Professor of 

Critical Human Geography at the 
University of Leeds, and Karen Lucas, 

Professor of Human Geography at
The University of Manchester
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Last but not least, adapting transport

options to different types of bodies could

also be a solution: it can be as simple as

lowering handles or having seats that can

accommodate people with different types

of bodies (because a lot of the design has

been historically relying on cisgender

men’s bodies).

Martin: If you want to include all members

of society then you must involve as many

representatives as possible of different

communities and give them visibility and

recognition. Measures like creating

rainbow signs can help, but they might

become mere acts of performative

solidarity if no actual change is made for

the concerns of those populations. And

you can only do that by fully involving

them in the planning, implementation, and

evaluation processes.

 

Karen: The public transport world is still

very patriarchal and straight, white, and

male-dominated, and there needs to be

much more awareness of diversity to

recognise that there are different needs.

Transport for London, for example, has

had a good recognition of issues around

queer mobilities. They have recognised

that this group needs to be protected and

made aware of, and have put in place

different mechanisms, including training

programs for drivers, security people, and

traffic officers, among others.

Amos: A lot of queer people live in low-

income neighbourhoods and do not own a

driver's license or a car, which makes

them more dependent on other mobility

modes, such as public transport. However,

planning discourse often overlooks

marginalised communities: people with

disabilities, queer people, women,

teenagers, and elderly people, which are

the biggest groups that use public

transport.

There seems to be some change

happening, nevertheless, as we see more

diverse planning teams that can result in

better planning discourse and

implementation. That is something that is

happening but not yet everywhere.
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POLIS: The planning discourse

has frequently overlooked

LGBTQ+ communities. With the

COVID-19 pandemic bringing

along airs of urban renewal and a

more significant will to improve

our cities and the quality of life of

their citizens – has this changed?

If so, to what extent?

POLIS: What are real, practical

solutions that local and regional

authorities and public transport

operators should implement

according to your experience and

research? What should they

consider while devising them to

ensure they work? 

Luke: Public transport can become safer

through security measures such as

increased visibility of CCTV and policing

officials, and also through education;

teaching those who create unsafe spaces

to learn about the negative impact that

they are causing is crucial.

Amos: Very simple and sometimes

inexpensive steps can go a long way: think

of pride flags at bus stops throughout the

year, showcasing diverse people and

families using public transport but also

enhancing visibility, lighting, and cleaning.

Having a reliable transport network with

better information can also ease the

feelings of unsafety, and so can instructing

public transport workers such as drivers

on properly addressing queer people and

facing sexual harassment.

Our research showed that travelling during

the weekend and at night is very important

for queer people. However, public

transport is less frequent during such

times, which means that queer people are

often offered a less reliable, less frequent,

and quite unsafe travel experience even

when their demand as frequent and avid

users would call for improvements. 

Karen: Initiatives like Transport for

London’s ‘Zero tolerance’ campaign,

focused on reporting discriminatory

harassment in public transport, are also

useful. So, calling it out, reporting it,

having proper reporting channels, and

having it taken seriously when those

reports are made – that is how public

authorities genuinely show that they have

a proper dedicated understanding of the

issue. Moreover, in the UK, we have an

Equality Act. One of the things in the

Equality Act is that you have to take out

equality assessments, and LGBTQ+

communities are included as a protected

group.
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We might not think that hard about this

path to actual recognition and inclusion if

there is a reiterated focus on visibility only,

so that needs to be challenged.

Amos: It does not matter how good

planning is if it is going to allow violence

and queerphobia to exist. And the only

way to change this is via representation,

inclusive discourse, and education, as

said. We can only do that by using data

and bringing in organisations like POLIS

Network to talk about and explain the

importance of investigating those issues. 

Sustainable policies and practices are

currently important to providing safe and

climate-aware modes of public transport,

but they should also provide accessibility-

aware and affordable ones that increase

opportunities for queer people to make the

most of their participation in public

transport. 
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Last but not least: What would

you like for local and regional

authorities and public transport

operators to understand about

queer mobilities?

If you want to include 

all members of 

society, you must 

involve them and

give them visibility 

and recognition. 

Martin Zebracki
Associate Professor of Critical Human 

Geography at the University of Leeds

Luke: I would like them to read and

understand our study. The clear lack of

previous research in this area leaves a

gap in authorities’ data and, in turn, will

less likely influence policy. Although the

perception of fear and negotiating spaces

safely affects everyone, certain segments

of the LGBTQ+ community are more

negatively impacted than others. 

Karen: It is not just transport; we need to

start fundamentally thinking about urban

accessibility. It is not just access to public

transport, but what public transport gives

us access to, as well as micro modes, and

this is usually overlooked. We need a

whole system assessment of whether

these services are truly inclusive.

Martin: Some quick gains can be made in

terms of visibility, but the path to

recognition, inclusive design, and full

access for all people can be a very long

one. 

Pride celebrations
Justin Luca Krause / Unsplash
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The solution could be rather simple: if

inner-city parking space is limited, fewer

cars can access the area. Does this plain

assumption always apply and how can

cities achieve this transition without

restraining the mobility of citizens? What is

the current state of play concerning

(integrated) parking management?

The EU-funded Park4SUMP project and

several POLIS Network members provide

some smart answers. 

On one side, many motorists have the

inherent feeling that ‘left-wing liberals are

taking away their parking space’. On the

other, policymakers and active mobility

activists see parked cars as a ‘wall of

metal that encloses most streets’. As

always, the reality lies in between.

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n
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Cities must navigate the 

complexity of parking policy, 

as it is an often-heated 

debate between opposing 

positions. 

https://park4sump.eu/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/park4sump/


The Park4SUMP project

created several brochures

that provide guidelines and

arguments for a parking

management strategy

which is integrated into a

wider SUMP.

Read now:
 

‘Good reasons and principles
for parking management’

‘Enforcement, as a key to a
successful parking strategy’

Most European cities that were rebuilt in

the post-war period focused on car-centric

transport planning – a significant decision

that still bears consequences. Car-

oriented policies, lack of investment in

public transport and lenient parking

policies incentivised car use and increased

parking spaces. Taking a quick look at

some large cities in Europe, one can

clearly see that parking has a significant

impact on the use of public space, as well

as pollution and traffic congestion. 

Berlin serves as a great example of the

significant impact that cars exert on the

urban fabric. All privately owned parked

cars in Berlin are taking up an area of 17

square kilometres, or more than 1,500

football fields, which amounts to 13% of

the entire street space of the German

capital. 

When parking space is distributed

unevenly, search traffic is increasing

significantly. For example, inhabitants of

Frankfurt search 41 hours per year for a

parking spot, while Londoners spend an

eyewatering 67 hours per year, or around

a quarter of an hour per workday.

Additional externalities cost the average

Londoner  a staggering £1,104  in wasted

time, fuel, and emissions. 

Car-dependent cities 

– counteracting an 

80-year-long love 

affair 

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n
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How can EU-funded 

projects like 

‘Park4SUMP’ 
promote a transition 

towards sustainable 

parking? 

The CIVITAS Park4SUMP project, which

supported 16 cities from across Europe in

their endeavour to change their parking

management strategies, is the only EU-

funded project that solely focuses on the

topic of parking management. Thanks to a

diverse group of selected cities,

Park4SUMP has a holistic approach,

which includes all stages for parking

management, ranging from cities without a

coherent strategy, like Shkodër (AL) to

very advanced cities such as Rotterdam

(NL), which already implemented digital

parking enforcement strategies.

Such diversity helps to find universally

applicable best practices based on the

strategic parking management adaption of

more than a dozen cities. Thus,

Park4SUMP drew several conclusions and

encourages messages to support cities in

their effort to reform parking management:

Parking management is not political

self-destruction. 

Parking management does not

necessarily lead to strong political

tensions – that is, if the management

strategies are fair, transparent, and

effective in improving the city’s parking

situation and quality of life.

Slow and steady progress are already

sufficient. 

First, low-key restrictions can be

introduced. Measures can be tightened

in a second step, once public

acceptance of the restrictions is

achieved.

The Park4SUMP Consortium
Niklas Schmalholz

An organised street in Krakow (PL) after 
on-street parking management was 

restructured
City of Krakow

https://park4sump.eu/sites/default/files/2020-07/PARK4SUMP_good%20reasons_and_principles_4_parking_management_final_36_web_EN.pdf
https://park4sump.eu/sites/default/files/2020-07/PARK4SUMP_good%20reasons_and_principles_4_parking_management_final_36_web_EN.pdf
https://park4sump.eu/sites/default/files/2021-10/Enforcement_park4sump_civitas_EN_web%20okt.pdf
https://www.klimareporter.de/advertorials/wie-viel-platz-nehmen-pkw-in-staedten-ein
https://inrix.com/press-releases/parking-pain-uk/
https://inrix.com/press-releases/parking-pain-uk/


The scanning process significantly

increases the enforcement efficiency,

since only those vehicles which potentially

infringe parking regulations need to be

manually checked.

The long-term plan is to perform these

enforcement checks remotely from the

office, which would increase the efficiency

by another 30%. The impacts of the

increased checks are visible, as the

number of car users with a valid parking

ticket rose from 60% in 2015 to 87% in

2018. 

The German city of Freiburg is taking

another approach with the introduction of

legislation on zoning and parking

standards. 

A parking maximum for new residential

developments was set, which shifts car

parking to the outskirts of the development

area while establishing minimum

standards for bicycle parking within the

area. In two new districts, car sharing,

bicycle rental, and cargo bikes are being

integrated into the parking offer. 

c i t i e s
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These opportunities are used by the city to

test the new parking management

framework, as Dr Peter Schick, Project

Coordinator for the City of Freiburg,

concludes ‘We now have an opportunity to

experiment with new parking strategies in

these new development areas’. 

Besides the measure of reducing the

overall number of on-street parking spots,

several POLIS members have developed

parking strategies related to the aspects of

digitisation, shared mobility, and space

management. For example, POLIS

member Rotterdam (NL) invested in new

enforcement technologies for on-street

parking. 

This new technology is a passenger

vehicle equipped with sensor technology

that can identify the location of the parked

car and recognise its number plate, while

simultaneously verifying the data with

several databases for geographical data

and parking regulations. Eight of these so-

called scan cars are operating on the

streets of Rotterdam.

What are the 

innovative aspects of 

parking policies 

among Park4SUMP 

partner cities? 

The scan-car is a new and efficient digital 
enforcement solution in Rotterdam (NL) 
Martina Hertel / Difu

Properly structured on-street parking
can free up a lot of space
De Visu / Shutterstock



Similarly, the City of Sint-Niklaas in

Belgium is placing parking management

as part of a wider strategy for freeing up

public space, supporting local businesses,

reducing search travel, generating

revenues, and increasing the

attractiveness of the city. Shifting on-street

parking from the city centre to available

parking lots at the periphery enhances the

use of (existing) parking space and

facilitates the transformation of the inner

city into a greener area.

Stefan van den Branden, Mobility Advisor

of Sint-Niklaas, explains the plan: ‘We are

segregating parking, creating zones which

allocate parking according to the times

visitors stay, and run many services

online’. He added: ‘We are also trying to

change users’ mindset encouraging them

to park further from their final destination,

combining parking with shared mobility

and public transport’.

c i t i e s
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Residents still can apply for a parking

permit, which costs between 50-70€

respectively. After the initial introduction of

the parking zones back in 2010, (search-)

traffic in the city centre significantly

dropped. Park4SUMP observed that

Central- and Eastern European cities, like

Sofia, are gradually integrating more

parking spaces into a common framework. 

What happened in 

our cities? 

Among others, the POLIS members of

Sofia (BG) and Trondheim (NO), as well

as Ghent (BE) and Örebro (SE), made

significant progress in transforming their

parking management strategy. 

Sofia: extension of parking zones 

If paid parking only exists in a limited zone

around the city centre, the fringe area

around that zone will be heavily

frequented by car users and search traffic

will surge. To avoid this issue, extend the

parking management area, and boost

revenue, the City of Sofia decided to

extend its parking zone and increase its

price structure.

Since December 2021, the ‘expensive

parking zone’ (1€/h) was increased from

5,000 to 13,000 on-street parking spaces,

with additional 21,000 parking spots in the

peripheral and less expensive zone

(0.5€/h).

Businesses can purchase a parking

permit, which enables customers to park

their cars in proximity to the enterprise. 

Trondheim: providing charging 

infrastructure 

Since Norway plans to ban the sale of all

vehicles with tailpipe emissions by 2025,

all Norwegian cities need to foster

investments in public e-charging

infrastructure for battery-electric vehicles

(BEVs). Norway is on a good track, as

65% of all vehicles sold in 2021 are BEVs

already.

Since BEV uptake is rather high and 57%

of trips in the city are done by car,

Trondheim must make significant

investments to cater for the needs for

charging from inhabitants, tourists and

commuters. Thus, 100 chargers with 200

charging points, as well as 15 fast- and

hyper chargers, were installed in public

places. Additionally, 100 fast chargers in

private parking spaces complement the

network. Therefore, the investments of

Trondheim are a look into the crystal ball

for the European continent, as the

Scandinavian country will most likely finish

their transitions to zero-emission vehicles

by 2030, showing that cities across

Europe need to establish a (long-term)

plan for extensive charging infrastructure. 

Ghent: putting private parking 

space to contribution

The Belgian city of Ghent has appointed a

‘parking broker’ who acts as the missing

link between private owners and the public

need for parking spaces. Its main task is to

connect and regulate.

When the right match is made, this can

allow converting more on-street parking

spaces into other functions of the public

domain and related mobility aspects,

including more space for pedestrians,

trees, and bike lanes.

This is achieved through a free digital

platform where supply and demand for

private parking spaces can meet.

Stakeholder exchange shall foster the

conversion of private parking domains into

public parking spaces. 

Örebro: the impact of rising

parking fees in the city centre

The Swedish city of Örebro has

significantly risen the parking fees in its

most central parking lots. Monitoring

during the first months showed that the

occupancy of the most central parking had

decreased slightly from 70% to 65%. In

less central parking that gives access to

the outer areas of the centre, the

occupancy rate decreased during the day

from 43% to 32% as an effect of the higher

day fee but increased during the night

from 42% to 51% due to a higher rate of

resident parking.

The results indicate that an adjustment of

parking fees in one part of the city brought

consequences in another part. As the

parking fees increased in the central parts,

the occupancy rate in the outer parts of

the city increased with people changing

their behaviour to avoid parking fees. This

shows the importance of considering the

entire system when enforcing changes.

A digital ticket metre in Trondheim (NO)
Martina Hertel / Difu

https://www.reuters.com/business/autos-transportation/electric-cars-take-two-thirds-norway-car-market-led-by-tesla-2022-01-03/
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The audit scheme is performed by a

trained and experienced national auditor

that guides a city throughout the audit

process. In the first step, a digital survey is

used to assess current parking

management policies and practices. After

a first assessment of the current state of

play, the parking policy is formulated with

the help of the auditor. At the end of this

process, the city receives a full report and

an official ParkPAD certificate. 

Even though the Park4SUMP project

officially ended in the summer of 2022, the

ParkPAD framework will remain

accessible for the coming years.

How good are you at

parking management?

Get engaged through

the PARKPAD audit! 

As indicated in the previous segments,

POLIS members and Park4SUMP project

partners have profited from a revision of

their parking management strategy. The

good news is: your city can also tap this

‘well of knowledge’ by signing up for a

dedicated parking management audit

scheme – the so-called ‘ParkPAD’
framework!

This scheme provides cities with guidance

on their urban parking policies and puts

the focus on improving current policies

while planning for various future policy

goals. 

On-street parking in Sofia, Bulgaria
Mikhail | luxkstn / Unsplash

https://parkpad.eu/about/benefits
https://parkpad.eu/
https://unsplash.com/@luxkstn?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/parking-sofia?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


Imagine a city with the perfect mobility

approach: you will probably see many

pedestrians strolling about in green

spaces, and there will be many cyclists,

extensive public transport, and some room

for the occasional shared and autonomous

car.

Now, do the same exercise, but think

about a rural area: what do you see?

Chances are your mind would go to cows

laying on the grass in an immaculate,

green field, all because you have no idea

what rural mobility is or could potentially

be. Alternatively, if rural mobility is right up

your alley, there is a good chance your

mobility scenarios may be less utopic.

Either way, we can agree that rural

mobility does not always get the attention

it deserves. This hurts all of us because

the urban, suburban, and rural spaces in

our lives are interconnected – or at least,

they should be.

If urbanites do not want their cities to

drown in car traffic, they should support

solutions that are tailor-made for those

living and working in suburban and rural   

 jjj

spaces, and to do so, there is a need for a

demand-based, regional, and non-

exclusively urban approach.

Mpact has been focusing on this approach

in several of its projects, among them the

Interreg North-Sea G-PaTRA project –
short for Green Passenger Transport in

Rural Areas. With a particular focus on the

UK, the Netherlands, Denmark, Germany,

Norway, and Belgium, G-PaTRA aims at

promoting green mobility by enhancing the

capacity of authorities to reduce CO2 from

personal transport in remote and rural

areas, as well as islands, by embedding

more zero-emission vehicles in rural

transport systems and improving available

passenger transport resources.

In particular, also thanks to relevant

international sources of inspiration, the

Belgian region of Flanders, a 78,8% rural

area where Mpact has been fairly active,

has achieved great results and highlighted

further opportunities of exploitation for

rural mobility.

RURAL
TO URBAN
Mpact stresses the interconnection between rural and 

urban areas and the importance of a local and demand- 

based approach for mobility needs.

c i t i e s
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A multifaceted Mobilityhub
in Gieten - Drenthe
reisviahub.nl

https://www.mpact.be/en/
https://northsearegion.eu/g-patra/


The island 

perspective: self- 

awareness creates a 

city-independent 

framework

The Orkney Islands, an archipelago in the

Northern Isles of Scotland, situated off the

north coast of the island of Great Britain,

serves as a fundamental inspiration for the

work (to be) done by Mpact in Flanders.

Indeed, these islands generate their

electricity with windmills and use it for their

extensive charging infrastructure to fuel

private electric cars for inhabitants and

shared electric bicycles for tourists.

Moreover, the Scottish council area has

been also experimenting with autonomous

transport by delivering mail around the

islands by drone.

c i t i e s
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The Orkneys achieved this by not working

off an urban mobility framework that would

focus on reducing cars instead of making

its car use more sustainable – the island

group looked at what they had to work with

and involved their community to come to a

tailor-made solution.

The main lesson gathered from the

Orkneys and to be applied by Flanders

has been to lead with a demand-based

perspective, rather than projecting some

urban-based plans on the countryside –
while some mindsets still need changing,

this approach is already part of the

upcoming Flemish mobility plan (‘basic

accessibility’).

Orkney Islands: Stromness has an
extensive EV charging infrastructure
Esen Köse

A street in Orkney Islands
Esen Köse

The region rules 

supreme: filling in the 

gaps with ridesharing 

on a regional level

Pouring resources into a bus for everyone

is not the most efficient or feasible

approach for rural mobility.

One region in France, the Grand Est

region, has come to realise just that. The

region has instead come up with a plan to

make car travel more sustainable. 

https://unsplash.com/@momhasapples?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


Consequences of this kind of exclusion

are well known, with unemployment, social

isolation, and inability to meet basic needs

featuring at the top.

For this reason, Mpact founded Less

Mobile Services (Mobitwin) in the 80s.

Through voluntary drivers, it provides a

door-to-door transport service for less

mobile and elderly people.

In Flanders, this service is of use to more

than 30,000 people with mobility needs

and has around 3,000 voluntary drivers

that drive the users to their destination and

back. In addition, during the pandemic, it

provided 20,000 rides to vaccination

centres for elderly people.

To turn ridesharing into a success, the

region has implemented financial and

promotional collaborations with local

authorities by creating an intermobility

charter, with 40 municipalities as

signatories. These municipalities have

created a network of carpool parking and

transfer parking that provide capacity,

greenery, and some basic services such

as sanitary accommodations.

This means that carpooling to work or

leaving the car behind when entering the

city has become easy, cheap, and

comfortable, and it represents a big boost

to rural areas and their connection to work

means and the city.

Similarly, in Flanders, the Mpact carpool

platform already provides a way for

companies to let their employees match

up, drive together to work, and receive the

fiscal advantage for carpooling. The next

steps envisioned are to look at a possible

regional approach towards carpooling,

with the incorporation of leisure car travel,

which corresponds to two-thirds of car

travel in Flanders.
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Mpact founded the Less Mobile service
(Mobitwin) in Flanders in the 80’s
Mpact

With the ‘Hoppinpunten’ in Flanders, we

provide a clearly recognisable and

cohesive network of mobility hubs. The

criteria for a mobility hub are low-

threshold, which means the network can

grow easily, but their downside is that they

mostly stick within the strictest template of

the mobility hub.

There is however hope to expand this

concept by bringing in a weekly host,      or

different experiences – a mobile library, a

doctor, or a farmer’s market, for example.

The idea would be to use the hub to bring

regional functions to a local area –
something that could have a big impact,

especially in rural areas.

More than just 

mobility: mobihubs as 

the entry point to 

society

We can think of a mobility hub in the

strictest sense of the concept: a place

where several modes of mobility come

together. If you look beyond that template,

the hub can be a place where society

comes together, where different areas –
rural, suburban, and urban – connect.

The Netherlands region of Drenthe-

Groningen is an interesting example of

how multifaceted hubs can be, with hubs

like Meerstad (park-and-ride parking site)

and Gieten (bus hub) which are limited in

functionality, or Siddeburen (mobility hub

at a church converted to a village centre)

and Delfzijl (mobility hub combined with a

social café). That being said, not every

mobility hub needs to be ‘more than’, but

thinking beyond the basic hub can create

some exciting opportunities.

Flanders leads the 

way: door-to-door

service for less mobile 

people

Rural Flanders could be considered one

big ‘urban sprawl’ with public transport

services limited and at times irregular. This

affects the accessibility of transport

options for poorly served people, limiting

their mobility and their participation in

society. 

Mobitwin is of use for more than 30,000
people with reduced mobility in Flanders
Mpact



Conclusion

To promote growth and maximise equity,

rural transport infrastructure and services

are crucial. Indeed, access to education,

employment, health care, culture, and

social activities is made possible by

effective rural road infrastructure and

services that also support trade, industry,

and other economic activities. 

While decision-makers have paid much

less attention to rural mobility than to

urban mobility, rural communities still need

supplemental and supportive solutions and

integrated links with urban and peri-urban

areas. 

Mpact believes that transport inequalities

between urban and rural areas can be

reduced by working with a demand-based

approach (Mobitwin), on a regional level

(regional carpooling, mobihubs), and,

above all, working on original solutions

that are not copy-pasted from cities, but

reflect the needs and geographical setting

of rural areas (Orkneys). 
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Carpool.be is the go-to carpooling
platform for companies in Belgium
Mpact

The urban, 

suburban, and rural 

spaces in our lives 

are interconnected – 

or at least, they 

should be.

Esen Köse
Project Manager Autonomous, 

connected, and inclusive mobility

at Mpact



UVARS:
PRESENT 
AND FUTURE
As we wrap up some of our amazing projects on Urban

Vehicle Access Regulations this year, we reflect on what

has been achieved and what lies in store for the future, with

some words from project representatives. 

WRITTEN BY

CARLOTTA INSERRA
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When thinking of how we can walk the

path to achieve clean, safe, and

sustainable urban mobility, Urban Vehicle

Access Regulations (UVARs) play an

essential role. Broadly defined as

‘measures to regulate motor vehicular

access to urban infrastructure’, they are a

useful tool to support cities in becoming

healthier spaces for their inhabitants and

to reduce climate impacts due to transport-

related issues.

POLIS has been involved in several

projects that have sought to explore

solutions to some of these challenges and

to maximise the effectiveness of UVARs,

developing best practices and utilising

different cities across Europe as pilots.

These initiatives include ReVeAL, UVAR

Box & UVAR Exchange, and

Dynaxbility4CE. As these projects draw to

a close this year, it becomes vital to reflect

on what has been achieved, as well as

what lies in store for the future of UVAR in

the wake of new technological

advancements.

We thus turn to the City of Amsterdam’s
Code the Streets pilot as a best practice

example of dynamically applying UVAR in

a digital format. 

c i t i e s
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Pedestrian zone in Sofia, Bulgaria
Tomasz Wozniak / Shutterstock

S

https://www.eltis.org/sites/default/files/uvar_brochure_2019-09-26_digital_version_v2.pdf
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/reveal/
https://uvarbox.eu/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/dynaxibility4ce/
https://www.codethestreets.eu/
https://www.shutterstock.com/g/TomaszWozniak
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context that is continuously more

interconnected, thus involving various

local and regional policies that users,

vehicles, and mobility providers must be

aware of. It is within this background that

digital tools become incredibly useful to

inform all stakeholders of the presence

and the features of a specific UVAR, in a

way that is both fast, cost-effective, and

relatively easy to implement. 

Urban Vehicle 

Access Regulations 

(UVARs) are an 

essential part of 

improving cities and 

meeting the Paris 

targets for climate 

change.

Lucy Sadler
Indipendent Consultant at 

Sadler Consultants
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The ReVeAL project recognised the

potential and did not shy away from the

challenges: it aims to support local and

regional authorities across Europe by

developing a framework for effectively

implementing UVARs through 33 building

blocks (or measures) that, combined, can

create complete packages of UVAR

policies and technologies. The project also

developed a decision support tool 

 empowering cities to choose which

building block combinations would work

best within their specific context, to fully

maximise not just the enforcement of

these measures, but also their compliance

Indeed, compliance remains a key issue

when it comes to UVAR. These measures

can often face pushback from citizens,

causing decision-makers to fear their

implementation due to the opposition they

might bring. ReVeAL took this into

account and created a simple yet effective

toolkit that looks at all cross-cutting

themes involved with UVAR

implementation, resulting in best practice

measures that will significantly aid cities in

the long term. 

An equally important aspect of ensuring

compliance is effective communication: if

citizens are to follow UVARs, they must

first be aware of their existence in a clear,

accessible, and consistent way. This

especially becomes key in a European        
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Ultra-low emission zone in London, UK
citytransportinfo / Flickr

Implementing 

UVARs: benefits and 

challenges

Time is ticking. Cities in Europe and all

over the world have set ambitious goals

for themselves to promptly reduce carbon

emissions and improve air quality within

the spaces we live. To this end, UVARs

are measures that contain the massive

potential to rethink how we can repurpose

urban space, but also significant

challenges in their adaptation to various

local contexts.

Decision Support Tool

Guidance

Approach

UVARBox Tool

Final Brochure

'UVARS and SUMPs'

http://accessregulationsforyourcity.eu/tool/
https://civitas-reveal.eu/resources-overview/publications/guidance/
https://civitas-reveal.eu/about/approach/
https://uvarbox.eu/uvarbox-tool/
https://uvarbox.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2022/09/0803_UVAR-BOX_Brochure_WEB.pdf
https://www.eltis.org/sites/default/files/uvar_brochure_2019-09-26_digital_version_v2.pdf
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/reveal/
http://accessregulationsforyourcity.eu/tool/
http://accessregulationsforyourcity.eu/tool/
https://civitas-reveal.eu/resources-overview/publications/guidance/
https://civitas-reveal.eu/resources-overview/publications/guidance/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/citytransportinfo/32793536747/in/photolist-9wYkRJ-RXRrXZ-99N1pk-7b3sfu-7vTL6V-7b3rGL-22A2W6s-89GCkF-7vWrZv-6jBcih-rSVoYh-sauPoK-7b3qYW-UDwcER-6vJsWL-6jTMAi-6jxKTi-6jBcdf-7vVne2-7vUV6p-7vYJAf-6jXZNW-6w1q5c-2hQiBWZ-7ehp6d-2ewAGAh-6jBXaA-6jx1h6-7vYLbQ-6NP6fQ-6w5yNW-6w6Yps-6jxKBi-2hQmeYH-7vVobi-2hQiC1r-2hQiBJ4-6vDZ4K-6jXYcS-6jBXnf-6jBWUG-6jxLk8-2hQmewq-6jTGep-6jXL57-2hQmdTS-2hQmdNr-cHQ1zE-2hQnd3n-7vYLf5/
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Digitalisation of UVAR 

information 
UVAR enforcement must be placed within the

larger policy landscape of the EU to leverage

emerging technologies, digitalisation, and

increasing connectivity to improve the

experience of citizens travelling and working

across Member States.

Maria Rodrigues
Senior Project Manager at the Transport and Mobility Unit of Panteia

UVAR Box took the first step by creating

an exhaustive database of UVARs from

Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany,

Austria, and Italy and standardising it to a

single format. This enables cities to

provide this key information to navigation

service providers who can in turn inform

users of their presence.  Once drivers are

aware of such measures through the

navigation tools that they use, compliance

is expected to increase. UVAR Box’s
legacy carries on in the UVAR Exchange

project, with efforts to harmonise such

measures on an EU-wide scale by

fostering cross-border data exchange.

Geofencing as an alternative to street

signs and road markings also becomes an

important technology for cities to consider

when looking to implement seamless

UVARs across a city’s various locations.

In 2021, the City of Amsterdam was part

of a pilot for the Code the Streets (CtS)

initiative, testing a new traffic and

navigation tool that, through the creation

of a digital layer of the city, encouraged

people to act following policy rules on the

current and desired use of the public

space. 

The tool’s main function relied on

communicating such rules digitally to

users in real-time, by ‘nudging’ drivers

through their in-vehicle navigation system

to slow down their speeds or altogether

avoid areas that were purposed against

the circulation of motorised vehicles, such

as school zones and neighbourhood

areas. 

What is next? 

The success of all of these initiatives only

confirms the massive potential that lies in

store for the future of UVAR. 

Digitalisation remains extremely promising

as projects and cities with best practice

examples lead the way to encourage

others to do the same, working to make

sustainable urban mobility a reality.

However, it is also worth noting that

innovative and state-of-the-art

technological tools are not to be seen as a

one-size-fits-all solution for the

enforcement and compliance of UVAR. 

Indeed, fostering public acceptance

through constructive communication

efforts will also be required in the long-

term, normalising UVARs as essential to

bringing to life more liveable cities. 

While effective UVAR implementation requires cities to digitalise their

UVAR measures, these will only be successful with the acceptance and

buy-in of citizens: this requires communication to ensure a shared

understanding of the UVAR's goal and a willingness to be part of

achieving it, resulting in a more attractive and liveable city.

Bonnie Fenton
Sustainable Mobility Consultant at Rupprecht Consult GmbH

After its initial success, CtS’ future aim is

to go further, from relaying static policies

to more dynamic ones adapted to serve

the mobility needs of different users. 

https://uvarbox.eu/
https://www.codethestreets.eu/amsterdam
https://uvarbox.eu/
https://uvarbox.eu/
https://uvarbox.eu/
https://uvarbox.eu/
https://uvarbox.eu/
https://uvarbox.eu/
https://uvarbox.eu/
https://uvarbox.eu/
https://uvarbox.eu/


REACHING
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VASSILIS AGOURIDAS

MANON COYNE

WRITTEN BY

Urban Air Mobility (UAM):

could it support sustainable

transport in cities, connect

rural areas, save investment

costs, and why not…save

lives?

One way or another, it is

time for local authorities to

find out and act!

how safe is it to fly at low altitudes above

people and in which way can urban

aviation help mobility systems, and, above

all, citizens?

As of 2017, several visionary cities and

regions across Europe have created a

community to reflect on these fundamental

questions and put themselves on the

frontline. Initially established within the

EU’s Smart Cities Marketplace, the UIC2

includes over forty members exploring

different policy, mobility, financing,

funding, and social aspects that the

emerging UAM domain challenges.

Integrated with the EU’s CIVITAS Initiative

in September 2022, UIC2 strives to

elaborate on future challenges and

solutions, as well as to safeguard the

sustainable and responsible integration of

UAM services within their local

environments.

With Urban Air Mobility (UAM) being a

somewhat recently introduced term, there

is no universally approved definition of it –
indeed, it varies according to the

perspective of different stakeholders. To

offer some guidance, the UAM Initiative

Cities Community (UIC2) defines UAM

as: ‘Very-low altitude airborne traffic,

above populated areas, at scale, that is

sustainably integrated with surface

mobility systems’. 

The definition prompts a number of

questions about potential challenges, like:

https://civitas.eu/urban-air-mobility#:~:text=UIC2%20is%20a%20city%2Fregion,the%20future%20of%20UAM%20services.
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/civitasinitiative_mobility-activity-6978652217675284480-b006?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
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UIC2, The UAM Cluster of EU's CIVITAS Initiative
UIC2

According to the EU’s U-space

Implementation Regulation (EU)

2021/664, and specifically Article 18(f),

the competent national authorities (eg

civil aviation authorities) shall designate a

coordination mechanism for the planning,

execution, and review phases of U-space

operations by involving public and private

entities also at the local level.

The regulation requires establishing a

multilevel governance approach to ensure

that all relevant stakeholders'

perspectives are properly considered.

To this end, local authorities, whether at a

regional or municipal level, shall be

involved throughout the U-space

deployment phases, covering planning,

execution, and review. Their role may

vary from advising and safeguarding local

interests to managing relevant activities

assigned to the newly introduced ‘U-

space coordinator’.

The consideration of all stakeholder

perspectives, for example through

public consultations.

The alignment and coordination of

pertinent entities before any drone

operations. 

The provision of informed

recommendations to competent

authorities for the nature and specific

deployment characteristics of a U-

space in a given local environment.

The U-space coordinator oversees,

among others:

1.

2.

3.

In addition to these regulatory

responsibilities, there are non-specified

challenges that require active efforts of

regional and local authorities concerning

the sustainable and responsible

implementation of UAM. One of these

crucial efforts is following a holistic

approach to airborne services, which

need to be integrated into urban

development and ground mobility

planning (e.g., Sustainable Urban Mobility

Plans - SUMPs). 

Time to act!
In other words, through SUMPs, cities

and regions (in coordination with aviation

authorities) can ensure that UAM

operations are not exclusively treated in

an 'aviation silo' and on a total ad-hoc

basis from an integrated mobility

perspective, which can subsequently

damage other systems, but rather seek

for strategic synergies and

complementarities. In this regard, the EU-

funded ASSURED-UAM project published

in 2021 a report on UAM Urban Mobility

Integration Strategies, and the UIC2

developed the SUMP practitioner briefing

on UAM, published in December 2021.

Considering the forthcoming acceleration

of this topic, ambitious authorities may

aspire to develop the needed

competencies to carry out even more

operational tasks, by managing certain

aspects of U-space, depending on their

national jurisdictions (eg, City-States), in

the frame of overall metropolitan

development, and transport planning

activities and responsibilities.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32021R0664
https://assured-uam.eu/
https://assured-uam.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/ASSURED-UAM-del-1.3.pdf
https://www.eltis.org/sites/default/files/practitioner_briefing_urban_air_mobility_and_sump.pdf


Local authorities must act now, but for

that, they first need to discover where to

start. 

In practical terms, cities and regions could

start preparing by putting forward ‘city

metrics’ to evaluate the operational and

societal impacts of UAM services. These

metrics, which could be part of a SUMP

process, could assess, for example, noise

emissions, visual pollution, ecological

footprint, inclusiveness, and accessibility

of UAM services, to inform stakeholders

and confirm or refute public assumptions. 
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Indeed, many of these concerns have

been identified in the EASA study on UAM

social acceptance in 2021, as well as in

the recent study of the AiRMOUR project.

Based on facts and data, priorities could

be defined and measures adopted to

mitigate real and most pressing issues

related to UAM operations. 

The user and social acceptance of this

mobility and urban innovation is

significantly challenging. While it may vary

from one city to another due to their

cultural and geographical characteristics,

experience within UIC2 has shown that the

terms in themselves may prove insufficient

to seize the challenges of introducing a

totally new mode of mobility in society.

UIC2 introduced in 2018 the term ‘societal

embracement’, to underline the wider

dimension of the set of stakeholders to be

considered, going beyond the concept of

customers, and including a broad

definition of citizens – both users and non-

users.

As the EU-funded projects AiRMOUR,

AURORA, FlyingForward2020, and

USEPE found out in their 'UAM for all'

workshop in Brussels back in May 2022,

all residents of urban areas inquired about

the purpose of these services. Local

authorities have the proper position and

also the duty to ensure information,

communication, and engagement of their

citizens in the definition of UAM services

to be introduced in their skies. 

Next to anticipating and evaluating impact

and engaging citizens, cities and regions

can participate in testing and designing

future UAM services. The Pan-European

UAM Projects & Initiatives Community

launched in March 2022 gathers a rich

variety of existing cross-sectoral and

transdisciplinary projects shaping the

future UAM system. This, and other

communities focusing on collective work

for sustainable and smart mobility such as

CIVITAS (UIC2) and POLIS, bring to the

front technological advances and, most

importantly, the viewpoints of local

authorities. As such, these communities

serve as catalysts to bridge the

operational and mindset gaps among the

urban mobility, planning, and aviation

communities. 

Drone over highway
USEPE project

Drone transporting medical material
USEPE project

Ruling the sky?

https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/uam-full-report.pdf
https://aurora-uam.eu/
https://www.ff2020.eu/
https://usepe.eu/
https://usepe.eu/news/urban-air-mobility-for-all-workshop-outline/
https://usepe.eu/news/usepe-integrates-the-pan-european-urban-air-mobility-projects-initiatives-community/
https://civitas.eu/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/


As European authorities and budget

owners start to realise the need to act for

the well-being of our local skies,

investment in research dissemination,

community building, and city personnel

education and training has already started

to pick up. 

In addition to the Erasmus+ 'UAM school

for cities' funded project, several

introduction and informative sessions were

included in high-level events in 2021 and

2022. Do you want to enter the scene and

have a say in your sky’s future? It is never

too late to start!
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UAM Projects & Initiatives Community
FF2020 Project

'UAM for all' workshops in Brussels
Lisa Vanderheijden, FF2020 Project

USEPE ends in December 2022
USEPE

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/usepe/


GIPUZKOA,
FOR THE PEOPLE
Determined to pave the way towards a more connected 

and equal society through smart public transport 

solutions, the Spanish province of Gipuzkoa is keeping 

apace with new transport technologies. 

WRITTEN BY

RAFAELA ROMERO POZO

Urban mobility is undergoing a major

transformation. While European cities and

regions are making great efforts to keep

up with the newest solutions and ensure

the transition to more sustainable transport

systems, they need to make sure that, first

and foremost, no one is left behind.

Gipuzkoa, a small and daring Basque

province located in the north of Spain, is

well aware of and committed to the

challenge. The province aims to be a

strategic ally of development for its various

cities, focusing on safety, smartness, and

access. It does so by developing services

adapted to every citizen, employing a

modern and connected interurban public

transport network. 

To successfully achieve its objectives, the

Gipuzkoa Provincial Council's Department

of Territorial Planning and Mobility has

taken specific action to increase the

inclusivity of Lurraldebus (the Council's

interurban bus network). How? With smart

solutions!

Since April 2022, several Lurraldebus

routes have made it possible for all those

buying tickets online to switch to

electronic-format tickets and waive the

need to print them – a decision very well

received by increasingly sustainability-

aware users.  
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Moreover, the use of applications has

experienced exponential growth in recent

years, enabling passengers to buy tickets

at any location and time and thus

improving accessibility by providing a safer

and more accessible alternative for the

users. This is also the case with Lurticket,

an app that facilitates payment by credit

card or mobile phone for interurban

transport on the entire network and

Lurraldebus routes.

Apps' usage is at an all time high
Mobility Department of the Gipuzkoa

Provincial Council

https://www.gipuzkoa.eus/es/diputacion/movilidad-y-ordenacion-del-territorio
https://www.lurraldebus.eus/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gertek.lurraldebus.lurticket&gl=US&pli=1


Common fares and zoning: The same

journey always costs the same

amount, whatever form of transport is

used. The zoning system is the basis

of all the fares applied.

Discounts for frequent use: The more

the cardholder uses public transport,

the cheaper each journey becomes.

Special rates for connections: Free

connections between routes run by the

same company and discounts for

connections between routes run by

different operators.

Extra credit for members of reduced

fare groups: seniors, young people,

people with disabilities, etc.
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These are slight yet meaningful

improvements increasingly demanded by

the users that, when materialised, are

appreciated and highly helpful in assisting

public transport workers with their day-to-

day management. This is also the case of

MUGI, a multimodal transport card created

with the very diverse general public needs

in mind.

Focusing on smart 

connected transport 

has the potential to 

change the way 

people live, move,

and interact with 

mass-transit

transport systems. 

Rafaela Romero Pozo
Deputy for Mobility and Urban Planning

at Gipuzkoa Provincial Council

The MUGI card offers reduced fares to
specific groups, including seniors

Mobility Department of the Gipuzkoa
Provincial Council

A single payment system: The same

card can be used throughout the entire

public transport system.

The MUGI card arose in 2013 from a

consensus among the members of the

Gipuzkoa Territorial Transport Authority

(GGLA-ATTG), the body establishing joint

transport policies in Gipuzkoa.

It represents an integrated ticketing

system on the move, devised by and for

the citizens. Its goal? To help and

encourage them to use public transport!

This system offers significant advantages

to frequent users of public transport, in the

form of:

The MUGI card

The card, created with equality and social

justice as the main drivers in mind, has

faced multiple challenges during its almost

ten years of existence, associated with the

increasingly connected nature of our

society. Therefore, a smarter, more

comprehensive approach was needed; in

comes the virtual MUGI system.

The MUGI card aims to encourage 
citizens to use public transport
Mobility Department of the Gipuzkoa 
Provincial Council

https://www.mugi.eus/index.php/en/
https://www.atgipuzkoa.eus/es/


On this premise, Gipuzkoa has taken

action to extend the ticketing system

alternatives and put the focus on users

and their needs, providing users with

access to the new Virtual MUGI system. 

This new system allows mobile payments,

dismissing the need to carry the actual,

material card around with us; this

represents a step forward in adding value

to the card, which will now also provide

access to valuable information for users

on their mobile phones.  

Indeed, the implementation of the Virtual

MUGI system will be a turning point that

will mark the future of public transport in

Gipuzkoa, moving forward towards a more

connected transport system and a more

inclusive society.

c i t i e s
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The virtual MUGI 

system

Conclusion

Transport systems have reached an

exciting turnaround point, with new public

transport technology introducing an

unprecedented change, on which both our

Lurraldebus and MUGI have already made

a start. The need to focus on smart

connected transport has the potential to

change the way people live, move, and

interact with mass-transit transport

systems, and therefore, our societies as a

whole. 

The COVID-19 pandemic reaffirmed public

transport as an essential human right:

Citizens must be able to travel under the

same conditions regardless of their place

of residence and spending power.

Moreover, it also emphasized the need to

upgrade vital parts of a sector needing to

meet demands like handless collections of

tickets, reliable Wi-Fi services, and

automatic passenger-counting systems to

manage public transport capacity. 

In Gipuzkoa, we are proud of operating a

unique European transport model meeting

many of the requests made by our very

diverse general public. While sustainability

is an important focus, we design and

operate a public transport model based,

first and foremost, on human rights. 

This approach makes our model a

European benchmark in terms of

interoperability and accessibility, paving

the way to a bigger general focus on urban

justice.

Public transport is an 

essential human right

The Lurraldebus is the interurban bus
network of the Province of Gipuzkoa

Mobility Department of the Gipuzkoa
Provincial Council



ENVIRONMENT
AND HEALTH

The Working Group also fosters

discussion among members on the 15-

minute City concept, street space

(re)allocation for active modes,

infrastructure for active mobility, spatial

interventions, safety for walking and

cycling, and improving walking and

cycling.

The Working Group on Clean Vehicles

and Air quality addresses major

challenges related to air quality and

current developments in the field of clean

and sustainable transport within cities.

POLIS and the membership investigate

together policy frameworks and new

technologies that could improve air quality.

Moreover, they look into the world of

electrification and alternative fuels.

The Working Group on Active Travel and

Health looks at the impact that urban and

regional transport has on the environment

and on health, with a focus on the role of

soft modes of transport, such as walking

and cycling. The group focuses on

measures and strategies to enable a more

balanced distribution of public space

across the different modes, promoting

active travel and thus harnessing its well-

known benefits.

Cities and regions across Europe have 
been reallocating urban spaces towards 
more sustainable modes of mobility. The 
share of cycling and walking in terms of 
the total urban modal split has increased 
during the pandemic.

Roman Koester / Unsplash
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Environment and Health in

mobility encompasses

themes that POLIS covers

in two Working Groups - the

Active Travel and Health

Working Group and the

Clean Vehicles and Air

Quality Working Group.

Find out more about the Clean

Vehicles and Air Quality

Working Group on our website!

Find out more about the Active

Travel and Health Working

Group on our website!

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/what-we-do/working-groups/clean-vehicles-air-quality/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/what-we-do/working-groups/active-travel-health/


important to understand that what

sometimes works in Northern Europe

cannot necessarily be transferred to the

south – a well-known truth for the Urban

Transports Community (UTC).

The UTC is an Interreg MED initiative that

promotes sustainable urban mobility

planning in the Euro-Mediterranean region

as an effective tool to reduce carbon

emissions and improve the quality of life of

the population and the environment. Led

by MedCities and featuring POLIS among

its partners, the initiative covers a wide

range of mobility-related topics and has

tools and solutions for the key steps to

achieve sustainable and zero-emission

mobility in the Mediterranean – with a

focus on soft mobility, tourism,

electromobility, and climate change.

Urban Transports Community's banner
UniMed / UTC

The Euro-Mediterranean is made up of EU

and non-EU nations on the southern and

northern coastlines of the Mediterranean.

However, much more than a geopolitical

entity, this area is home to a set of

peculiar environmental, historical, and

cultural traits that, in some instances,

allow the inclusion of nations and

territories that are not physically part of the

region, such as Portugal. 

The Euro-Mediterranean, characterised by

relatively small but dense urban areas, is

famed for its geographical and historical

significance, yet its innovative mobility

potential Is less explored than the one of

other regions of the world, such as

Northern Europe. 

While examples like the Netherlands,

Denmark or Sweden are well known, it is

A MEDITERRANEAN 
PERSPECTIVE
With an eye on the examples of leading cities in the area 

and the work of the Urban Transports Community, it is 

time to explore mobility in the Euro-Mediterranean.
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WRITTEN BY

ALESSIA GIORGIUTTI

https://urban-transports.interreg-med.eu/
https://urban-transports.interreg-med.eu/
https://medcities.org/
https://urban-transports.interreg-med.eu/no-cache/news-events/news/detail/actualites/catalogue-of-sustainable-urban-mobility-solutions-by-the-urban-transports-community/
https://urban-transports.interreg-med.eu/no-cache/news-events/news/detail/actualites/utc-policy-brief-1-promoting-soft-mobility-in-the-mediterranean/
https://urban-transports.interreg-med.eu/no-cache/news-events/news/detail/actualites/tourism-and-mobility-in-the-mediterranean-the-utc-policy-brief-2-is-out/
https://urban-transports.interreg-med.eu/no-cache/news-events/news/detail/actualites/e-mobility-in-the-mediterranean-the-utc-policy-brief-3-is-out/


Mediterranean countries have a higher

motorisation rate compared to the EU

average (560 cars/1,000 inhabitants). As a

result, Mediterranean governments are

increasingly committing to deploying

ambitious policies to discourage car

ownership while providing more

sustainable soft mobility options and

enhancing public spaces for their citizens. 

Soft mobility (bicycles, e-bicycles, e-

scooters, as well as walking) includes

modes of transport that serve as

sustainable options for relatively short

trips. These modes largely rely on human

physical activity or alternative power –
electric and solar, for example; however

they also require appropriate infrastructure

to encourage their use. This is particularly

important in the Euro-Mediterranean area,

where appropriateness translates not only

to attractiveness but also to safety.

From Mdina (MT) to Rome (IT) or Lisbon

(PT), most cities in the Med-area have

historical centres that cannot be simply

rebuilt or adapted to active modes.

Indeed, narrow cobblestone streets do not

always match well with safely or

comfortably riding bikes, while also

complicating the job of e-scooter collecting

trucks. 

Soft mobility, strong 

results

When it comes to improving cycling

networks, it is also relevant to mention the

case of the Metropolitan Area of Barcelona

(ES). Here, following a 6-month

consultation, a 550 km metropolitan

cycling network connecting 36 previously

separated municipalities is now in the

works and scheduled for completion by

2025. Similarly, yet on a smaller scale,

Durrës (AL) successfully integrated its

existing cycling. 

Cobblestone street in Rome, Italy
Mark Harpur / Unsplash
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They see them rollin’, 
but they lovin’

Guidance for improving user experience

and effective monitoring of their use is

critical. For example, the city of Misano

(IT) marked its cycling network with visible

signposts, indicating not only relevant

directions (to the waterfront, the centre,

the schools, etc), but also registering the

number of transiting cyclists, thus

providing information on the quantifiable

real use of the bike lanes.

Moreover, looking at the examples of

Haifa (IL) or Rimini (IT), warm

Mediterranean summers call for a climate-

sensitive approach to designing urban

mobility infrastructure. We see this clearly

with bike lanes, where roadside

installations, such as water fountains, rest

areas, and refreshment stations, as well

as vegetation along and around bike

tracks, not only have a significant visual

and social impact, but also provide basic

needs and shade, reduce glare, and help

to lower air temperatures – issues that are

often absent from conversations amongst

Northern European countries!

The case of Zadar (HR) and Igoumenitsa

(EL) finally show that, aside from

interventions and guidance, cycling

success requires determined political will.

Here, when decision-makers took bold

steps, sustainability accelerated; from the

collection of mobility and air quality data,

cycle road mapping, and upgrading an

existing smartphone app (Zadar Bike

Magic), to a more traditional take on

refurbishing marked by the revamp of a

misused bike-sharing system.

The app Zadar Bike Magic
Zadar Bike Magic

Igoumenitsa bike-share during European Mobility Week 2017
Eltis - Eurocities - EUROPEANMOBILITYWEEK

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Passenger_cars_in_the_EU
https://www.transport.gov.mt/MicromobilityinMalta_web.pdf-f4128
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jun/25/rome-to-impose-new-rules-to-curb-wild-west-e-scooter-incidents
https://www.portugalist.com/lisbon-electric-scooter/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-08/europe-s-cobbled-streets-breaking-scooters-and-business-models#xj4y7vzkg
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/member/barcelona/
https://www.amb.cat/es/web/mobilitat/projectes-oberts/detall/-/projecteobert/bicivia/6439486/11704
http://medurbantools.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Bike-lanes-extension-Durres_FINAL.docx.pdf
http://medurbantools.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Bike-lanes-upgrade-in-Misano_FINAL.docx.pdf
https://www.transisrael.co.il/ContentPage?id=186
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/275536415_Bike_Lane_Design_the_Context_Sensitive_Approach
http://medurbantools.com/portfolio_page/cycle-tourism-in-zadar-croatia/
http://medurbantools.com/portfolio_page/bike-sharing-system-in-igoumenitsa-greece/


Tunis has rolled out its
e-buses in 2018
Marhba News

The Euro-Mediterranean area is

increasingly adopting the use of e-vehicles

and micromobility solutions due to the

greater accessibility to electric charging

infrastructure and the stronger public-

private partnerships between cities and

electromobility providers – though still

behind the rates seen in Central and

Northern European countries.

Electric mopeds, for example, have gained

traction in many tourist destinations

characterised by mild weather and a

prominent motorcycle culture – Genoa

(IT), Nice (FR), Barcelona and   Valencia

(ES), to name a few.

Many Mediterranean cities have also

experimented with electric shared

micromobility by launching innovative pilot

projects. We see this in the case of the

municipality of Rethymno (EL), which is

currently operating 10 micromobility

charging stations for e-bikes and e-

scooters as part of the project ‘Electric

mobility solutions for tourists and

residents’, showing the ambition to turn

this trend into a long-lasting offer.
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It's electrifying, really

Similarly, e-bus deployment plans in the

Mediterranean are accelerating, with

Marseille (FR), the first city to launch a

100% electric bus line, seeking to convert

around 50 buses per year – electrifying its

entire fleet by 2035, Mersin (TR) securing

extensive funding for a 100 strong e-bus

fleet to help save 20,468 tonnes of CO2,

and Alexandria (EG), Tunis (TN) and

Marrakesh (MA) showing a considerable

and growing employment of clean public

transport fleets.

Hot, Mediterranean 

summer with a side of 

tourism and mobility

Climate and tourism are at the heart of

mobility strategies across the Euro-

Mediterranean. Indeed, the temperate

Mediterranean climate has driven the

growth of tourism, yet also starkly exposed

the urgency for transitioning to a mobility

which can cut carbon emissions to survive

the mounting temperatures we are seeing

as our climate changes before our eyes. 

Both the ‘First Mediterranean Assessment

Report’ and the IPCC Sixth Assessment

Report ‘Climate Change 2022: Impacts,

Adaptation and Vulnerability’ find that the

Mediterranean is warming up 20% faster

than other regions in the world. Surface

temperature is now already 1.5°C higher

than during pre-industrial times and, in the

worst-case scenario, it is expected to rise

until 2100 by an additional 3.8 to 6.5°C.

Global warming will likely be accompanied

by a reduction in summer precipitation of

about 10-15% in Southern France, North-

western Spain, and the Balkans, and up to

30% in Turkey, with cases of extreme

weather events already becoming more

frequent and increasingly affecting

people’s health, lives, property,

infrastructures, energy, and –
unsurprisingly – transport systems and

tourism.

During heatwaves power consumption

increases due to air conditioning use,

causing frequent power outages. Heat, on

the other hand, reduces the efficiency and

durability of solar panels, cables and

electric stations – a risk for e-charging

infrastructures. 

Moreover, extreme heat has also the

potential to reduce and shift tourism, while

exacerbating the use of unsustainable

modes – this is more people opting for a 

 car with A/C on full blast, for example.

A copy-and-paste transport 

solution is not necessarily 

the optimum approach for 

Euro-Med countries: POLIS 

members like Barcelona, 

Reggio Emilia, Puglia, and 

Kadikoy have presented 

their unique approaches to 

cycling, multimodality, 

parking, and infrastructure 

at POLIS’ Active Travel,

Small and Medium Sized 

Cities Platform and Regions 

Working Group meetings. 

Isobel Duxfield
Membership & Communications 

Manager, Regions Working Group & 

SMC Platform Coordinator

at POLIS Network

https://www.marhba.com/automobile/bus-%C3%A9lectrique-en-tunisie
https://www.visitgenoa.it/en/green-mobility
https://www.cityscoot.eu/en/nice
https://shared-micromobility.com/shared-mobility-services-battle-royale-in-barcelona/
https://en.northleg.com/valencia/transport/scooter-rentals/
http://medurbantools.com/portfolio_page/electric-mobility-solutions-for-tourists-and-residents/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=61iafrA5YGc
https://lab.movinonconnect.com/s/article/Turkey-Gets-100-Green-Buses-for-Pearl-of-the-Mediterranean?language=en_US
https://cms.uitp.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/UITP-Electric-Bus-in-MENA-V5.pdf
https://www.severe-weather.eu/tag/mediterranean/
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The Mediterranean is at heightened risk from climate change  
UNEP / MAP and Plan Bleu, 2020

It's getting hot in here

In 2019, just before the pandemic,

Mediterranean tourism accounted for up to

15% of regional GDP, with 75% growth

since 1995, expected to reach 626 million

international tourist arrivals by 2025

according to the UN World Tourism

Organization (WTO). Badly hit by the

COVID-19 outbreak, the sector is now at a

crossroads, and it can either shift toward

greener tourism patterns, or it can revert

to its previous trend of uncontrolled mass

tourism.

Ambitious, green, and inclusive recovery

roadmaps at the local, national, and

regional levels are thus critical to ensuring

a bright future for Mediterranean tourism

and contributing to a thriving, inclusive,

and sustainable region.

It is the Catch-22 for 2022; there will not

be any e-bikes or pedestrians around

Mediterranean cities if there are no local

riders or tourists, and there will not be any

local riders or tourists without the

opportunity for fresh, clean air.

There are major gains to be made.

Developing a sustainable, low-carbon

mobility model for locals and visitors,

fostering the competitiveness of the Euro-

Mediterranean area on the international

stage, tackling externalities of

unsustainable mobility practices, and

enhancing the quality of life and the

experience of both the resident population

and visitors without jeopardising the

environment are the golden rules of

survival.

Mobility needs to be included in these

roadmaps. Integrating mobility, tourism,

and climate change agendas is indeed the

only way forward for Mediterranean

countries; they are intertwined elements

that shape the region’s identity.         

Urban Transports Community
ends in December 2022

Urban Transports Community

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/urban-transports-community/
http://www.unwto.org/unwto-tourism-recovery-tracker


ACTIVE 
CHANGES
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How can active mobility lead

to more human-scale cities?

Are the efforts initiated

during the pandemic here to

stay?

One way or another, the

world is changing, and us

with it. 

MARINA MARTIN VILCHES

ELABORATED BY

INTERVIEW WITH

MELISSA BRUNTLETT

CHRIS BRUNTLETT

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n

In this interview, we talk with

Melissa and Chris Bruntlett

about cycling, walking,

inclusivity, and all the

different misconceptions

and changes happening

around them.

Once the site of a heated disagreement
around surface car parking, Delft’s
Markt square is now bustling with

commerce, community, and connection 
Modacity



POLIS: European cities and

regions face similar challenges

when it comes to creating happier

and safer cities through

sustainable mobility deployment.

However, there is no one-size-

fits-all solution for this, as

mentioned in your books. What

would you say are the main

barriers that these cities and

regions face? 

Melissa (Bruntlett): One of the biggest

barriers is space allocation. Understanding

how to shift and rethink our streets is a big

challenge, especially when, for the past 50

years, they have been a place for moving

and parking vehicles.  There are however

plans to rethink, repurpose, and

reprioritise this space: innovative projects,

tactical urbanism, and even street festivals

can help people to start rethinking and

imagining the space in different terms. 

c i t i e s
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Chris (Bruntlett): It is also important to not

only focus on the differences between

cities while searching for solutions, but

also on their similarities. A city like Berlin

bears a lot of resemblance to others like

New York, Sydney, and Beijing. It is not

about turning every city into Amsterdam,

for example, but about being informed and

inspired by what a given, successful city is

doing and using that to make your city a

better version of itself. Cities can vastly

learn from each other.

POLIS: One of the main

challenges that local and regional

authorities face when trying to

advance the sustainable mobility

transition, and more particularly

cycling, is behavioural change.

Do you have any advice or best

practices to share? 

Chris: For behavioural change to happen,

authorities need to understand and

recognise the latent demand for better

cycling conditions and build for it, first and

foremost. Infrastructure leads to

behavioural change, and it must be both

safe and inclusive.

Melissa: The people whose behaviours

they want to change also need to be

included in the planning and policymaking

conversations. Without their input, we are

just designing based on what and who we

know, which sometimes is not that much. 

Melissa and Chris Bruntlett
Modacity

Cover of Melissa and Chris Bruntlett's
second book, 'Curbing Traffic'
Melissa and Chris Bruntlett
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POLIS: The COVID-19 pandemic

has brought along airs of change

and urban renewal, and with that,

a more significant will to rethink

and transform our cities in more

sustainable and inclusive terms.

In your opinion, will cities and

regions continue to persevere in

their efforts in the long term, or

will these be short and medium-

lived?

Chris:  The pandemic clearly pointed out

the problems of a one-sided mobility

system in a very poignant way, signalling

how much space is given away to cars but

also how much space can be taken back if

we move swiftly. It is however difficult to

generalise whether this transformation or

will to change was a success or failure.

Every city dealt with it differently; some

cities moved very quickly to reclaim space

for active mobility, while others did not do

anything at all. 

Melissa: Many cities tested out a few ideas

that proved successful and are making

them now permanent. 

We are seeing amazing examples, such

as Paris and Milan. It is also exciting to

see how much some cities and regions are

starting to invest in sustainable mobility

projects. They have now more potential

with the increased budgets as part of

initiatives like the EU Green Deal. The

challenge now is to effectively allocate that

funding to make these changes a lot more

permanent.  

POLIS: In your book ‘Building the

Cycling City’ you state the

following: ‘A key ingredient in

creating the world's most

enjoyable driving conditions is

providing the freedom to leave

the car at home’. Could you

explain this further?

Melissa: The Netherlands is both a cycling

and a drivers' paradise. Because of the

many short trips done by more space-

efficient means of travel such as foot,

bicycle, and public transport, much of the

road space is saved for people who want

to (or simply need to) drive.  Waze (GPS

navigation mobile app) has named the        

jjjnnn

While Maya does not cycle for transport,
Delft’s ubiquitous red paths and bicycle

streets provide the perfect conditions for
travelling safely through her city

Modacity

Delft’s bike networks support many
distances and destinations;
accommodating complex, multi-purpose
travel patterns outside the “normal” 9-
to-5 commute 
Modacity



Netherlands the most satisfying place in

the world to drive a car for three

consecutive years, especially due to its

low levels of traffic congestion. 

Chris: The general understanding of

mobility and street space is based on a

flawed assumption of it being a sort of

zero-sum game. The overall conversation

should be reframed as what can be a win-

win. Drivers, cyclists, pedestrians, and

public transport users all win if we plan

and build these mobility and city networks

in a dedicated and cohesive way and do

not do half measures that do not get that

replacement of trips that are happening

here in the Netherlands at such a large

scale. 

As seen in the suburbs west of Delft,
secure parking at this stop feeds far more
customers into the bus network, without
impacting its capacity or reliability 

c i t i e s
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Chris: Traffic calming measures! Some

cities have implemented traffic circulation

plans so that car traffic does not filter

through residential and commercial areas

as well as city centres. This type of

measure has all kinds of positive impacts

on safety and liveability. This can be seen

in some cities like Ghent but also

Brussels, which recently implemented a

traffic circulation plan. 

Melissa: Cities that run at 30 kilometres an

hour (and there are many of them here in

the Netherlands and increasingly

elsewhere in the world) are much safer

and liveable places, and they make active

mobility more enticing and comfortable.

However, it is also needed to foster an

inclusive engagement. For designs to be

effective, involving relevant, diverse

stakeholders is a must.

A solar-powered electric bicycle charging
station at TU Delft. A mobility solution
that checks all boxes for resilience: it is
recoverable, reliable, and sustainable

POLIS: Cities are slowly starting

to realise to be both smart and

sustainable, they first and

foremost need to be inclusive.

How can promoting a cycling

culture enhance a city's urban

justice? 

Melissa: Cycling is, for many people, a

powerful mobility tool. Bicycles give the

chance to keep moving without having to

be reliant on most other forms of transport.

Moreover, creating wide cycle paths also

helps create space for people that are on

tricycles, adapted cycles, mobility

scooters, and other modes. This allows for

a much more inclusive and equitable

space in which people can move without

restrictions and feel more connected to

one another.

Chris: All in all, allowing more space for

active mobility leads to more people

participating in society and being in control

of their own lives; if we do not build cities

with that one principle in mind, we will be

ignoring the needs of huge segments of

our population. 

POLIS: In your books, you state

that ‘with sufficient political will

and demand from the public,

cities can change almost

overnight’. What are potential,

meaningful measures currently

overlooked to promote active

mobility and build more human-

friendly cities? 

POLIS: Is there any

preconceived idea regarding

cycling, but also inclusive mobility

in general that you would like to

contest? 

At a protected intersection, drivers
approach the foot/cycle path at a 90-
degree angle, bringing vulnerable users
into view and reducing the chance of
collision 
Modacity

Modacity

Modacity
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Chris: The belief that walking and cycling

conflict with one another: that a city that is

great for cycling is somehow anti-

pedestrian. Walking and cycling advocates

need to start working together as allies.

The Netherlands’s walking and cycling

infrastructure complement each other and

coexist to create safe and comfortable

conditions. 

Melissa: One thing I would like to debunk

is all the biases when it comes to cycling.

We need to ensure that whatever we are

building, designing, and planning, we also

include often overlooked communities in

the discourse. For example, we need to

create complete networks that reach all

areas of our cities, and not only in white

affluent neighbourhoods. 

POLIS: Is there anything else

that you would like for local

authorities and transport

operators to understand about

the importance of and the

connection between promoting

active mobility and creating more

inclusive cities? 

Chris: Cities do not have many restorative

spaces for people to connect and rewind

for the sake of their mental health, which

is something we learnt from the COVID-19

pandemic. Hopefully, this recognition will

translate into an actual structural change

in our transport networks, seeing them not

just as a means of moving people from A

to B, but as places where people can

connect, restore from stress, get physical

activity, and enjoy better mental health. 

Melissa: Authorities and transport

operators need to understand that it is not

only about road safety, but also about

improving the quality of life for their

citizens. By reducing cars and making

more space for active mobility, enjoying

the city and its public spaces, and

reducing external stresses such as noise,

traffic, and safety. The key thing to

consider is inclusive and equitable

transport and its impact on the mental

health and social well-being of the citizens

– all of them.

When stepping out of Delft Station,
instead of roaring engines, one is greeted

by the sound of bicycles, songbirds,
church bells, trams, and nearby terraces 

Modacity



Bicipolitana represents the

formal and communicative

application of the MBP, the

Metropolitan Bike Plan,

included in the SUMP and

the statement of a new,

cohesive territorial vision

driven by sustainability and

inclusiveness.

An example of the Bicipolitana 
infrastructure in the foothills area
of the Metropolitan City of Bologna
Metropolitan City of Bologna

The Metropolitan City of Bologna (MCB

from now on) is part of the region of

Emilia-Romagna, in northwestern Italy. It

counts about 1 million inhabitants and 55

municipalities. Since 2012, the MCB has

actively developed and promoted cycling-

oriented measures by working on an

embryonal metropolitan bike plan, striving

to build a bike-friendly territory at the

metropolitan scale. This original plan

acquired a definitive and integrated shape

into the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan

(SUMP) of 2019.

The SUMP represents a clear statement

towards managing the energy

consumption and environmental

sustainability of transport in the

metropolitan area. The main goal, aside

from building a fair and inclusive territorial

displacement offer through the progressive

implementation of measures, is the

reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by

40% by 2030, compared to 1990’s traffic

emissions level – cycling, in particular,

represents a key element of succeeding in

such goal.

BICIPOLITANA 
BOLOGNESE
Since 2020, the Metropolitan City of Bologna publicises 

every activity related to cycling under the umbrella of 

'Bicipolitana Bolognese'.

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emilia-Romagna
http://www.pumsbologna.it/


Since 2012, Italy has made great progress

concerning cycling. Several government

resources helped the development of

cycling at local and regional levels,

including the promotion and

communication of the SUMP.

Furthermore, since 2020 every activity

related to cycling in the MCB has been

publicised under the umbrella of a cycling

network called 'Bicipolitana Bolognese'. 

The Bicipolitana thus became both the

formal and communicative application of

the Metropolitan Bike Plan of MCB

included in the SUMP and the statement

of a new, cohesive territorial vision driven

by sustainability and inclusiveness. This

objective was strengthened by the

adoption of the MTP/PTM (Metropolitan

Territory Plan) in 2021.

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n
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The Bicipolitana network
Metropolitan City of Bologna

The Bicipolitana 

Bolognese

The MCB promotes different actions to

orient the national funding and effectively

promotes both the completion of the

Bicipolitana infrastructure and the

dissemination of a bike-friendly culture. 

Innovation of the 

Bicipolitana and 

reproducible aspects

The Bicipolitana is a metropolitan cycle

network that connects the capital city of

Bologna to all the main towns, production

areas, and functional centres in the

metropolitan region. The main structure

stretches along ten radial directions,

integrated with various cross-connections,

for a total extension of about 1,000 km, of

which 405 km are already existing or

under construction and 160 km are

already funded as of December 2021.

The Bicipolitana also includes cycling

facilities like rental and repair services,

drinking fountains, cycle parks, and

velostations, but also cycling signs,

communication campaigns, events,

websites, interactive maps, and more. It

aims to show citizens that it is possible to

ride a bicycle instead of driving cars on

safe and fast lanes, even in extra-urban

areas. The SUMP has scheduled the

Bicipolitana completion by 2030. As of

now, 42% of the network has been

completed, with an additional 16% already

funded (monitoring December 2021).

Concerning the first point, MCB focused

on the idea that the infrastructure needs to

be continuous and homogeneous at the

metropolitan scale. The Bicipolitana

infrastructure has been designed at the

pre-feasibility project level since 2021, to

gain an overview of critical issues, costs of

realizations, and hierarchization of the

network to be realized, thus strategically

orienting the available funding. Two

different tools have been developed to

apply standard solutions at the

metropolitan scale: a technical manual and

a cycle road signs manual. In 2022, some

signage installations on a large sector of

the Bicipolitana network was implemented

and the design of some part of the network

was pushed forward at the feasibility

project level. 



Reproduction of the Bicipolitana logo 
during the Bologna Bike Pride - 

September 2022
Metropolitan City of Bologna

This experience proves that, thanks to

previous mobility planning, it is possible to

maintain and expand on previous

objectives in territorial development, even

in critical circumstances. The Bicipolitana

project sits at a critical conjuncture: on the

one side, important government funding

has been made available; on the other,

the area, like the rest of Italy, is dealing

with an energetic and economic crisis.

Within this context, the SUMP and,

consequently, the Bicipolitana represent

key resources to develop a new vision for

the metropolitan area and to foster a future

society based on sustainability, equality,

and inclusiveness. This is because

planning shows the way forward. The

challenges faced prompted us to give

voice to neglected communities, to

rediscover the potential of suburban

areas, to listen to the people affected by

the economic crisis, to enhance local

trade, all the while promoting the

traditional international role of the

Bolognese territory as a pole of tourist

attraction and cultural and productive

excellence.

In conclusion, the completion of the

Bicipolitana and the parallel dissemination

of bicycle culture will help citizens not only

overcome this period of crisis but, by

doing so, to find out an even more

attractive, fair, sustainable region – one

once again thought and re-designed at a

human scale.

At the same time, MCB worked on an

updated georeferenced database of

cycling infrastructure and services, to

monitor the annual increase of cycling

infrastructures and to figure out their

location on a map. Spotted monitoring of

cycling passages was also kick-off with the

aim of overall and strategic monitoring of

flows to be implemented in the next years.

Concerning the participation and

interaction with citizenship, MCB based its

actions on constant interaction with the 55

municipalities of the public authority. 2021

also saw the birth of a ‘table of active

mobility’, a place for exchange and

interaction with the main territorial

stakeholders.

Finally, in 2022 MCB started a strong and

integrated communication campaign that

includes an internet website, a

metropolitan bike pride with about 3,000

participants, a big event during the

EUROPEANMOBILITYWEEK, plus social

network activities and a billboard

campaign, a commercial spot, and

podcasting activities programmed for the

winter season and spring 2023. The

common theme is to promote a bike

culture based on cycling and sharing

spaces.

‘Bicipolitana Bolognese’ has the potential

to revolutionize the perception,

functionality, and accessibility of the

metropolitan area by opening

unprecedented perspectives for

sustainable and inclusive mobility in areas

where, previously, circulation was only

possible by car.
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MINDS MATTER!
Mental health conditions that affect cognitive and 

communication skills can prevent travel — and an 

inability to use transport, or an absence of transport, can 

have a profound effect on how connected we feel.

WRITTEN BY

ANDY COPE

RUTH VAN RY

ROGER MACKETT

ANDREW WILLIAMS

Mental health and travel have a complex

relationship. We have come a long way in

the UK – and across Europe – in our

discussions surrounding mental health.

What was once an overlooked – even

shunned – topic, is now spoken about far

more widely. 

Mental health difficulties are not

uncommon. According to UK mental

health charity Mind, 1 in 4 people will

experience a mental health problem of

some kind each year in England. For

context, this means that on any given

week in England, 8 in 100 people

experience anxiety or depression, 1 in 100

people are affected by Obsessive-

compulsive disorder (OCD), and 4 in 100

people experience Post Traumatic Stress

Disorder (PTSD).

Mental health has a huge impact on an

individual’s ability and willingness to

travel, and travel can also exacerbate

mental illness if stress and anxiety are

experienced during the journey. But

transport is also a means of providing a

social connection that can help to alleviate

some mental health conditions.

c i t i e s
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Parent and a child cycling in a park
Yiwen / Unsplash

https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/types-of-mental-health-problems/statistics-and-facts-about-mental-health/how-common-are-mental-health-problems/#References


A survey investigating the links

between mental health and travel by

Professor Roger Mackett, University

College London

A systematic review of the link

between transport and loneliness by

Dr Andrew Williams and colleagues,

University of St. Andrews

have shaped the organisation’s own

thinking:

We use a wide range of cognitive skills

when we travel. These skills include

concentration, interpretation of

information, confidence in decision-

making, interaction with other people,

comprehension, and memory. Any

condition that compromises these skills

can impact our ability to travel. 

Car driving – 30% of people report

mental health conditions causing

substantial barriers to driving;

Public transport – 20% to 36% of

people with mental health conditions

report barriers to different public

transport modes; 

Professor Mackett’s survey revealed the

remarkable extent to which people

reporting mental health conditions identify

substantial barriers to travel – 89% of the

survey respondents sometimes could not

leave home at all because of their mental

health condition.

These include:
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Sustrans and their partners in the UK have

been exploring the connection between

our transport systems and mental health,

and the role active travel plays in

supporting mental well-being.

This is core to Sustrans’ mission.

Sustrans is the leading UK-based charity

enabling people to travel by walking,

wheeling or cycling for more of the

journeys that are made every day.

From individual families to policymakers,

the POLIS associate member works

across the board to make active travel

accessible, affordable, and enjoyable!

Indeed, their work on gender equality, and

young, and older age travel, has opened

up conversations about what a Just

Transition to sustainable urban mobility

really means and how we can get there.

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n

Addressing mental 

health and transport

‘Disability’ is a broad term covering a wide

spectrum of physical, sensory, or mental

conditions (sometimes apparent,

sometimes more concealed) experienced

in multiple ways. These conditions shape

how individuals — and caregivers —
navigate urban mobility services.

While cities have come a long way in

considering how transport infrastructure

can accommodate a spectrum of user

needs, there is much work left to do.

It is more than simply adding ramps and

elevators or widening cycle paths. Here,

mental health must also be considered if

we are to truly account for the spectrum of

user needs across our transport systems.

To help us consider the way forward,

Sustrans examines two studies which         

jjjnhhh

The link between 

mental health and 

travel

Woman cycling in Cambridge
Clem Onojeghuo / Unsplash

Cycling – 17% of people with mental

health conditions reported that they

are not able to cycle due to their

mental health condition; 

Walking – 10% of people with mental

health conditions reported that they

find walking trips difficult due to their

mental health condition.

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/civil-environmental-geomatic-engineering/sites/civil_environmental_geomatic_engineering/files/mental_health_and_travel_-_final_report.pdf
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/media/11359/sustrans-loneliness-and-transport-systematic-review-final-report-21-06-30.pdf
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/civil-environmental-geomatic-engineering/sites/civil_environmental_geomatic_engineering/files/mental_health_and_travel_-_final_report.pdf
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/member/sustrans/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/sustrans-pedaling-to-gender-parity/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/policy-briefing-on-fair-bus-fares-for-young-people/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/report-into-active-travel-in-mid-life/
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This data emphasises the importance of

walking and cycling as an alternative to

driving a car or using public transport;

however — and perhaps most importantly

— it highlights the need for mitigation

against some of the anxieties around

navigation, anti-social behaviour, and

access to facilities, which many

experienced using these modes.

'Walking, cycling and wheeling are

foundational to confronting our mobility

challenges, but we need to create the

conditions required to encourage people to

do so,' said Xavier Brice, CEO of

Sustrans, speaking at POLIS’ Leadership

Summit in Glasgow earlier this year. 

Dr Williams' study, funded by Sustrans

and Transport Scotland, looks in detail at

the connection between transport and

loneliness and isolation. For most of us,

our social lives depend heavily on getting

to places where we can interact with our

friends and family members. This could

mean going to cafes, bars, parks or other

social spaces or simply getting out and

about in our local communities.

Without the ability to make these

connections, we risk becoming isolated,

and we fear becoming lonely. The

pandemic highlighted the vulnerability of

some aspects of our social connections

and has emphasised some of the factors

that can lead to loneliness and isolation.

How we get around has a fundamental

effect on these social connections.

Sustrans conducted a review of a range of

studies, which identified associations

between private transport, public

transport, community transport, active

travel, transport infrastructure, and

feelings of loneliness. It was also found

that these associations vary across the life

course and circumstances of individuals.

What solutions are at 

hand?

Navigability can be improved by providing

frequent signposts to landmarks or other

reference points, including street maps as

a regular part of route signage, designing

streets and paths to include a variety (so

that places are distinctive enough to be

easily recognised), and testing wayfinding

infrastructure with a range of user groups.

We can improve the confidence of

travellers by offering mentored rides and

travel buddies for commutes, creating

‘safe places’ along routes where people

can seek support and working with public

transport to train staff to provide

assistance. Meanwhile, improving the

provision and visibility of public toilets will

also go a long way to tackle travel

anxieties.

At the same time, public awareness of the

invisibility of many disabilities is needed.

Campaigns such as the Department for

Transport’s 'It's everyone's journey'

campaign have helped to raise awareness

of non-visible disabilities.

However, this must be a collective, co-

created effort. Sustrans is increasingly

looking to improve the ways it co-designs

and co-creates spaces with people who

have a mental health condition, as well as

looking to partner further with mental

health support organisations to steer this

work.

Loneliness has a major impact on our

mental health. Millions of people across

Europe struggle with feelings of

loneliness, and transport plays a key role

in mitigating and exacerbating this. 

Transport-related social exclusion — in

which limited access to transport or other

issues with the transport system prevents

people from fully participating in society in

the way they would like — has long been

recognised. Yet, it has been a topic which

has gone ignored — even deemed taboo.

However, the COVID-19 pandemic has

done much to reverse this; with

widespread research in the US and

Europe revealing loneliness was

increasing, it came to the fore in the public

debate, too. Little wonder, given one-third

of people, reported feeling extreme

loneliness!

Indeed, the UK government recently

allocated £5 million for pilot projects to

understand how transport can be used to

alleviate loneliness. Yet, more can be

done to address this.

The link between 

transport and 

loneliness

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/all-hands-on-deck-at-polis-leadership-summit/
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/media/11359/sustrans-loneliness-and-transport-systematic-review-final-report-21-06-30.pdf
https://everyonesjourney.campaign.gov.uk/
https://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/2022/05/covid-19-increase-loneliness
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0239698
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0239698
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/funding-for-transport-projects-to-help-tackle-loneliness


Interventions are needed to support

people in phases of life when driving is

not an option, such as older age and

single parents. Even when transport

options are available, these groups

may need support accessing them such

as bus passes, low-level buses or

easy-to-read timetables.

Public and community transport and

active travel routes need to support

people reaching friends and family, not

just places of work or retail.

Some people value opportunities to

connect while travelling, while others

jjjjjjjj 

However, it must be noted that

sociocultural and environmental

differences determined the extent to which

active travel was able to offer this,

particularly whether it is considered

socially acceptable to interact with

strangers in these situations.

Studies also acknowledge that travelling

alone can also be beneficial for mental

health and well-being, providing

individuals with time and space for

reflection despite the busyness of work or

school.
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Some papers discussed modes of travel

as social spaces in which we meet other

people. Cycling was associated with

reduced feelings of loneliness, noting that

walkers and cyclists met more people and

felt greater social cohesion than car

drivers.
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What is the role of 

transport?

1. Transport as a means of 

reaching destinations where you 

meet with other people

Ceasing driving due to age, illness, or a

change in life circumstances such as

becoming a parent can mean that people

who did not previously need to use public

transport suddenly find themselves

needing to use it to avoid feeling lonely.

According to one study, people who

stopped driving also reduced their social

activities, as they viewed arranging travel

as an extravagance compared to travelling

to shops or appointments.

In the absence of a car, public and

community transport (including subsidised

bus passes) become more important.

Several studies document reduced

feelings of loneliness among older people

who use public transport more regularly.

Similarly, when there was inadequate

public or community transport, studies

documented greater feelings of loneliness.

The association between transport and

loneliness in older age has been

consistently documented. For some older

people, the fear of loneliness was

sufficient for them to continue driving

against advice, prompting the urgency for

reliable and accessible alternatives to the

car.

This demonstrates a need for public and

community transport and active travel

routes that connect neighbourhoods and

not just services or workplaces.

3. Travelling alone as a 

contribution to welfare

Transport policy and interventions

should consider all road users not just

drivers, with the assessment of

loneliness or social connections.

.

What should the 

transport sector take 

from these studies?

2. Transport as a space for 

meeting other people

Putting our best foot 

(and wheel) forward: 

Recommendations 

from the research

Sustrans CEO, Xavier Brice, joins
the POLIS Glasgow Leadership Summit

Glasgow City Council

There is such a wealth of new information

revealed by these two studies. None of

these issues is ‘new’, yet the lack of

attention they have been given across our

transport and urban planning

conversations reveals that we must

continue to highlight them. 

For an organisation like Sustrans, working

with partners to deliver solutions that

enable greater participation in active

travel, we too have much to learn - from

the concept, design, and delivery of our

paths, cycle lanes and stations.

If we can get it right, we can make our

cities work for everybody. 

appreciate the time to disconnect.

Modes of travel and transport policy

should therefore consider both of these

desires.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0191886920302555
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6862387/
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/media/11359/sustrans-loneliness-and-transport-systematic-review-final-report-21-06-30.pdf
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/media/11359/sustrans-loneliness-and-transport-systematic-review-final-report-21-06-30.pdf
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/10340225/


GOVERNANCE AND 
INTEGRATION

This pillar also includes three other

Working Groups - the Urban Freight

Working Group, the Small and Medium-

sized Cities Platform, and the Regions

Working Group.

The Urban Freight Working Group is

engaged in peer-to-peer exchange to

share best practice on sustainable urban

freight solutions and city logistics, in

partnership with technology platform

ALICE, which brings the logistics

stakeholders around the table.

The Small and Medium-sized Cities

Platform (SMC Platform) aims to raise the

profile of small and medium-sized cities in

the EU as living laboratories for transport

innovation.

The Regions Working Group explores

leading mobility themes with a focus on

regional governance approaches,

challenges, and solutions.
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Governance and Integration

revolve around the key

challenges faced by local

and regional authorities

when developing policies

and strategies to accelerate

the shift to sustainable

urban mobility, improve

equity and safeguard the

public interest, and deal with

cutting-edge innovation.

The work of POLIS on the matter is done

through the Governance Working Group, 

 covering a broad range of topics related

to disruptive innovations and their strategic

implications on the local and regional

level, new mobility services and Mobility

as a Service (MaaS), public-private

partnerships, data sharing, gender

perspectives in mobility, Sustainable

Urban Mobility Plans (SUMPs), citizen

engagement strategies and participatory

planning, behaviour change through

regulation, nudging, and communication,

and leadership of change.
Find out more about the SMC

Platform on our website!

Find out more about the

Regions Working Group on our

website!

Find out more about the

Governance and Integration

Working Group on our website!

Find out more about the Urban

Freight Working Group on our

website!

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/what-we-do/working-groups/small-and-medium-sized-cities-platform/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/what-we-do/working-groups/regions-working-group/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/what-we-do/working-groups/governance-integration/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/what-we-do/working-groups/urban-freight/


INTERVIEW WITH

LJUBLJANA'S
LEAP

The city of Ljubljana may be one of the

smallest capitals in Europe, but what it

lacks in size, it is making up for climate

action. From new hybrid bus fleets to bike

parades, it is making astonishing and

rapid progress towards sustainable urban

mobility.

So, what is next? We find out.

Last, but not least: the ‘team’ consists of

stakeholders, local communities, and

citizens as well.

As Ljubljana rapidly expands its sustainable mobility mix, 

Matic Sopotnik discusses how it is making radical changes 

to its transport offerings to meet the challenges it faces.
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Electric vehicles in Ljubljana
City of Ljubljana 

POLIS: Can you introduce your

mobility team?

Matic (Sopotnik): ‘Mobility’ is a very broad

term, so the team working on mobility

matters within the City of Ljubljana is quite

large. Several colleagues from the

Commercial Activities and Traffic

Department are involved in the planning

and implementation of mobility projects,

measures, and activities. Also, other

departments, such as those for urban

planning, environmental protection,

investments and development projects,

and real estate work closely on these

issues. Furthermore, providers of public

transport, bike-sharing services, public

infrastructure, and maintenance public

companies play an important role in this

respect. 

POLIS: What are some of the

main urban mobility challenges

Ljubljana faces today?

Matic: As the capital of Slovenia, Ljubljana

is also a political, scientific, educational,

employment, and cultural centre. With a

population of around 293,000, it is both

the largest and the most important

economic centre in the country. 

https://www.ljubljana.si/en/news/new-city-buses-quieter-more-economical-and-environmentally-friendly/
https://www.ljubljana.si/en/news/join-the-bike-parade/
https://www.ljubljana.si/en/ljubljana-for-you/transport-in-ljubljana/sustainable-mobility/#:~:text=In%202012%2C%20we%20adopted%20the,of%20mobility%20in%20such%20a
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/member/ljubljana/
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POLIS: How has Ljubljana been

addressing these challenges

(public transport, cycling, new

traffic management schemes)?

Matic: We are seeking to create a ‘people-

friendly’ city, giving priority to a wide

range of transport users – including those

individuals with disabilities, children,

elderly people, pedestrians, cyclists, and

public transport users.

New car parking
City of Ljubljana

The Ljubljana urban region covers 26

municipalities and has approximately

550,000 inhabitants. We face many

commuters entering the city; around

140,000 people come to the capital for

work every day, which translates to

around 120,000 cars. 

Although Ljubljana city buses cover the

area of surrounding municipalities, railway

passenger transport – which is operated

by the state – could be improved, and

thereby become an attractive alternative

to cars.

One of our most prominent measures is

the establishment of an ecological zone in

the city centre. In 2007, many areas in the

inner city were converted into multi-

purpose public spaces that privileged

pedestrians and cyclists, while limiting

motor vehicles. 

This allowed us to embark on a

comprehensive redevelopment of the

area, creating a city of ‘places’ – for

example, the river embankments and new

bridges now offer space for socialising,

culture, sports or entertainment events,

shopping or simply walking.

The City of Ljubljana is also expanding the

network of P+R (Park&Ride) facilities to

enable travellers to leave their car on the

outskirts and continue their trip by bus or

personal or shared bicycles.

In addition, a lot of attention is placed on

boosting cycling with infrastructural

improvements (eg new or refurbished

cycling paths and other areas for cyclists, 

bike racks, and bike sheds), expanding

the bike-sharing scheme Bicikelj, which is

one of the most successful schemes of

this kind in the world. The public bus fleet

is also being made 'greener' –
approximately 50% of buses run on

compressed natural gas, and we are

testing new technologies. Public

passenger transport is being updated,

upgraded, and optimised to provide better

service.

POLIS: How has transport in

Ljubljana changed over the last

several years?

Matic: In the past 15 years, we took large

steps ‘in the right direction’. With

numerous measures, we exceeded some

of the goals that were set in the Vision of

Ljubljana 2025 in 2007 and the Transport

Policy of the City of Ljubljana in 2012, so

we updated and upgraded the goals in the

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (Strategy)

in 2017.
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POLIS: What are some of the

measures you are most proud

of? What can other cities learn

from them?

Matic: The refurbishment of Slovenska

cesta, which was once the main road for

transit motor traffic through the city

centre, is a highlight for us. It has become

an ‘urban living room’ with an inclusive

and innovative approach and a complete

renovation – a unique, high-quality public

space for people instead of cars. 

In September 2013, we temporarily

changed the traffic regime in the central

part of the road (ie we restricted personal

motor traffic). We continuously monitored

the responses from stakeholders, users,

citizens, and experts to the temporary

arrangements and based on these

opinions the area was permanently

reorganized.

We created a quality public space

following the principles of a shared space

that is friendlier to pedestrians, cyclists,

and public transport users. The air quality

in the area has significantly improved after

the renovation – the black carbon

concentrations decreased by 70%.

POLIS: How do you work with

other organisations/ sectors in

Ljubljana to ensure transport

issues are tackled? (eg housing

corporations, citizens, schools,

employers)

Matic: There is much collaboration. It is

easy to work together in the ‘big city

family’, which has roughly 12,000 family

employees. The City of Ljubljana is more

than just the administrative body of the

city, but a consortium of 40 public

institutions, associations, and companies.

CEOs or representatives participate in

weekly meetings with the Mayor, where

important and relevant issues are

discussed. United, we provide the best

service for the residents of Ljubljana.

Urban redevelopment in action
City of Ljubljana

Car parking replaced with public space
City of Ljubljana

According to a 2013 travel survey, the

share of journeys made on foot and by

bicycle was around 46%, while the share

of journeys made by car has decreased

from 58% to around 41% in 10 years.

Nevertheless, the volume of cars is still

higher than the goals we set ourselves –
there is still much work to do!

POLIS: How does the city work

with other cities in Slovenia on

transport issues?

Matic: We are closely connected with

other city municipalities through the

Association of City Municipalities of

Slovenia. We meet on various occasions,

such as conferences, events, study visits,

and best practice exchanges.

POLIS: Why did you decide to

join POLIS?

Matic: We are convinced that knowledge

needs to be continually upgraded by

exchanging experiences, expertise, and

ideas from other countries, regions, cities,

and organisations.

Good practice examples are found in each

of them; hence we connect – be it through

international networks and organisations

or international events, visits, platforms,

and project partnerships. Membership in

such a large network like POLIS is

incredibly beneficial. Sustainable mobility

has been one of the key topics in

Ljubljana’s development for at least 15

years, and we are convinced that this

‘green’ story can continue with the fruitful

cooperation with POLIS.

POLIS: This year you hosted

Velo-city, what was this

experience like, and what did

you learn?

Matic: It was an amazing experience.

Organising such a large congress is no

picnic, but still, after seeing that satisfied

look on the faces of 1,300 participants and

7,000 cyclists that took part in the bike

parade, we knew it was worth it.

Besides the quality programme,

exceptional speakers, the new knowledge

gained, and the networking opportunities

(and a little bit of fun), I must highlight the

international recognition of Ljubljana as a

leader in transport action and especially

cycling.

Most importantly, the citizens were

supportive and excited. The intention was

not only to promote the event but to boost

cycling among our citizens, too. We seized

this opportunity and before the conference

made several improvements to the local

cycling infrastructure. 
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More pedestrian space in Ljubljana
City of Ljubljana

POLIS: What are some of

Ljubljana’s other main

sustainability goals (energy,

waste reduction etc)?

Matic: Ljubljana was chosen as one of the

100 Climate-Neutral and Smart Cities

within a call of the European Commission

in the framework of the Climate-Neutral

and Smart Cities Mission. We pledged to

achieve climate neutrality by 2030. 

Many plans, measures, and projects in

line with that goal are already

incorporated in our strategies, such as the

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan of the

City of Ljubljana and Ljubljana Urban

Region, Environmental Protection

Programme, Sustainable Urban

Development Strategy, Local Energy

Concept, etc. We are now forming work

groups to design concrete, specific,

detailed measures that will take us to that

ultimate goal.

POLIS: It is 2030 in Ljubljana…
what does the transport system

look like?

Matic: Hopefully, we will achieve the goals

set in the SUMP, which is at least two-

thirds of sustainable modes of transport,

with the inevitable rest using personal

cars, but powered with ‘green’ energy

and travelling at full occupancy. Our

priority will still be developing a city for

people, not cars. However, to achieve that

goal, people must acknowledge that they

are the ones who create (road) traffic, and

it is up to them to pick a sustainable

transport option. Ljubljana offers a vast

variety of alternatives to a car, but we

must convince drivers to take these too.



ROGALAND 
RIDES OUT HELMER BERRE

SVEN KØRNER

Over the last several decades the region

has witnessed rapid population growth,

prompted by the discovery of oil fields in

the North Sea in 1969. As many cities and

regions across the globe have

experienced, such sudden development

led to surging urban sprawl where the car

became the undisputed king. 

Today, the Stavanger and Sandnes area

holds one of the highest car modal shares

in Norway.

POLIS member Rogaland is a region

located on the southwest coast of Norway

and is known for its stunning fjord

landscape, as well as for the cities of

Stavanger and Sandnes.
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Take a shared bike, make it

electric and add it to the

public transport ticket, what

happens next? Rogaland

shares their foray into the

world of integrated ticketing.

However, Rogaland County Council and

its municipalities have adopted bold plans

to increase walking, cycling, and public

transit. Part of this is aided by an

innovative approach to electric shared

bicycles.

Cycling bridge in Stavanger
Rogaland County Cunsil

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/member/rogaland/
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Public transport in Rogaland
Rogaland County Council

The concept is being rolled out by

Kolumbus, the mobility company in

Rogaland, which is owned by Rogaland

County Council and responsible for bus,

boat traffic, and public transport

connections. Over the last few years, the

company has added a bike-sharing

system to this portfolio, integrating an

electric bike fleet in 2020. The bike system

is station-based, supported by a mixture

of public and private financing, with

docking stations in Stavanger and

Sandnes, and around other municipalities

in Rogaland. Indeed, private companies

can finance docking stations at their

doorstep; nonetheless, city bikes are

available for everyone. Even though the

system is station-based, users can end

the trip at other locations for a small fee. 

Integrate shared 

bikes with the public 

transport

Innovative integration 

The bicycles are now also integrated with

the public transport ticket at both a

technical and financial level. Each bus

ticket now includes 15 minutes of bike

access, with users also able to gain

access to the city bikes through

Kolumbus’ ticket app. Critically, the

service is not subscription-based, thus

making it more accessible for public transit

users. 

The region has a good collaboration with

Kolumbus – its mobility provider –
nonetheless, the search to finance a

sustainable mobility transition remains

demanding and filled with many

complexities. The system is also

connected to monthly tickets aimed at

students and commuters to serve as both

an A-to-B transport solution, or as a first-

or last-mile solution. Around a third of the

workforce in the Stavanger and Sandnes

area also have access to one free hour of 

city-bike use, through the mobility

planning scheme HomeWorkHome.

Kolumbus also offers a youth pass for

younger travellers between 15–22-years-

old. 

‘We are making it easier for citizens to

take multimodal transit, with youth tickets

too, providing access to all modes of

transit for under 30 Euros per month for

young people,’ said Marte Weberg

Skipnes, Stavanger’s youth climate

ambassador speaking at a recent

European Week of Regions and Cities

event on youth engagement in the green

transition, held at the POLIS offices.

‘Sustainable, integrated mobility is crucial

to support the efficiency and quality of the

city and the wider region mobility system,’
echoed Runa Monstad, Director of

Stavanger Region European Office,

speaking at this event. 

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/document/hjemm-jobb-hjem-leaflet-stavanger/
https://www.kolumbus.no/en/tickets/-prices-and-products/youth-pass/


From Madrid’s Mobility 360 app to

London’s Oyster card, new technologies

and governance models are being utilised

to encourage and facilitate public transport

use and active travel.

MaaS technologies enable users to plan,

book, and pay for multiple types of mobility

services through a single digital channel.

However, developing such a service is a

complex process, demanding coordination

between a range of public, and private,

new and well-established actors across

the industry from local authorities, PTOs,

micromobility operators and ride-hailing

platforms.  

MaaS has gained 

traction, but we are 

yet to see large- 

scale deployment on 

the ground.

Suzanne Hoadley
POLIS Traffic Efficiency

Working Group Coordinator

at POLIS Network
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POLIS members get 

MaaSive

Rogaland’s actions are a valuable

example of how Mobility as a Service

(MaaS) can support our public transport

systems, cementing their role as the

backbone of urban mobility.

Such commitment to multimodal

integration and integrated payment has

been adopted and accelerated by many

POLIS members. 

The city bike in use
Kolumbus AS

The shape of the city bike
Kolumbus AS

The bike can be locked and temporarily 
parked using the app

Kolumbus AS



Graph showing passenger numbers from 
the mobility company Kolumbus AS.
Kolumbus AS

peak in 2019 and have since declined. At

that time free-floating electric scooters

were introduced in Norway by private

companies. 

This trend is perhaps explained by

Rogaland’s commitment to electric bikes

as well as integrated ticketing.  With the

introduction of free-floating electric

scooters in Norway, electric bikes provide

a comparable alternative which rivals the

speed and ease of e-scooter transit. 
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The new shared bike system has seen a

large increase in usage. During the

COVID-19 pandemic, the government

advised passengers to avoid crowded

public transit, pushing travellers towards

shared bike ridership. Post-pandemic, this

surge in ridership has continued, with a

123% increase on last year’s figures. 

Rogaland’s experience diverges from its

neighbours. Existing bike-sharing systems

in other Norwegian cities reached a users

Electric bikes and 

easy access are key 

ingredients for 

success The bike-sharing system has been

evaluated by the independent research

institute NORCE, which compared bike-

sharing systems in the Norwegian cities

Trondheim, Bergen, and Stavanger and

Sandnes. 

Shared bikes are an 

extension of the 

public transport

Stavanger and Sandnes are two cities connected
Oleksii Topoliansky

https://bymobilitet.norceprosjekt.no/Sykkelpotensial%20Bysykkel%20Rapport%20Endelig_korr.pdf
https://bymobilitet.norceprosjekt.no/Sykkelpotensial%20Bysykkel%20Rapport%20Endelig_korr.pdf
https://www.norceresearch.no/


Map of the Rogaland region
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Rogaland County Council

However, the results also showed that

bikes seldom replaced car trips. About

49% of users answer that they would have

used public transit if the shared city bikes

were not available, while only about 22%

would have walked. Nevertheless, further

research is required, as the study did not

investigate the financial gains or costs of

offering bike sharing in combination with

the public transit system. As Rogaland –
and others – seek to scale up such

services, enhanced understanding here is

critical. 

Critically, the survey supports the value of

integrated ticketing, revealing that 37% of

riders in Stavanger and Sandnes use

shared bikes in combination with another

public transit trip. The study also reports

examples of extensive use of city bikes for

short journeys where public transport

systems do not provide extensive

connection. This does however reduce the

number of walking trips; however, the

bikes are still considered overall beneficial

for making non-car transit more attractive.

And finally – for those POLIS members

located in colder climates… operating

electric shared bicycles all year round in

more tepid conditions is challenging, but

not impossible!

Shared city bikes with integrated

ticketing can create a more attractive

transit system;

commercial and private companies

are willing to subscribe to docking

stations at their doorstep to improve

the last-mile attraction for their

employees and visitors;

Innovative solutions come at a price,

and volume is crucial to financial

sustainability.

What have we 

learned?

Rogaland’s experience has shown that

integrating bike sharing with the public

transit ticket system can increase the

competitiveness of public bike sharing. By

offering electric bikes, the transport

system also increases access and

connectivity and becomes more attractive.

The region has learned some key lessons

which are useful for others during this

process. 
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Cargo bikes in Copenhagen, Denmark
Mikael Colville-Andersen / Flickr

Amid European cities’ ‘transportation

revolution’, cargo bikes have taken the

centre stage, proving themselves to be an

optimal alternative to the use of cars and

other motorised vehicles within populated

urban spaces. Their potential has received

a lot of attention in the last decade,

particularly as a zero-emission, faster, and

cost-effective option for last-mile deliveries  

that could help tackle the traffic,

environmental, and logistics issues faced

by many European cities today. 

This has been further explored in several

projects, such as the EU’s Horizon 2020

CityChangerCargoBike (CCCB), a four-

year initiative that raised awareness and

supported the uptake of cargo bikes as

sustainable urban mobility options across

15 partner cities, including POLIS

members Mechelen, Utrecht, Prague,

Lisbon, and Donostia-San Sebastian.

Last year the City of Brussels also joined

the growing trend by launching the

CAIRgo Bike programme to encourage

people to use cargo bikes as means to

transport goods and people – something

that would greatly improve air quality and

reduce congestion in the capital region.  

Both projects delve into urban freight both

from a commercial and private logistics

perspective. Indeed, CCCB Project

Coordinator Dr Susanne Wrighton

provocatively describes cargo bikes as

‘the new SUVs for liveable cities’, since

they perform the same function but are a

much cleaner and sustainable option for

families to use. 

If cargo bikes are to be substitutes forcars

for everyday use in urban settings,

households with children are an extremely

important target audience to consider. 

CARLOTTA INSERRA

ELABORATED BY

INTERVIEW WITH

LEKU LAURA EKONG

Research made by the Brussels Institute

of Statistics and Analysis has shown that

71% of households in the capital with two

or more children own a car against 49% of

households without children. Given that

families are particularly reliant on cars, it

becomes imperative to not only focus on

cargo bikes as optimal solutions for

improved city logistics but also on what

they could mean for everyday private

mobility acts, such as bringing one’s
children to school or buying groceries. 

To investigate this further, we had the

pleasure of talking with Leku Laura

Ekong, a PhD researcher at VUB who is

currently working as an advisor on the

Brussels’ CAIRgo Bike project. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/16nine/23706240853/in/photolist-C7QFuz-c5sthu-c5siQL-MqDoSC-G2Pmf5-2bpUoPr-aqP5mj-6i14GJ-s3sgWs-c5ss1m-Barf8-dYGdNS-cvhVgs-MtomLV-Bao5X-fFR9Xu-6fFfH7-BapyN-LDn6Nk-dXJw7x-2bpUoVi-dkTHW1-jrijuw-8CCFEv-FeSv54-FkYrQq-c5rMU1-c5rJrQ-cQcPzf-7ip2Au-c5rHn1-c5rQ8m-c5rBMq-c5rV1b-fs8ddE-JwWCDg-ghTQtt-foNLFU-c5rTaA-c5rCGs-aqihZo-aiM81P-aqLpCM-bZ3ppS-5BuBfQ-ay3t1u-c5rEoY-4rQ1H7-QERvtY-cgtTyC
https://news.yahoo.com/european-cities-look-to-phase-out-cars-in-transportation-revolution-213150583.html?guccounter=2&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubGlua2VkaW4uY29tLw&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJx4GCD_N24sNPCsjftZq8VPL-t6-2Nc_HEboQMLBTocs_4upU9IdxDYs2vd1kTO5HqvHYoT3kz3fiuHODMqNjmC-CaoTSRVg5tbiMQkEXEzNj8FQf3_QfpSxwz65QIPw21lDcl6oyG6qVdTh7W5ZX1gmQcZQPpz4T3bNLxdTwBQ
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/05/cargo-bikes-deliver-faster-and-cleaner-than-vans-study-finds
https://cyclelogistics.eu/about
https://cairgobike.brussels/en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkRVUBSxRMQ&t=1s
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/public-transport-lab-kicks-off-with-a-bang/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/public-transport-lab-kicks-off-with-a-bang/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/public-transport-lab-kicks-off-with-a-bang/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/public-transport-lab-kicks-off-with-a-bang/
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Leku: The project is still ongoing, but we

can already say something about our

intermediary results. What we can see is

that the families are really motivated to

engage in cargo bikes, so they show their

motivation by subscribing to Pro Velo’s
test sessions. 

We test this by conducting multiple

surveys – first, when they apply to use the

cargo bike; then, when they have used the

cargo bike for two weeks, and [lastly] we

get back to the participants after six

months with a third survey, asking them

whether they have already purchased a

cargo bike, to see if they had a change in

behaviour after having some experience

with [it].

What we see is that in the first survey,

they are really motivated; with the second

survey, their car usage drops, but six

months later, with the third survey, the car

usage increases again. This shows that

their intentions [to buy a cargo bike] are

not really backed by their actions, as we

see a very little percentage buying cargo

bikes at the end. But it is interesting to see

that if they have a cargo bike in their

possession, or if they get to use shared

cargo bikes, we might have a low rate of

car usage amongst families. 

Through our framework, we tried to

understand how people accept new

technologies – as cargo bikes are

perceived in Brussels as such. To

influence people towards the use of cargo

bikes, it was of the utmost importance for

us to make use of performance

expectancy, as in showing people that the

cargo bikes are useful for them. You

basically show them good examples and if

other families with two, or three kids are

using the cargo bike daily, they are

motivated to use it because they see that it

actually works. We saw that there is really

a need for families to see that other

families are using it. 

POLIS: What were the biggest

takeaways from the CAIRgo Bike

project so far?

Leku: Cycling culture is really important in

the adoption of cargo bikes, and it

changes from city to city, with the ones

already having a strong one being more

willing to adopt cargo bikes. As I

mentioned earlier, cargo bikes are really

like a new technology or innovation for

some individuals – as in the case of the

people living in Brussels. 

To create a thriving cycling culture, you

have to quite literally start with baby steps

– as in starting from childhood,

mainstreaming it from an early age.

POLIS: A 2011 study by

Cyclelogistics found that only

cities with a strong bike culture

heritage like Copenhagen and

Amsterdam show a high

acceptance of cargo bikes as an

alternative to cars. 11 years later,

how much has this changed in

your opinion? Based on your

research, how much potential is

there for cargo bikes now in

European cities particularly for

families?

Leku: European cities that do not have a

cycling culture usually do not lack the

intention, but they are simply not able to

back itwith action, such as actually

purchasing a cargo bike. This could

change with little nudges, such as

subsidies or incentives to purchase a

cargo bike, and with the integration of the

cycling culture with children in schools.

POLIS: Would you say that for

there to be maximum potential

for cargo bikes in European

cities, a stronger culture should

be fostered? What could be

some measures to stimulate the

creation of a cycling culture in

European cities that do not have

such a strong one as Brussels?

Leku Laura Ekong 
PhD Researcher 

Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Image owned by interviewee

Thinking about Brussels, there should also

be more publicity about cycling: the

European Parliament is discussing about

subsidising electric cars – but a car on the

road, whether electric or not, is still a car,

so, while it does help in some instances,

such as pollution and noise reduction, it

does not solve the issues of traffic, lack of

space, or road safety.

If cities, backed by the institutions,could

encourage or subsidise the purchase of

cargo bikes, and if workplaces could

integrate amenities that would allow the

cycling culture to thrive – think about

showers in the office, for example – I am

sure citizens would feel more motivated to

change.



Also, parking facilities – as in readily

available facilities to park cargo bikes –
should be made available. The parking

spots we currently have are mainly for

conventional bikes, which clearly do not fit

the size (and the needs) of cargo bikes,

adding a sense of uncertainty to their use.

If people feel that their cargo bikes are not

safe (because of the possibility of theft or

damage), they will less likely purchase

them.

Leku: I just think communication is

important – something like seeing

government officials using cargo bikes can

be quite inspiring and encouraging, for

example.

Also, and this is less about cities and more

about companies, there needs to be a shift

in the way we subsides commuting – we

should stop giving subsidies for people to

purchase cars and insist for more

sustainable options, such as cargo bikes.

When we will see this kind of engagement

and dedication, we will see the use of

cargo bikes blossom. 

Leku: First of all, cargo bikes save time

and space, because they use bicycle

lanes and can hardly get stuck in traffic.

Then, cargo bikes cost less, as the

insurance on cargo bikes is relatively

cheaper than the one on vans.

Furthermore, cargo bikes can strengthen a

more sustainable supply chain, as some

commercial logistics companies have

noted. This is because vans, some of

which travel half-empty when supplying

stores and delivering packages to

customers' homes, aggravate traffic

congestion and worsen pollution.

Lastly, Brussels Mobility noted a 10-15%

rise in the number of vans entering the city

each morning between 2017 and 2018

compared to 2012.

In the same year, it was reported that the

number of van-related crashes in Brussels

grew by 4.3% (source). The potential of

cargo bikes being also a safer option to

vans is something that needs to be

highlighted and studied. 

POLIS: In your opinion, what

makes cargo bikes the ideal

option as opposed to electric

vehicles for commercial logistics

in cities? 
Leku: Cities should strengthen their role as

organising authority and consolidate

regulations and systems applicable to

public and private operators so that they

may implement and research options to

adopt cargo bikes. I am thinking of urban

freight, for example, and the possibility to

create logistics depots at the edge of cities

to then allocate last-mile deliveries to

cargo bikes. Taking Brussels as

anexample – cargo bikes could cover most

of these relatively short and light trips.

Cities should also implement policies that

restrict the movement of cars into cities,

like implementing car-restricted zones and

low-emissions zones – something that the

Brussels’ Good Move plan has

egregiously done.

POLIS: How can cities effectively

integrate cargo bikes within their

own urban mobility network?

POLIS: Are there any other

suggestions that you think cities

should implement to get families

to be more willing to purchase

cargo bikes?
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Marie, 41, using a cargo bike
for private logistics
CAIRgo Bike Project

Bloomit florist using a cargo bike for 
commercial logistics
CAIRgo Bike Project

https://www.bruzz.be/mobiliteit/brussel-kreunt-onder-toevloed-camionettes-2018-12-13
https://mobilite-mobiliteit.brussels/sites/default/files/2021-03/GOODMOVE_summary.pdf
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As the disappointing results

of the 27th Climate Change

Conference of the Parties

(COP27) dominate the

headlines, POLIS warns

that systematically including

the voices of cities and

regions is a prerequisite, if

we do not want to risk

jeopardising our climate

goals.

To reflect on this, we spoke

with the Karen Vancluysen,

POLIS' Secretary General,

about global collaboration,

ensuring a Just Transition,

and how innovation can

support our cities and

regions.

COP27: IF NOT 
NOW, WHEN?
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Last year, the UK hosted the 26th UN

Climate Change Conference of the Parties

(COP26). Held in POLIS member city

Glasgow, delegates discussed how to

accelerate action towards the goals of the

Paris Agreement and the UN Framework

Convention on Climate Change.

Transport was high on the agenda, as

road transport accounts for 10% of global

greenhouse gas emissions, rising faster

than those of any other sector. If we are to

achieve the carbon neutrality goals we

have set ourselves, mobility must be

placed front and centre.

This is a given, but perhaps a more

pressing concern now is whose voices are

heard in this conversation. Every year

since 1995 the United Nations has brought

together 190 countries at COP to agree on

how to tackle climate change. 

For too long, key voices have been – and

continue to be – absent from the table. Of

course, we are talking about cities.

COP27, held in Sharm El-Sheikh this year,

presented a real opportunity to rectify this

imbalance. 

POLIS' Secretary General, Karen

Vancluysen, explains how cities and

regions are rising to the climate crisis, how

and why national and local leaders must

collaborate, and why POLIS has written to

the COP calling on the parties to take

action now.
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Karen (Vancluysen): Cities are where we

will win or lose the battle against climate

change. Today, 55% of the world’s
population lives in urban areas, a

proportion expected to increase to 68% by

2050. With urban passenger transport

already counting for nearly a third of

transport emissions, our cities need to be

ready.

Yet, at the same time, cities are where

some of the boldest action is taking place.

From major street space reallocation in

favour of active travel to vehicle access

regulations, they are at the forefront of the

transformative changes tackling our

climate emergency demands. 

POLIS: Why are cities and

regions so important in our fight

again climate change?
Karen: Yes! This became clear once 

 again earlier this year, when POLIS and

the city of Glasgow jointly hosted a

Leadership Summit to address the

transition to zero-emission and the

decarbonisation of transport, and move

from ambition to action. 

The feeling was perhaps best summarised

by Wiebke Pankauke, Deputy Head of

Unit for Future Urban and Mobility

Systems at DG Research & Innovation,

when she said, 'It will be all hands on deck

if we are to go further, at all levels of

government – the EU, cities, start-ups,

commuters… everyone!'

From Bristol to Madrid, Leuven to London

– leading politicians, decision-makers

researchers, advocates, and

entrepreneurs from across the transport

sector in Europe discussed sustainable,

safe, innovative, and inclusive transport.  

The impetus for clear, comprehensive,

and just action was palpable. London’s
low-emissions zones, Gipuzkoa’s
equitable public transit ticketing, and

Catalonia’s on-demand bus services -

these are some of the solutions that show

that action is occurring. The tasks now are

acceleration and expansion, but for these,

local leaders urgently need support from

national and international partners.

Karen: Moving forward means listening to

local leaders, understanding their

challenges, and helping them respond.

When it comes to COP, national and

international politicians lead the

discussions, but it is critical to ensure local

and regional governments also have a

seat at the table. 

This is why POLIS has penned a letter to

the COP Presidency, calling for COP27 to

highlight the importance of accelerating

the shift to sustainable urban mobility, to

acknowledge the key role of local and

regional governments in reaching climate

goals, and to address their needs and

support their work.

Cities and regions are ready to support

their national and international decision-

makers, but also need to be empowered

by them to do so.

POLIS: How can we ensure their

voices are heard in international

dialogues like COP27?

Are cities ready? What are they

doing?

Karen: Again – yes! We saw this at our

Political Group summit in Paris in March.

Representatives from several POLIS

members – including 25 deputy mayors,

regional ministers, and secretaries of state

for mobility – sat down to share and learn

about the path to a cleaner, greener, and

more inclusive urban mobility. 

It was clear the desire for change is

present across the board – from our            
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POLIS: True, but this will be a

long journey. What about the

political will in the cities? Action

requires strong leadership: do our

cities have this too?

City and regional representatives
assemble in Glasgow
Glasgow City Council

https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/population/2018-revision-of-world-urbanization-prospects.html
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/member/glasgow/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/polis-calls-on-cop27-to-take-decisive-action-and-listen-to-cities/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/polis-political-group-summit-in-paris-leadership-rules/


capitals to smaller and medium-sized

cities all declaring their commitment to

reallocating space towards more

sustainable transport, implementing active

travel infrastructure, and adjusting urban

freight flows. Our political leaders are not

afraid to take bold action and are aware

they will need to combine carrots with

sticks. 
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Karen: A sustainable transition must be a

just transition. Electrification,

mechanisation, and automation are vital,

but they cannot overlook the heart of our

urban mobility systems: people and urban

life.

Affordability, accessibility, and availability

of services, irrespective of gender,

citizenship, race or sexuality is non-

negotiable and, as every politician worth

their salt knows, key to ensuring socially

and politically viable decision-making. 

POLIS: How are cities taking on

the “justice” aspect of

sustainable mobility?

In Glasgow, this was echoed by Rafaela

Romero, Deputy Mayor of Gipuzkoa – a

POLIS member city with fast-expanding

transport provisions for vulnerable user

groups.  

'Transport is the key link between

opportunities and the resources available

to citizens to make use of them,' she

asserted, 'It is therefore essential for the

public sector to guarantee a fundamental

right to mobility.'

This commitment to fairness is at the heart

of POLIS’ Just Transition Agenda, which

lays out the need to recognise and better

understand the current imbalances and

unfairness and establish inclusive

governance approaches.

Local decision makers meet at POLIS’ 
Political Group Meeting in Paris this year

Victoire Duhot / Autonomy

London's Deputy Mayor, Seb Dance 
addresses the Glasgow Summit

Glasgow City Council

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Just-Transition-Agenda-AGA.pdf
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/document/just-transition-agenda-for-urban-mobility/


Wiebke Pankauke, Deputy Head of Unit 
for Future Urban and Mobility Systems at 

DG Research & Innovation
Glasgow City Council
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Karen: It is local and regional authorities

who hold the keys to advancing the

transition on the ground. However, to do

this effectively, they need targeted and

policy-responsive research and

innovation, supporting the implementation

of priorities in a fair, efficient, and effective

way. 

Fostering cooperation between academia

and local authorities is key, and POLIS

hosts many members amongst leading

European universities and knowledge

institutes, bringing them together to

explore how to turn research into action on

the ground.

We also invest a lot in facilitating a

dialogue between our members and the

industry, through our urban freight

dialogue with the Alliance for Logistics

Innovation through Collaboration in

Europe ALICE, and our ongoing exchange

with new mobility service operators, our

involvement in the European Road

Transport Research Advisory Council. 

POLIS: We talk a lot about

innovation, but how can political

leaders know what innovative

solutions work and toward what

direction our R&I should be

heading?
What we need is technology that supports

policy goals and does not undermine

these. This requires active public oversight

and the governance of innovation, with

agile regulatory frameworks that maximise

opportunities offered by new technologies

and solutions coming from the private

sector, and a watchful eye to mitigate

unavoidable negative externalities.

As we move forward with a focus on

carbon reduction, we need strategies

which aid this agenda and do not prove

counter-productive!

Karen: At COP, national and international

decision-makers assemble to determine

the trajectory of our climate action. The

prominence given to cutting transport

emissions at COP26 last year

demonstrated governments recognise the

significance of mobility in our climate

transition.

Now, one year on, we must go further. 

POLIS: Why is COP27 an

important moment for this

conversation?

This year we are also facing the short-term

challenges created by Russia’s invasion of

Ukraine alongside the continually warming

climate. It is time to not just diversify our

fuels, but our approach to governance,

bringing in new voices and expertise that

have not yet been given the floor in a

meaningful way.

Paris' Deputy Mayor, David Belliard
addresses the Political Group Meeting

in Paris
Victoire Duhot / Autonomy

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/polis-and-alice-launch-joint-guide-for-advancing-together-towards-zero-emission-urban-logistics-by-2030/
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MARKO STANČEC

ELABORATED BY

INTERVIEW WITH

TIM ASPERGES

VITA KONTIĆ BEZJAK

KARIN BJERNER

TERRY ALBRONDA

The EU Climate Neutral and

Smart Cities Mission cities

have been announced,

pledges have been made,

and plans published. With

2030 just around the corner,

the time for action is now! 

POLIS’ Climate Neutral and

Smart Cities Mission

Taskforce leader, Marko

Stančec, spoke to four

POLIS member Mission

Cities about pursuing

climate neutrality, the

challenges ahead, and the

solutions at hand.

While the Cities Mission requires a

holistic and integrated approach to

achieving climate neutrality, concrete

results at the field level require a focused

investment in specific components of

urban life; mobility is, without a doubt,

one of those crucial components. 

In comes the Cities Mission taskforce.

POLIS has launched a Climate-Neutral

Cities Taskforce to support members in

reaching transport decarbonisation

targets. The goal? Not to duplicate tasks

or resources planned by the Mission, but

to address the gaps in a truly bottom-up

approach. Achieving climate neutrality is

a major – and daunting – undertaking, but

by working together, we have a real

chance of success. 

Four pictures of four POLIS members
selected for the Cities Mission
In order, from top to bottom, Canva images 
of Leuven (Belgium), Gothenburg (Sweden), 
Ljubljana (Slovenia), and Groningen (the 
Netherlands)

What are our cities doing?

So, what does the road to climate

neutrality look like on the ground? To give

you an honest answer, we spoke to

several POLIS members who are part of

the Mission about why they applied to the

challenge, how they are working towards

these goals…and what the future holds!

https://research-and-innovation.ec.europa.eu/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-europe/eu-missions-horizon-europe/climate-neutral-and-smart-cities_en
https://polisnetwork.civi-go.net/working-groups/policy-lobbying/news/polis-launches-climate-neutral-cities-taskforce
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Tim (Asperges - Leuven): It was already

Leuven's goal to become a Climate

Neutral city by 2050. We were thrilled to

hear about the Mission and knew from the

get-go that we wanted to be part of this

exciting opportunity to accelerate our

transition to climate neutrality.

Karin (Bjerner - Gothenburg): It can indeed

help Gothenburg to accelerate the

transition to climate neutrality via the many

opportunities it offers, such as access to

tools, methods, and learning programs

through the NetZeroCities platform to

better structure the efforts, and

cooperation and co-creation processes

needed for boosting the pace of climate

neutrality.

Vita (Kontić Bezjak - Ljubljana): In our

case, we are committed to increasing the

quality of life of our citizens, for which we

have implemented over 2,400 measures

and projects in line with our Ljubljana

Vision 2025. However, times are rapidly

changing, and ambitious goals must be

set to achieve climate neutrality. Additional

actions are therefore required and

participating in the Mission can contribute

to meeting those objectives.

Terry (Albronda - Groningen): Besides

speeding up our ambition to reach climate

neutrality in 2030 instead of 2035,

Groningen seeks to disseminate its

successes (but also failures!) to help other

cities and their citizens achieve their

climate goals more efficiently – we are not

alone in this.

POLIS: Why did you apply for the

Mission? 

reduce our total climate footprint. In the

case of Gothenburg, our goal is to get the

climate footprint close to zero by 2030, for

which we want to reduce CO2 emissions

from traffic by 90% by 2030. 

Terry (Groningen): Our key mobility goals

are at the heart of our Sustainable Urban

Mobility Plan (SUMP) and align

seamlessly with the ambitions we set out

in our Environmental Vision, ‘The Next

City', focused on creating a zero

emissions society where citizens are put at

the forefront of decision-making.

Tim (Leuven): Mobility is fundamental to

becoming a climate-neutral city. Besides

the element of zero-emission mobility, the

major mobility challenge in our roadmap of

becoming climate neutral is to achieve a

modal shift from private car use to

sustainable transport modes. Where the

actual modal share is in a 60/40

percentage, we want to shift towards a

40/60 percentage. 

Tim (Leuven): Besides achieving the

modal shift, our other goals include

doubling cycle trips and public transport

trips, attaining zero-emission city logistics

from 2025 on, and having one thousand

shared cars by 2025.

Karin (Gothenburg): Achieving a modal

shift is also one of our biggest mobility

goals. By 2035, we would like to reach

35% of journeys done by foot or bicycle

and 55% of motorised journeys done by

public transport.

Terry (Groningen): Our progressive traffic

policy has greatly benefited us, so we are

now adding a next step: prioritising quality

of life in public spaces over traffic space.

We have, set two key mobility goals:

creating liveable and attractive streets by

reducing space for motor traffic and

changing travel behaviour to prioritise

space-efficient, clean, and healthy

transport.      

POLIS: How does sustainable

mobility fit into your climate

neutrality goals, and why is

transport so important?

Vita (Ljubljana): Transport is the primary

cause of urban air pollution. While we aim

to become carbon-neutral by 2040, the

Mission foresees more ambitious goals.

Stricter sustainable mobility measures that

would take us to the final destination by

2030 are thus necessary.

Karin (Gothenburg): Indeed, steps towards

more sustainable mobility will vastly              

jjj

POLIS: What are some of your

city's key mobility goals?

Tim Asperges is Mobility Advisor for the
City of Leuven and Karin Bjerner is

Development Manager and Coordinator
of Climate Neutral Gothenburg

Images owned by interviewees

Vita (Ljubljana): We plan to introduce

zones with limited access for motorised

vehicles around the entire city and

improve the cycling infrastructure. Other

future measures include greening the

public bus fleet and city vehicles,

installation of charging infrastructure,

implementing electric public boats, and 

 establishing a public bus fleet

environment-friendly power supply centre.       



Tim (Leuven): Through the cooperation

model of Leuven2030, there is direct

cooperation with academics, companies,

and also citizens. Involving our citizens is

crucial to ensure the success of the

climate transition. A good example of

proactively engaging citizens is the

‘WeCount’ project, in which we combine

technology with citizen engagement.

Terry (Groningen): We, cities, are all

facing similar challenges. Peer-to-peer

collaboration helps us learn from each

other by exchanging knowledge and best

practices. By doing this, we can jointly

accelerate our innovations and achieve

our goals sooner and more efficiently;

again, we are not alone in this!
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POLIS: How will peer-to-peer

exchange on the mission help?

Karin (Gothenburg): The Mission offers the

possibility to learn from other cities'

experiences and, hence increase the

speed of transition. The opportunity to

share learnings, experiences, and

solutions with other cities facing similar

challenges is crucial for the transition of

society as a whole.

Vita (Ljubljana): Sharing knowledge and

learning from other cities, regions, and

organisations helps us update and

upgrade our expertise. While each city has

its characteristics, exchanging valuable

experiences and best practices can save

everyone much time and energy.

Delegates at the POLIS 2021 conference 
in Gothenburg explore the sustainable 
mobility actions in the city 
Emmy Jonsson

Terry Albronda is Policy Advisor Smart
Mobility at the City of Groningen and

Vita Kontić Bezjak is  Public Relations
Advisor  for the City of Ljubljana

Images owned by interviewees

https://www.we-count.net/
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The COVID-19 pandemic

had immediate and lasting

impacts on mobility.

This is no secret; however,

for tourist hotspots,

understanding and learning

from this are critical for

advancing sustainable

transit.

This is exactly what the Last

Mile C-19 project has sought

to achieve!

The COVID-19 pandemic exposed the

need for resilience and flexibility across

Europe’s transport systems – and

particularly in popular tourist regions and

cities. The restrictions on international and

domestic travel promoted a widespread

decline in the demand for passenger

transport: annual passenger/km in 2020

was 48% lower than the previous year,

with a 40% drop in passenger numbers.

Costs were also heavy. Railways in the      

jsjs

Last-mile travel is a critical part of

Europe’s tourist infrastructure. Yet, public

transport remains a challenge and the

seasonality of trips further complicates

long-term planning, leaving private car

travel to dominate last-mile trips. 

European Union lost 24 billion euros in      

ojs revenues for passenger services in 

2020.

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2022/690899/IPOL_STU(2022)690899_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2022/690899/IPOL_STU(2022)690899_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2022/690899/IPOL_STU(2022)690899_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2022/690899/IPOL_STU(2022)690899_EN.pdf
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Catering for tourist traffic is a major part of

Catalonia’s mobility endeavours. The

Catalonia region, in north-eastern Spain,

is a tourist hotspot – its vast beaches,

Pyrenees Mountains, and historic cities

draw visitors from far and wide.

Over the last few years, the region has

been bolstering its public transport

offering, adding new lines and improving

services, bus fleets have been electrified,

and cross-border lines have been added

to support tourist travel flows. Indeed,

Catalonia has long worked to improve and

enhance its on-demand services. 

Catalonia's quest

The Last Mile project, funded by Interreg

Europe and completed in mid-2020, has

led to sustainable and flexible mobility

solutions that users in sparsely populated

areas can use to make the last mile of

their journey. However, in a twist, it was

granted an extension for participating

regions to study the impacts of COVID-19

and learn from their experiences.

Like many regions across Europe, those

involved in the project were forced to

radically transform their transport offerings

during and after the pandemic. While

there is no one-size-fits-all solution,

learning from one another’s experiences

has been essential. 6 partners from 5

different regions located in Austria,

Bulgaria, Spain, Luxemburg, and Slovakia

exchanged their experiences on the

impacts of COVID-19 on general mobility

and, especially, on their FTS. Its goal has

been to also to identify good practices to

recover from COVID-19 and highlight

solutions for future crises and longer-term

sustainability planning.

In comes the

Last Mile project!

As POLIS’ Public Transport Lab Webinar

series exposed last year, from Madrid to

Gothenburg, Vienna to Oslo, Europe’s
cities and regions were forced to adapt

their services and have dedicated

extensive efforts towards recouping lost

ridership.

For tourist-focused transport, developing

an attractive sustainable offer is even

more critical. 

Experiences have shown that demand-

responsive transport systems or Flexible

Transport Systems (FTS)

(sharing/pooling/public) are a valuable tool

to cover the ‘last mile’, providing tourists

and inhabitants with an alternative to car

use.

This has been echoed by the TRAN

Committee's brief on relaunching transport

and tourism in the EU after COVID-19,

which highlighted the need for on-demand

and flexible public transport services.

The region boasts 233 on-demand

transport lines serving 733 areas of low

population density distributed around the

territory. In 2019, a total of 44,997 trips

were recorded, up 15.6% from 2018. 

In the County of Garrigues, the Catalan

government has implemented 4 lines of

on-demand bus lines, ‘Clic.cat’, and a

new express bus line, ‘expres.cat’.

Tourist travel and related transport in

regions were severely disrupted by the

pandemic. From national parks to beach

resorts, tourism came to a standstill in

many – if not most – areas. 2020 marked

an absolute minimum of visitors to all

regions (-34% on average compared to

2019), with a huge drop in foreign visitors.

In 2021, most regions recorded a year-on-

year improvement in visitor numbers

although without returning to their pre-

pandemic figures (-29% on average). 

Additionally, all regions in the C-19 project

noted a significant rise in local tourism,

creating new and different challenges for

them. In most cases, these pandemic-

induced changes are still visible today,

such as the trend towards shorter trips,

smaller groups of tourists, or the reduction

in the number of organised trips.

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/catalonia-to-electrify-seven-bus-lines-by-2021/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/cross-border-bus-network-connects-catalonia-and-the-region-of-occitania/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/catalonia-adds-new-on-demand-and-express-bus-lines-in-the-lleida-province/
https://projects2014-2020.interregeurope.eu/lastmile/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/public-transport-lab-kicks-off-with-a-bang/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/polis-contributes-to-study-for-tran-committee-on-relaunching-transport-and-tourism-in-the-eu-after-covid-19/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/catalonia-launches-clic-cat-a-new-on-demand-transport-service/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/catalonia-adds-new-on-demand-and-express-bus-lines-in-the-lleida-province/
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The project uncovered some key insights

into the effect of COVID-19 on regional

transport.

The project’s findings

Impact on private motorised transport:

During the lockdown, there was a

significant reduction in travel and this

affected all transport systems, including

car traffic (-25.6% on average from 2019

to 2020). However, in general, when

travel did occur, it was more often

undertaken by private cars, especially

for longer trips.

Impact on walking and cycling: Active

modes accounted for a larger proportion

of shorter trips and, compared to other

modes of transport, regions participating

in the project witnessed increased

bicycle use. In response, most regions

have taken advantage of the situation to

promote active modes, opening new

bike rental services, improving

pedestrian and cycling infrastructure,

and encouraging multimodality. For

example, in Catalonia’s National Park,

during the COVID-19 crisis, the ‘Bicibus

system’ was implemented to facilitate

the transportation of bicycles in buses:

indeed, they could get in the vehicle for

free. This encouraged a combination of

different, more sustainable transport

options to get to the desired destination,

as visitors could combine active modes

(cycling) with public transport (the

flexible bus).

The loss of confidence in public transport

resulted in a general drop in ridership for

last-mile solutions, too, especially during

the peak of the pandemic (beginning and

mid-2020). However, the situation varied

from region to region. 

For example: 

What about Flexible 

Transport Systems?

In East Tyrol, Austria, demand-

responsive (DRT) suffered a severe

decrease ─ even more so than

conventional public transport, while the

demand for e-carsharing increased

during the pandemic.

In Košice, Slovakia, there has been a

decrease in the use of seasonal trains,

but the effect has been less severe than

the one on public transport due to an

increase in domestic tourism.

Varna, Bulgaria, also registered a

significant decline in the use of their

FTS, but they cannot compare it to

conventional public transport as there is

no separate monitoring of the seasonal

bus lines, which are part of the municipal

bus fleet. 

In Catalonia, the flexible train line from

Lleida to La Pobla de Segur suffered a

significant drop in demand; yet less so

for taxi associations and buses of the

Aigüestortes and Estany de Sant

Maurici National Park (NP), which have

even recorded some peaks in

passenger flow, driven by the rise in

local tourism. 

In Upper Sûre Nature Park,

Luxemburg, has received fewer tourists

per day due to COVID-19 restrictions,

so the demand for FTS has also been

lower than expected. 

Several FTSs’ stopped operating

completely during the strict lockdown

period (e.g., DRT in East Tyrol in April

2020; seasonal trains in the Slovak

Paradise NP in winter 2021); in other

cases, services reduced their frequencies

and/or capacity to adapt to service

demand and COVID-19 restrictions (eg

seasonal bus lines in Varna; specific train

line and taxi associations in Catalonia);

other services remained stable and did not

undergo any changes in supply at all (eg

Upper Sûre Nature Park shuttle services);

finally, some services even increased the

number of vehicles, their frequencies

and/or capacity and implemented new

routes to adapt to occasional increases in

tourism (especially domestic) and demand

for their services (eg e-carsharing in East

Tyrol, seasonal tourist trains in Slovakia in

2020, buses of the Catalan NP).

To stem the spread of the virus, different

measures have been implemented. There

has been a tendency to incorporate

digitisation measures, to reduce personal

contact as much as possible, with tools

such as real-time information systems,

online booking systems, e-ticketing, and

other payment systems. 

In general, these measures have received

positive feedback from end-users and

operators of transport systems intend to

retain them. On the other hand, all regions

implemented safety measures in transport

systems, such as regular disinfection of

vehicles and reduction of capacity, which

most do not expect to maintain.One of the buses that serve the National Park in Catalonia, Spain
ALSA and General Directorate of Territory and Mobility, Government of Catalonia

Impact on public transport: public

transport saw a more significant decline

in ridership than other transport modes      

as people sought to minimise the risk of

infection, with an average of 28%

decrease from 2019 to 2020 public

transport supply. In general, service

frequencies were decreased, while in a

few cases, services ceased operation for

a while due to restrictions and/or low

demand.

https://www.osttirol.com/en/mobility/getting-around-in-osttirol/taxis/
https://www.osttirol.com/en/mobility/getting-around-in-osttirol/flugs-electric-car-sharing/
https://www.interregeurope.eu/good-practices/ice-express-seasonal-train-connection
https://www.interregeurope.eu/good-practices/making-public-transport-more-attractive-by-a-fast-seasonal-bus-line-in-varna
https://turistren.cat/en/trains/tren-dels-llacs/
https://parcsnaturals.gencat.cat/en/xarxa-de-parcs/aiguestortes/gaudeix-del-parc/com-accedir-hi/


Over the last year, the Spanish region has

introduced an unprecedented suite of

digital services, making transport more

accessible and inclusive while expanding

its range of on-demand options. The Last

Mile project was a critical opportunity for

learning from the pandemic and bringing

forward the best solutions these regions

had found – proving peer-to-peer

exchange is indispensable! 

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n
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Movin’ on forward!

The COVID-19 pandemic had a severe

impact both on mobility and tourism – with

significant implications for the regions

participating in the Last Mile C-19 project –
a trend witnessed across the globe.

However, as we have seen, regions and

their transport partners took advantage of

this situation to accelerate smart, active,

and more sustainable modes of transit.

Catalonia, like its peers, is now looking to

the future, reflecting on what it learned

during the pandemic, and how it can build

a more sustainable, more resilient future

for its mobility. 

Seasonal train (Ice Express) in Košice,
Slovakia
Košice Region Tourism

Shuttle service Upper Sûre Nature Park, 
in Luxemburg

Naturpark Öewersauer / Caroline Martin

E-carsharing in East Tyrol, Austria
Regional Management East Tyrol

FLUGS / Elias Bachman

Catalonia is looking 

to the future, 

reflecting on what it 

learned during the 

pandemic to build a 

more sustainable 

and resilient mobility. 

Olga Serra Ventanachs
Head of Transport Services Planning 

Section at the General Directorate of 

Territory and Mobility, Government of 

Catalonia



However, there are many shared issues,

and progress requires international, cross-

sector action, building on others’
successful initiatives, learning from

failures, and recognising potential for

advancement. 

To support both public and private

stakeholders on this journey, POLIS – with

funding from the FIA Foundation, is

producing a practical guide to and toolkit

for the essential changes which need to be

made to secure greater female

participation in the sector based on good-

practice examples.

Women account for just 22% of Europe’s
transport workforce. As immediate fuel

concerns, carbon neutrality goals, and

accessibility issues collide, mobility finds

itself at a crucial juncture, where gender-

equal employment is no longer simply a

human rights issue, or an ‘added benefit’,
but a necessity for the sector’s prosperity. 

From freight to aviation, rail to maritime,

and the automotive sector, each mode

faces unique challenges for creating

gender equal employment. 

WOMEN
ON THE MOVE

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n

ISOBEL DUXFIELD

WRITTEN BY

The transport sector

urgently needs to address

its gender (in)balance.

But what does parity look

like on the ground, and how

do we get there? 
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SUM4All is funded by FIA Foundation
SUM4All

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/sum4all/


The research, being conducted as part of

POLIS’ membership of the SUM4All

Gender Working Group, will form a very

practical support tool for national and

regional policymakers, regulators and

other key planners and decision-makers in

the field.

‘FIA Foundation is delighted to be

supporting this work. Supporting women

who are frequently in the minority as

workers in the transport sector, is a vital

aspect in ensuring a gender-balanced

approach to sustainable mobility,’ says

Sheila Watson, Deputy Director of the FIA

Foundation. 

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n
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STEMing the gap: 

Training & Education

Recruitment starts far before the interview

room. Setting quotas and conducting

‘gender blind’ interviews will be fruitless if

we are unable to create the necessary

education and training opportunities

required for women to enter the transport

sector in the first place. Science,

technology, engineering, and math

(STEM) must be made more attractive and

receptive to female students. 

Girls and women are – as the latest UN

report asserts, ‘systematically tracked

away from science and math’ throughout

their education, limiting their access,

preparation, and opportunities to enter key

mobility fields including data science and

engineering. Today, three-quarters of

STEM students are men – a ratio

translated into our workforce.

Reversing this trend requires cohesive

collaboration between operators and

education providers such as universities

and vocational colleges. 

POLIS members are pioneering innovative

approaches here. EMT Madrid has

partnered with the electricity company

Iberdrola and Comillas University, to

create a Chair for the promotion of women

in STEM vocations; conducting

roundtables, organising site visits for

students, and publishing key reports.

Women's Employability Conference
EMT Madrid

Where the problems 

are manmade… the 

future is feminist!

From the ITF and UITP Positive Employer

Gender Policy, to the World Bank’s
guidance for the freight industry on

gender-equal employment, we are seeing

increasing calls for action, and leading

transport bodies are placing gender higher

on the agenda than ever before. 

But what are the primary hurdles, and

what does translating ambition into action

look like on the ground?

The all-female Opening Plenary at the
Annual POLIS Conference 2021,
featuring Margriet van Schijndel-de
Nooij, Maria Strömberg, Barbara Stoll,
Françoise Guaspare, and Malin Broqvist
Andersson
Emmy Jonsson

https://www.sum4all.org/our-workstreams
https://www.unwomen.org/sites/default/files/2022-09/Progress-on-the-sustainable-development-goals-the-gender-snapshot-2022-en_0.pdf
https://www.aauw.org/resources/research/the-stem-gap/
https://www.comillas.edu/documentos/catedras/STEM-mujer/Estudios_STEM_en_Espa%C3%B1a_y_participacion_de_la_mujer_dic_21.pdf
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/ITF%3AUITP%20Positive%20Employer%20Gender%20Policy%20%20.pdf


Meanwhile, public transport is also          

 jjjjj

Driving remains an incredibly unequal

profession. Improving women’s access to

driving is an essential step for all sectors

of the industry - particularly given the

current workforce shortage.

According to the latest IRU annual driver

shortage survey, up to 425,000 truck

driver positions, or 10% of the total,

remained unfilled in 2021 and are forecast

to jump to 14% by the end of this year.
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‘Greater presence of women in public

transport must be achieved through the

collaboration of companies, public

authorities, academia and society as a

whole,’ says EMT Director of Institutional

Relations and CSR, Julieta de Micheo.

This is a momentous initiative for Spain, a

country expecting 390,000 more STEM

positions in the next two years, yet less

than 8% of its female university students

currently choosing these fields.

At the same time, gendered stereotypes

still inhibit women from entering STEM

fields and bias recruiters. Michelin, a

leading global automobile R&D company,

runs anti-stereotype training for new

apprentices to encourage students to

subvert typecasting and select different

career paths. 

This focus on STEM is also essential for

confronting the gendered impacts of

digitalisation and automation. Across the

board, between 40 million and 160 million

women globally may need to transition

between occupations as automation

accelerates – a slightly higher proportion

than their male counterparts.

Thus, as occupations such as ticket sales

are displaced by integrated fare payment

systems, stakeholders from across the

sector must work together to ensure a

smooth transition for women’s
employment, enhancing access to

technologically focused roles. 

Ride-hailing is also looking to women to fill

their capacity gaps. While numbers are

often not transparent – and vary

considerably by region, according to the

ITF’s report 'The Impact of the Future of

Work For Women in Public Transport',

women make up just 3% of taxi drivers in

the UK and 2% in Germany.

As research from Uber shows there are

many factors preventing women from

entering the sector, with access to driving

licenses, safety fears, and lack of training

noted. 

As a result, we are seeing heavy

investments in women’s recruitment by

major international operators such as

Uber. Just this October, they earmarked 1

million Euros for various initiatives to

tackle these barriers. 

‘This will include programs to subsidise

the cost of PHV licences and access to

vehicles, building communities and

dedicated forums for women drivers,

piloting products which allow women

drivers to indicate a preference for picking

up women riders, and working closely with

strong partners like POLIS,’ says Zuzana

Púčiková, Uber Director of EU policy.

In the US, Women make up just under

50% of the workforce but only account for

less than 3% of truck drivers – with similar

figures across Europe. Investing in gender

diversity is low-hanging fruit for freight – so

low, it is probably more like picking the

apples off the ground.

Women account for a minority of drivers

across trucking, bus, rail and ride hailing;

a phenomenon propelled by restrictive

national policies and workplace and social

cultures. 

In countries such as Belarus, women are

prohibited from driving a truck, while in

Belize, Dominica, and Nigeria, women

cannot work in the transport of goods or

people at night.

Change is afoot, bolstered by loosening of

restrictive policies and positive action from

organisations themselves. 

‘Our sector needs to become more

attractive to women and we need more

women in management; this means

adapting our education to attract more

female students, recruitment and training

processes,’ says Yanying Li, Head of

Programmes and Knowledge

Management (and Gender Equality

Officer), at European Technology Platform

ALICE, a network representing members

of the logistics industry. 

Driving change: 

access to licenses

investing in female drivers. Transdev

initiated an all-female driving school

in Melbourne, aiming to encourage 

more women to consider

careers as bus drivers, pushing

towards the goal of 40% female

bus drivers by 2030.

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/gender-equality/the-future-of-women-at-work-transitions-in-the-age-of-automation
https://www.itfglobal.org/sites/default/files/node/resources/files/Future%20of%20Work%20report%20English.pdf
https://www.uber.com/en-BE/newsroom/uber-for-women-in-europe/
https://www.iru.org/news-resources/newsroom/driver-shortages-surge-expected-jump-40-2022-new-iru-survey
https://www.etp-logistics.eu/about-alice/
https://www.transdev.com/en/inclusion/transdev-female-driving-school-dreams/
https://www.transdev.com/en/inclusion/transdev-female-driving-school-dreams/


It is little surprise therefore that almost

one-third of the female respondents to the

ETF survey, did not feel their working

environment supported them in doing their

job.

Addressing childcare burdens will be

decisive. Women continue to shoulder

over two-thirds more childcare

responsibility than men. According to a

poll by Ipsos, nearly half of all women with

children at home say they spend more

than 5 hours each day in childcare.

This figure has dropped over the last

several decades and maternity leave

rights and paternity (and shared) leave

have improved; nevertheless, childbirth

remains a critical juncture where many

women are forced to choose between

domestic and professional spheres. 

Working cultures, practices, and patterns

must be reconsidered and revised if

women are to retain their jobs in the

sectors and advance their careers. 

The struggle to balance childcare and

professional work is a leading factor

impelling women to leave not just the

transport sector – but the wider

professional world. 
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Diversity must also be reflected at the top;

aggregate numbers do not make parity.

Men continue to dominate transport’s
boardroom, with women making up just

15.5% of ministers with transport portfolios

across the 27 EU Member States.

Moreover, men hold 6 out of 8 of the top

positions in all four of Europe’s major

transport agencies – the European

Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), the

European Union Agency for the Space

Programme (EUSPA), the European

Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA), and the

European Union Agency for Railways

(ERA).

Greater opportunity for professional

development is essential; which, as a

survey from the European Transport

Workers’ Federation (ETF) exposed, this

is currently not the case. 

This is a challenge Mobility XX is tackling

head-on. Guided by a Steering Committee

comprised of the most powerful women in

transport, Mobility XX calls for

stakeholders to pledge to diversify their

boards, and commit to increasing the

female representation on their

organisation’s Executive Leadership by

10%. This includes taking actions such as

posting job announcements in an

accessible way to attract qualified female

candidates and creating a diversity and

inclusion officer or champion.

The EU's Ambassadors for

#DiversityInTransport network seeks to

promote diversity, equality, and inclusion

within the EU transport sector, by

spotlighting diversity and encouraging

others to do the same - 'Equality and

diversity are core values of the EU, which

I personally support. I welcome everyone

to apply and become an EU Ambassador

for #DiversityInTransport. Help us

changing the transport sector,' Transport

Commissioner Adina Vălean told Cities in

motion.

It’s tough at the top! 

The importance of 

leadership

Addressing work-life 

balance

Enhancing and reinforcing maternity rights

is key. As one recent study of 159

countries finds, female labour force

participation is positively correlated with

the length of maternity leave.

Since 2016, freight company MAERSK

have had a ‘Return to Work’ programme

which gives onshore employees the

opportunity to work 20% less at full

contractual pay within the first year of

childbirth or adoption for up to six months

after returning to work – providing the

flexibility assurance many women lack. 

However, transformative change requires

legal and financial assistance at the

national and international levels. 76

countries do not have paternity leave, and

astoundingly, 42 do not prohibit the

dismissal of pregnant women – a figure

that has risen in the last year.

Meeting of EMT women workers, International Women's Day
EMT Madrid

The COVID-19 pandemic exposed this

clearly as women’s dual commitments

stretched them to breaking point. 

 According to new figures, women’s labour

force participation dropped, and 5 million

fewer young women will be employed in

2022 compared to 2019.

One in four mothers considered leaving

the workforce or downshifting their careers

versus one in five fathers, according to

research from McKinsey; for those with no

children, numbers were almost the same. 

https://www.etf-europe.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/ETF-Teaser-Findings-from-an-ETF-survey-of-women-transport-workers.pdf
https://www.peoplemanagement.co.uk/article/1742891/women-providing-two-thirds-more-childcare-than-men-during-lockdown
https://data.unwomen.org/features/ipsos-survey-confirms-covid-19-intensifying-womens-workload-home
https://eige.europa.eu/gender-statistics/dgs/data-talks/transport-eu-too-few-women-decision-making
https://www.etf-europe.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/ETF-Teaser-Findings-from-an-ETF-survey-of-women-transport-workers.pdf
https://www.mobilityxx.org/pledge-guidelines
https://panteia.com/other/ambassadors-for-diversityintransport/
https://ideas.repec.org/a/spr/jopoec/v34y2021i3d10.1007_s00148-020-00806-1.html
https://wbl.worldbank.org/en/wbl
https://www.unwomen.org/sites/default/files/2022-09/Progress-on-the-sustainable-development-goals-the-gender-snapshot-2022-en_0.pdf
https://www.unwomen.org/sites/default/files/2022-09/Progress-on-the-sustainable-development-goals-the-gender-snapshot-2022-en_0.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/seven-charts-that-show-covid-19s-impact-on-womens-employment
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The EU is stepping up its efforts here. The

Commission has ushered in new flexible

working arrangements to encourage a

better division of caring responsibilities

between women and men. The (now

adopted) Directive 2019/1158/EU came

into effect in August 2022, applicable to all

workers who are parents or carers.

Some in the sector are taking action.

Maritime UK’s ‘Menopause Hub’ provides

a forum to share good practices, policies,

case studies, and self-care guidance, and

on World Menopause Day this year,

several organisations published a

menopause policy.

Confronting cultures of harassment and

violence in the workplace – from office to

train carriage – is also an essential step.

We often talk at length about the safety

and security of female passengers, but

female workers also face similar threats.

'We want our mobility systems to be safe

and secure- but this means also making

sure our workplaces are too,' says Grace

Packard, Voi’s Senior Public Policy

Manager UK. Indeed, Voi is currently

rolling out a diversity and inclusion

program to deliver training managers on

bias free recruitment decisions.

The International Labour Organisation

(ILO) identifies violence as a leading

cause of disruption to women’s careers in

transport, calling for clear cross-sector

dialogue, consultation, and negotiation.

This is apparent in Uber’s research

amongst their drivers, where almost 50%

of respondents regarded the fear of

violence as a deterrent for becoming a

driver with the platform. 

The 2019 Violence and Harassment

Convention (the first-ever international

standard on violence and harassment in

the world of work) is a strong start.

However, with just 19 ratifications, it

requires public and private sector

stakeholders to build on these legal

frameworks to cement action on the

ground with clear messaging, reporting

mechanisms, and follow-up action. 

Menopause is also a topic which needs to

be addressed if we are serious about

retention. 

The Menopause and the Workplace report

by the Fawcett Society and Channel 4,

found that 10% had left their job because

of symptoms of menopause, with many

respondents passing on promotion

opportunities or reducing their hours –
research corroborated by the ‘Menopause

transition: effects on women’s economic

participation’.

Policy also has a role to play here. Actions

such as requiring employers to have

menopause action plans, creating a route

into menopause healthcare and to

ensuring better GP training are essential.

In the UK, Under the Equality Act 2010,

menopause discrimination may be

covered under three protected

characteristics: age, sex, and disability

discrimination; however, there is no

legislation specifically relating to

menopause. 

Taking the 

menopause off pause

Tackling violence in 

the workplace

A gender-equal 

future?

Advancing gender equal employment

demands a combination of policy change

and practical action by employers.

Across the last decade, we have

witnessed a major step change, but now,

we can- and must- go further. 

Promotional images created by POLIS 
for International Women's Day 2022

POLIS Network

Revising legal frameworks will provide

women with the protection to be more

confident in their career choices, while at

the same time, not making childbirth and

childcare a professional ‘choice’.

Increasing paternity leave, while

mandating the availability, affordability,

and quality of childcare are good first

steps; as little as two weeks of paid

paternity leave can increase a mother’s
probability of reemployment shortly after

childbirth. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32019L1158
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/gac-services-uk-ltd_worldmenopauseday-womeninmaritime-activity-6988095547995734016-z7i0?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/menopauseandtheworkplace
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/menopause-transition-effects-on-womens-economic-participation
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0047272718302299


SAFETY
AND SECURITY

The Working Group addresses street and

road safety, with a particular focus on

protecting those who walk, cycle, or use

public transport or shared micromobility

vehicles. It also addresses the security of

urban mobility networks, focusing on

protecting users of transport infrastructure

from gender-based sexual harassment,

violent crime, and terrorist acts.

The topics being discussed in the Safety

and Security Working Group go from the

New Paradigm for Safe City Streets to the

Safe System and the Vision Zero

approaches, from speed management and

traffic calming principles, methods,

strategies, and solutions; to improvements

in vehicle design (eg direct vision for

trucks) and performance (eg Intelligent

Speed Assistance Systems and

Autonomous Vehicles).

The Working Group also investigates

Crime Prevention Through Environmental

Design (CPTED), applied to public

transport stops, stations, and connecting

hubs and pedestrian paths, gender-based

sexual violence in public transport and

public spaces, and risk Management

principles and methods.
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How can we make urban

mobility networks safe for all

users? Our work on Safety

and Security, done by the

Safety and Security Working

Group, answers this

question and many more.

Find out more about the Safety

and Security Working Group on

our website!

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/document/city-declaration-road-safety/
https://visionzeronetwork.org/about/what-is-vision-zero/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/what-we-do/working-groups/road-safety-security/


ROAD SAFETY 
FUTURE
By retrofitting public fleets, introducing new mobility solutions, 

and using modern technologies, cities can build transport 

networks that account for human mistakes and limitations 

without waiting for legal frameworks to be put in motion. 

WRITTEN BY

DAGMARA WRZESIŃSKA

Road safety technology is progressing at

many levels – technical improvements of

the fleets, smarter infrastructure,

legislative requirements, and

standardisation efforts go hand in hand

towards a safer future. After decades of

politics facilitating the excessive use of

cars and all their negative externalities,

cities are gradually taking the courage to

become human-centric, livable, and safe

for all road users. 

Stricter speed limits, higher emissions

standards, and adaptation of shared and

equipped Advanced Driver-Assistance

Systems (ADAS) vehicles are a few of the

solutions for a safe and sustainable future.

The question is not anymore if but when

urban streets will become future-proofed –
or more importantly - can cities afford to

wait for the future to arrive, or do we dare

to start creating the future of road safety

already today?

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n
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Complex urban road infrastructure
Mika Baumeister / Unsplash

Technologies for a 

safer tomorrow – 

today 

While European roads might be the safest

in the world, speed remains a central

issue for road safety and the main

obstacle to achieving Vision Zero - no

deaths on the road after 2050.



Today, 40% of road deaths occur on

urban roads – in light of this, the initiative

taken by the city of Helmond makes a

crucial contribution: not only does tangibly

improve road safety and set a good

example for others but, it has a potential of

replicability.

However, the pilot also showed that the

transport system has shortcomings that

technology by itself cannot solve: the gaps

in physical as well as a digital

infrastructure need to be tackled before

anyone can fully benefit from what road

safety technology has to offer. These gaps

cannot become an excuse for

compromised safety – neither today and

nor in the future. With the arrival of new

mobility services, cities have a chance to

proactively tackle and fill these gaps to

ensure that the shift from private cars does

not come at the cost of road safety.

To reduce speeding, Bolt – a shared

mobility provider, tracks in real time the

velocity of their vehicles, and notify a

driver with a post-trip warning in case of

violation which might turn into permanent

expulsion. By doing so, Bolt addresses the

issue of speeding that is often not

sufficiently tackled by traffic calming

measures themselves - and actively

influences the behaviour of the driver,

which next to the infrastructure is a crucial

element of the system.
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E-scooters clogging the sidewalk in
Gothenburg 
Anna Dziubinska / Unsplash

Fleet of public buses
Jonas Jacobsson / Unsplash

Continuous improvement of the driver’s
behaviour is also at the heart of i-

DREAMS, which aims at using modern

technology to tackle determinants of road

risks (eg, distraction, fatigue, socio-

cultural factors, stress, etc) by the

processing of contextual data collected via

sensors retrofitted to bus and van fleets

(but also available for other modes).

Consequently, i-DREAMS provides

opportunities for the detection and design

of customised interventions to mitigate

risks, increase awareness, and upgrade

driver performance. 

Contributing to approximately 30% of road

fatalities, excessive speed has been

tackled with unprecedented actions

resulting in the General Vehicle Safety

Regulation (EU) 2019/2144. Intelligent

Speed Assistance (ISA), concerned

among others by the new regulation, is

expected to reduce collisions by 30% and

deaths by 20%.

However, ISA will become mandatory in

cars sold as of July 2024 and will not

apply to those registered before that date.

Cities across the world face a big

challenge to out-catch the legislative

timeline and fortunately, the road safety

market offers them a range of retrofitting

solutions to act on that.

No time to waste

Retrofitting allows upgrading the existing

fleets and to capitalise today on what the

future of road safety has to offer. The city

of Helmond decided to carry out a pilot by

retrofitting 23 vehicles of their public fleet

with ISA. Being aware of the role that

public authorities play in the fast uptake of

modern solutions, Helmond leads by

example and plans to expand the fleet

equipped with ISA.

No pain no gain - 

shared goal but 

common disruption 

The recent arrival of micromobility

solutions brought an enormous potential

for futureproofing and reinventing urban

mobility. However, that potential does not

come free of safety threats. The uptake of

new transport modes came with

unprecedented challenges – sidewalks

clogged with poorly parked devices,

pedestrians disturbed by riders lacking

proper infrastructure, and legislative

incoherence resulting in confusion and

limited compliance. Disruption, however, is

an element of change. 

https://unsplash.com/photos/mVhd5QVlDWw
https://unsplash.com/photos/GrdAN0NEIKY
https://idreamsproject.eu/wp/
https://etsc.eu/intelligent-speed-assistance-isa/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/member/helmond/


Now, cities and operators join forces to

seize the potential that micromobility has

and turn the disruption into a mature tool

to tackle car dependency. Technology has

a key role to play in this transition too. 

RideSafeUM is an initiative preventing

micromobility accidents and ensuring its

alignment with Vision Zero. 

c i t i e s
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The solution will rely on computer vision,

GPS, and accelerometer data to warn

users in the event of incompliance, detect

accidents and improve short-term

performance. In addition, collected data

will allow cities to improve long-term

decision-making.

While the promising solution is still under

development, the City of Bergem is not

idle – to overcome shortcomings of

available GPS services, the city engaged

its citizens to reduce parking violations.

Using crowdsourced data has proven

valuable in managing micromobility and

facilitating public-private partnerships.

Operators present in Bergem promote the

app created by the city and use the input

from citizens to improve the efficiency of

their field operations. Thanks to these

efforts, the city has observed an

improvement in the behaviour of the users

themselves. 

The i-DREAMS project presented its live 
demo at TRA 2022

Lien Aerts / i-DREAMS LinkedIn page

Safe roads are our

shared responsibility

Designing a system that accounts for

human mistakes and limitations cannot

wait for legal frameworks to be put in

motion. Cities and organisations are taking

action to implement already available

solutions and lead by example toward

Vision Zero.

Irrespectively if the subject of discussion is

old cars, public fleets, or new coming

micromobility vehicles, there is a large

room to improve the future of the transport

system – and the future starts now. 

i-DREAMS will end in 2023
i-DREAMS

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/idreams/
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Digitalisation and automation are

transforming our daily lives with new and

more efficient services, like machine

distribution of metro tickets and digital

journey planning applications. But do

these innovations truly answer public

transport passengers’ needs?

As current research addresses the job

losses and re-skilling needs related to new

services, a more user-centric approach is

therefore required.
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The automation and

digitalisation of public

transport services seek to

increase their efficiency in

terms of environmental

impact, cost and service

quality. But can machines

truly fulfil the needs of the

human users they are

supposed to serve?

Route planning application
Stokkete / Shutterstock
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https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/we-transform/


Moreover, the absence of system error in

automated vehicles cannot be guaranteed,

and liability without human drivers remains

ambiguous. The driverless shuttles

currently piloted across Europe highlight

the lack of trust of passengers in the

complete absence of a human being in the

vehicle, despite their positive impressions

when it comes to the comfort of the ride.

Tests conducted in the city of Tampere

(FI) in the framework of the SHOW project

especially underlined passengers’
criticism toward vehicle accessibility when

boarding or exiting, as well as their

demand for more communication.

Trust is critical in automated systems. 
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As much as public transport becomes

digitalised and automatised, its reason for

existence remains the same: to serve its

(diverse) passengers.

 

Automated and digital services are

essential to fulfil the specific needs of

defined user segments. They provide

autonomy and time-savings to

passengers, who can discover and book

the best route without asking for directions

or combining multiple information from

different sources. Young adults, for

example, particularly value technology-

rich transport options and make use of

various mobility modes, demanding more

reliable and individually adapted public

transport services, which can only be

achieved with some degree of automation

and digitalisation. 

Other user segments such as people with

reduced mobility or vision can also highly

benefit from automated and digital

services like automatically adapting green

lights timing length, as the Mobilidata pilot

showed in the City of Antwerp (BE) as part

of the EU-funded project INDIMO. Indeed,

automation and digitalisation can go a

long way when it comes to making

mobility, and therefore our cities, more

inclusive and accessible.

However, there are some challenges

associated with the process. Automated

services struggle to serve unpredicted or

specific needs due to their standardised

decision-making process and cannot

encompass the diversity of user profiles

and needs, and thus, their various

degrees of digital literacy, sensory, motor,

and cognitive abilities and states.

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n

Varberg AV Pilot
PAV

Citizens at the 

forefront

Users need to either know how things

work or accept that they do not know and

trust. As digital and automated tools are

enhanced with communication capabilities

powered by Artificial Intelligence (AI),

users expect natural communication with

technology. As this expectation does not

come true, distrust risks leading to public

transport desertion; this is a common

phenomenon, as explained by Jose Solaz,

Head of Innovation at IBV, who is involved

in the EU-funded SUuaVe project:

‘Failures in empathy are at the basis of the

“uncanny valley” phenomenon, ie the

eerie and unsettling feeling people

experience when dealing with human-like

systems.’ 

https://summalab.nl/r2a-cities/
https://tamperetestbed.fi/en/experiences-from-the-first-hervanta-test-area-experiment-open-to-citizens/
https://businesstampere.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/2_show_yleisesitys.pdf
https://www.indimoproject.eu/pilot-project/antwerp/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/indimo/
https://www.suaave.eu/


Last but not least, a third conclusion was

that automation and digitalisation should

be used as tools to advance public

transport as the backbone of urban

mobility and not as an end in themselves.

Their potential must enable improvements

in individual services and, most

importantly, the integration of different

modes and services. Used as such, they

can, by improving public transport, help

reduce emissions, reclaim urban space

from private cars, and increase freedom of

choice and movement for citizens. 

Though the ‘right' level of automation is a

relative notion, functions that would better

remain in human hands (for now) include

overseeing traffic management and

building and fixing the technical tools for it.

This would help with ensuring liability for

operations, but also informing passengers

in an ad hoc and private way.
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Requirements for highly efficient services

are difficult to reconcile with the social and

human interaction needs of passengers,

challenging the idea of a ‘right’ level of

service automation in public transport.

Nevertheless, some type of criteria is

needed to define how automation and

digitalisation best serve public transport. In

comes WE-TRANSFORM!

This EU-funded project, focused on

addressing the impacts of transport

automation on the workforce, gathered

diverse stakeholders in several sessions

to identify these very much-needed

criteria, based on discussions of expected

passenger needs in automated and digital

services, implications for transport

workers, and related requirements for

decision-makers. 

The first conclusion they reached during

this stakeholder consultation is that fixed

and routine services are the easiest to

automate and digitize; this is because

these services are planned and

implemented through pre-established

procedures and protocols, and therefore,

do not require decision-making.

Supporting decision-making with

automated and digital processes is highly

complex, as it relies on an infinite number

of factors with unclear causality relations.

Neurology and psychology should work

together with engineering and economics

to define anticipable decision-making

processes – a key condition to bring

automation and digitalization in. 

A second conclusion was that transport

operations can be divided into functional

tasks (fleet management, infrastructure

and operations monitoring and

maintaining) and passenger-related tasks,

which require empathy, heuristics, and

versatility. Identifying non-replaceable

work characteristics by algorithms and

machines will help define future transport

jobs, helping design education programs

accordingly and orientate technical

research.

Defining the right 

automation level

Conclusion

It is vital to recognize both the tremendous

potential of automation and digitalisation to

expand public transport capacity as much

as their limits.

At the moment, there is both a lack and

need for business models to support in

key contexts, such as rural areas or/and at

night, where density is low and service

must be provided on-demand rather than

in a routine manner. This was one of the

conclusions of the pilot conducted in the

city of Varberg in Sweden, in the

framework of the EU-funded PAV project.

Most importantly, while challenging, we

must put citizens at the forefront of

decision-making, that is, if we truly want

to move forward and along with the times.

Workers and passengers must be

involved in designing automated and

digital services; without their input, we are

setting ourselves up for failure, failing to

capitalise on the efforts. But this will take

time.

Humans are not machines, and thus, they

take time to adapt. Indeed, changing

consumer behaviour is (almost) always a

significant, (yet achievable!) challenge.

As Eric Callé, Innovation and

industrialization Director at Keolis, said:

'User needs evolve with innovations, but

users need a transition period to adapt

their habits or routine to newly available

services. They need time to learn how to

use innovations.' 

WE-TRANSFORM Workshop #3 in Riga
Dzvenyslava Tyslyukevych

Bus driver in action
WE-TRANSFORM

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/we-transform/
https://wetransform-project.eu/news-events/report-on-the-3d-we-transform-workshop/
https://northsearegion.eu/pav/news/varberg-av-pilot-watch-the-video/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/pav/
https://www.keolis.com/en


TRAFFIC 
EFFICIENCY

The Traffic Efficiency Working Group's

main purpose is to enable knowledge

sharing and reflection about current

transport practice, new developments and

evolving European policy related to

network management, Intelligent

Transport Systems (ITS) and data.

Working Group meetings have mainly

drawn upon POLIS’ experience and

knowledge in Intelligent Transport

Systems, which has been at the heart of

POLIS' activities since the creation of the

network. The Working Group has focused

in the recent past on issues such as multi-

modal network management, data and

digitalisation, automation, C-ITS, MaaS

and European ITS/data policy.
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Discussing Traffic Efficiency

means addressing the

broad subject of multimodal

network management from

both a strategic and

technical perspective.

Find out more about the Traffic

Efficiency Working Group on

our website!

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/what-we-do/working-groups/mobility-traffic-efficiency/


TRAFFIC 
MANAGEMENT 
101

‘Traffic management is the organisation,

arrangement, guidance and control of both

stationary and moving traffic, including

pedestrians, bicyclists and all types of

vehicles. It aims to provide for the safe,

orderly and efficient movement of persons

and goods, and to protect and, where

possible, enhance the quality of the local

environment on and adjacent to traffic

facilities.’

Beyond this traditional definition hides a

toolbox of regulations, policies,

technologies and measures that are

anchored in local, regional and European

Union strategies on mobility. Indeed, traffic

management can help trigger modal shifts

by encouraging or pressuring people to

turn to active mobility, public transport or

zero/low-emission vehicles by, for 

 jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
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Traffic management could

play a key role to reach

climate, social, economic,

equity, and safety goals. But

it does not really do so – yet. 

Firstly, this is because attention in traffic

management is mostly put on motorised

vehicles (cars, buses, lorries, etc.).

Secondly, traffic management is not dealt

with by general mobility professionals,

often because they do not dare to venture

into its technical terminology and complex

methods. Traffic management is therefore

in the hands of technical experts – who are

essential but could benefit from external

input. In a nutshell, traffic management is

not in line with most European cities’
visions (fewer cars, more public transport,

and active mobility). To add to this

mismatch, it is often side-lined in general

reflections on sustainable mobility. 

What exactly is traffic 

management? 

Bicycle transport in Utrecht (NL)
Anton Havelaar / Shutterstock

https://trid.trb.org/view/362282#:~:text=Traffic%20management%20is%20the%20organisation%2C%20arrangement%2C%20guidance%20and,including%20pedestrians%2C%20bicyclists%20and%20all%20types%20of%20vehicles.
https://transport.ec.europa.eu/transport-themes/mobility-strategy_en
https://www.shutterstock.com/g/ahavelaar
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You do not become the world’s most

bicycle-friendly city by accident. Utrecht

(NL) won first place in the 2022 Global

Bicycle Cities Index and it is safe to say,

the Dutch city knows how traffic

management works and how to prioritise

active mobility. In fact, 56% of Utrecht

residents visit the city centre by bicycle

and 94% own at least one bicycle.  The

city has been testing a smart traffic light

technology called Bicycle Peloton

Recognition. A measuring system

identifies cyclists approaching a traffic

light, as well as their number, speed, and

direction of travel. It sends the data to an

intelligent traffic light controller that gives

them priority over motorised vehicles by

becoming green sooner or remaining

green longer. Rotterdam (NL) is also using

similar tools.

Cyclists’ traffic lights stay green longer

when it rains, heat sensors detect the

number of cyclists, and cycling travel time

measurements are used to create real-life

cycling traffic information and suggest

alternative routes via a bicycle VMS

(Vendor Management System).  

Cyclists’ priority at traffic lights is

supporting modal shifts towards active

mobility, but technology alone is not

enough – it is the cherry on the cake. It

comes after years of change, such as the

creation of extensive cycling lanes and the

removal of space allocated to private cars,

as well as robust political commitments,

long-term strategic planning like

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans,

inclusive mobility interventions,

stakeholder engagements, and more. 

Similar technologies exist to prioritise

other forms of mobility at traffic lights –
something that is currently explored by the

EU-funded project DIT4TraM, which

investigates decentralised bottom-up

methodologies to regulate traffic through

swarm intelligence. In Bordeaux, France, it

is looking at ways cyclists and shared cars

could negotiate priority at intersections. 

Cyclist at an intersection
Shutterstock

example, decreasing speed limits or using

data for dynamic management of

multimodal traffic as the EU-funded

TANGENT project is testing. 

Going further, traffic management can

support the just transition. On average,

high-income households have the biggest

rate of car ownership leading them to have

an unequally high road transport carbon

footprint. Yet, low-income neighbourhoods

are disproportionately impacted by high

concentrations of health-harming air

pollutants caused by vehicle traffic.

CurieuzenAir, a citizen-led initiative in

Brussels (BE), found that nitrogen dioxide

levels were the highest in the capital’s
low-income areas. Changing the way we

move in cities is critical to ensure a shift of

the mobility sector to a more fair,

sustainable and just one.  

Prioritising cycling 

through smart traffic 

lights 

TANGENT and DIT4TraM will
run up until 2024
TANGENT and DIT4TraM

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/tangent/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/dit4tram/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/new-index-shows-that-utrecht-is-the-most-bicycle-friendly-city-in-the-world/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/member/utrecht/
https://www.utrecht.nl/city-of-utrecht/mobility/cycling/
https://northsearegion.eu/bits/news/better-flow-for-cyclists-thanks-to-link-with-its-technology/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Rotterdam-Make-it-happen-Rotterdam-by-Bike.pdf
https://dit4tram.eu/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/paris-implements-30-km-per-hour-speed-limit/
https://tangent-h2020.eu/
https://theconversation.com/12-best-ways-to-get-cars-out-of-cities-ranked-by-new-research-180642
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/global-sustainability/article/unequal-distribution-of-household-carbon-footprints-in-europe-and-its-link-to-sustainability/F1ED4F705AF1C6C1FCAD477398353DC2
https://curieuzenair.brussels/en/home/
https://www.eltis.org/in-brief/news/brussels-air-quality-initiative-highlights-differences-air-pollution-between-rich-and
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Geofencing also requires that regulations

are digitalised and that data-sharing

protocols exist. Yet, the opportunities for

UVARs – including ISA, ZEZ, dynamic

congestion charging, and dynamic

geofenced zones – are already being

explored with, for example, the EU-funded

ReVeAL project, which looked at how

UVARs and geofencing can work together. 

VOLUME I
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Geofencing, traffic control systems, and
Mobility as a Service can intertwine to

support public transport
Shutterstock

In Sweden, the city of Gothenburg is

undertaking a one-of-a-kind project.

Through the ElectriCity project, it has been

testing geofencing technologies on two

bus lines which use electric and hybrid

vehicles. When the buses enter certain

urban areas where there are many

pedestrians and cyclists, their speed limit

is automatically limited and, if they are

hybrid, they switch to a fully electric mode,

thus reducing noise and air pollution,

improving traffic safety, and increasing

transport efficiency. Surprisingly, the

geofencing technology is accepted and

appreciated by most stakeholders,

including passengers, drivers, fleet owners

and vehicle manufacturers. 

With the multiplication of urban vehicle

access regulations in European cities,

geofencing could be a beneficial and

affordable solution to enforce and regulate

these. However, there are still open

questions regarding information sharing

and standardisation. The European Union

has not directly regulated geofencing in

the transport sector – there are grey zones

on the standards for the fitting of

equipment, data protection, access and

transfer, and cybersecurity concerns. 

Geofencing is the new buzzword in the

mobility and traffic management sectors.

The concept is simple: it is ‘a virtual

perimeter for an actual geographic area

inside which digital traffic regulations can

be applied’. In other words, when a

vehicle enters a delimited zone, either

information is transmitted to the driver

through an in-vehicle notification or acts

directly on the driving task, for example by

automatically reducing its speed.

Although still a very innovative technology,

European cities have already put

geofencing to the test due to its promising

applications in emission and speed

reduction. Geofencing is not truly part of

traffic management in its traditional

definition, but it does offer unique solutions

to enforce and reimagine it. 

Combining traffic 

regulations and 

enforcement: 

geofencing and public 

transport 

Reflections

Although this article focused on two

modes of transport - namely cycling and

public transport – traffic management

needs to focus on connecting the entire

urban mobility system. Multi-modality

should be at its heart by integrating

together different modes of transport.

In urban areas, jumping from a bus onto a

bicycle, or from a train to walking should

be made easy, easier than using a car. If

traffic management can help enable this, it

can transform our urban mobility systems

into sustainable ones.  

https://civitas-reveal.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Note-on-Geofencing-for-UVAR_Lucy-Sadler-Sadler-Consultants-1.pdf
https://www.eltis.org/resources/case-studies/geofencing-new-tool-make-urban-transport-safer-and-more-sustainable
https://www.electricitygoteborg.se/en/news/better-urban-enviroment-through-geofencing
https://www.eltis.org/resources/case-studies/geofencing-new-tool-make-urban-transport-safer-and-more-sustainable
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/news/geofencing-new-tool-in-town/
https://www.eltis.org/resources/case-studies/geofencing-new-tool-make-urban-transport-safer-and-more-sustainable


To secure these trends, the regulatory

landscape is constantly evolving, which

represents an opportunity to adjust Île-de-

France Mobilités’ MaaS policy by

coordinating public transport services with

new mobility services.

To tackle the strong societal challenges

facing the region (such as urbanisation,

pollution, traffic congestion, and gaps in

accessibility), and to address travellers’
new needs, Île-de-France Mobilités has

structured its MaaS approach in two parts.

First, by designing services and policies

faithful to the common good, and second,

by coordinating this new ecosystem of

private mobility players to leverage them

to address these challenges.These two

approaches are reinforced by the

regulation and the fact that Île-de-France

Mobilités is confirmed in its role as a

Transportation Authority Organising for

Sustainable Mobility.

Île-de-France Mobilités’ banner

Île-de-France Mobilités’

A NEW
M    S STRATEGY
Ile-de-France Mobilites, the Paris Region Mobility 

Authority, reveals all how it is preparing to meet them 

through its novel MaaS strategy. 
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New and innovative

approaches are needed to

meet the mobility challenges

of tomorrow. 

Along with the digitalisation of transport,

recent macro-trends are shaking up the

mobility sector and transforming habits,

such as the electrification of fleets and

micromobility: this has given rise to a new

ecosystem of private mobility players. 

Ile-de-France Mobilités (The Paris Region

Mobility Authority) is the integrated public

transport authority of the Île-de-France

public transportation network. Its missions

include designing projects to improve the

public transport system, financing the

operations of the network through

transport operators, and setting public

policy objectives. Its Services and

Marketing department oversees

developing and organising new mobility

services, ticketing, developing Mobility as

a Service (MaaS) in Île-de-France, and

enhancing the passenger information

system.

https://www.iledefrance-mobilites.fr/
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A carpooling support system through a

financing agreement with key players

in the field. On average, carpooling

counts 2.3 people per car compared to

1.1 people per car in Île-de-France –
this initiative helped reduce pollution

and urban congestion on the roads of

Île-de-France;

To do this, Île-de-France Mobilités uses

its various assets. This includes its ability

to consolidate data relating to offers from

all mobility entities; developing information

tools for passengers and providing

dedicated reservation platforms (i.e.

platform for on-demand transport); its

authority in pricing policy for public

transport, the development of a new

ticketing system integrating various

mobility offers; actions to promote the

development of multi-modal processes

through contractual mechanisms;

certification through labelling, supervision,

coordination or promotion, as well as

investments in physical inter-modal

infrastructure.

In recent years, Île-de-France Mobilités

contributed to organising the market of

carpooling and car-sharing mobility

services by its key goals by launching:

A car-sharing label, which aims at

encouraging car-sharing players (cars

and scooters) to offer a fleet of clean

vehicles, improving the quality of the

service, and partnering with cities to

provide access to dedicated parking

spots. It is also the first step for them

to integrate Île-de-France Mobilités’
MaaS, which must abide by the

standards of the label.

In addition to those initiatives, the LOM

reinforced Île-de-France Mobilités’ dual

responsibilities of (1) having a MaaS offer

and (2) being a coordinator of the MaaS

ecosystem in Île-de-France.

A transportation 

authority organising 

for sustainable 

mobility

Becoming a player in mobility as a

service by offering MaaS digital media

to travellers;

Assuming the role of contracting

authority for MaaS platforms

comprising both a Regional Mobility

Information Platform (PRIM) and an

Information and Services System for

ticketing (SIS) intended for persons

who habitually use data and services;

Organise mobility as a service more

widely in the Île-de-France region and

promote best practices and determine

the main principles for interactions

between entities, by the guidelines of

public mobility policies.

The best way to activate the concept of

mobility as a service is to organise the

market and private initiatives in

coordination with those of the public

sector. To achieve this, a 2019 law in

France (LOM: Loi d’Orientation des

Mobilités) has empowered Île-de-France

Mobilités with a new organisational

capacity for developing new mobility. Île-

de-France Mobilités is exercising this new

prerogative with the objectives of: 

Île-de-France Mobilités’ Pass Navigo is available on smartphone
William Beaucardet / Ile-de-France Mobilités

Passengers in a streetcar at the Porte de Choisy station in Paris, France
William Beaucardet / Ile-de-France Mobilités

As the umbrella authority for all

sustainable mobility in Île-de-France, Île-

de-France Mobilités is responsible for

ensuring that each traveller always gets

the right information and the right services

to address a seemingly obvious dilemma:

what means of transport to use to get

around as easily and quickly as possible in

a region that offers a wide variety of

mobility services.

A MaaS platform 

fuelled by new 

regulations

https://www.iledefrance-mobilites.fr/le-reseau/services-de-mobilite/auto-partage
https://www.iledefrance-mobilites.fr/le-reseau/services-de-mobilite/auto-partage/label-ile-de-france-autopartage
https://www.ecologie.gouv.fr/loi-dorientation-des-mobilites#:~:text=La%20loi%20d'orientation%20des%20mobilit%C3%A9s%20a%20%C3%A9t%C3%A9%20publi%C3%A9e%20au,moins%20co%C3%BBteux%20et%20plus%20propres.


Multimodality: the application layer

makes it possible to easily display the

diversity of mobility options available in

the Ile-de-France region. Île-de-France

Mobilités established two levels of

integration, namely (i) “Trip planning”

which lets you plan a trip using the

route planner algorithm, and/or “Map

Around Me”, which lets you see where

the different mobility options are

available on a map and can redirect

you to the service, and (ii) ticketing

integration, which lets you book and

uses the service directly from the app.

The Climate Law, approved in August

2021, imposes route recommendations

based on environmental criteria

(highlighting the lowest impact trip in

terms of greenhouse gas emissions);

Intermodality: (a) through the

development of seamless routes when

combining several modes (ie public

transport and bicycle), and (b) by

deepening links between the

infrastructure and the digital world

through the creation of exchange

hubs;

Data: which helps Île-de-France

Mobilités better steer its mobility

policies. The data collected is an

important source of information and

insights that can help measure

whether the policies put in place are

effective and how the next policy

should be defined.

The Public Transportation Authority (PTA)

shall ensure the existence of an

information service for users, covering all

modes of transport within their territory.

Fuelled by the LOM, Île-de-France

Mobilités expanded its efforts on MaaS

development by adding an application

layer to the existing ticketing layer of

public transportation which covers:

1.

2.

3.

With this in mind, it is clear that the PTA

can on the one hand aggregate the

mobility options available on its territory

and, on the other hand, define the

dedicated infrastructures and mobility

hubs – two sides of a policy that make up

the foundations of mobility as a service. 
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Cyclically, the data aggregated reinforce

and enlighten the relevance of policy

choices made by the transport authority,

creating a continuous feedback loop that

sustains the achievement of the PTA’s
goals.

This strategy is linked with a partnership

strategy to promote the emergence of

MaaS in Île-de-France and, thus, the

achievement of Île-de-France Mobilités

goals.

Île-de-France Mobilités operates a three-

fold partnership strategy which aims at

increasing MaaS’s adoption in line with

existing European regulations and Île-de-

France Mobilités’s goals.

The first part consists of promoting good

practices and clarifying the main principles

of interactions between mobility entities in

Île-de-France to guarantee the best

possible service to the user and to support

sustainable economic models that

implement mobility as a service to benefit

the general interest. This was achieved

through the creation of the “Reference

Guide for MaaS in the Île-de-France

Region”. The second part aims to create a

Regional Mobility Information Platform

(PRIM) which is a one-stop shop that

centralises data (60+ static datasets, 5+

API) and services around mobility to help

feed the ecosystem’s MaaS applications

and tools.

The last part focuses on opening an

Information and Services System for

ticketing (SIS). In line with the Loi

d’Orientation des Mobilités (LOM) law, Île-

de-France Mobilités has initiated the

opening to the distribution of its products.

MDMS (Multimodal Digital Mobility

Services) can partner up with Île-de-

France Mobilités and are now able to sell

public transport tickets.

Partnering up

Continue pushing forward the MaaS

ecosystem, seen as essential to

promptly meet the incoming travel

demand for the 2024 Summer

Olympics;

Facilitate the reversibility of the

mobility data obtained and the

handover phases of the platforms, as

well as preparing for competition in the

public transportation sector;

Think about intermodal spaces and

potential links with new forms of

mobility, such as envisioning the

transport stations of tomorrow as

intermodal exchange hubs and

preparing future infrastructure (Grand

Paris Express) in line with this vision;

Achieve the objectives of the

European Green Deal through a range

of initiatives also developed by Île-de-

France Mobilités, including the

outlined MaaS policy.

Île-de-France Mobilités is more than ready

to meet the major mobility challenges of

tomorrow, making sure to address the

concerns of all stakeholders within the

transport ecosystem. To effectively

prepare for future developments, the

mobility authority is implementing the

following measures:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Conclusion

A ScaniaCitywide bus from
Île-de-France Mobilités

Mohamed Sy / Wikimedia Commons

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.applidium.vianavigo&hl=fr&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/fr/app/%C3%AEle-de-france-mobilit%C3%A9s/id484527651
https://www.iledefrance-mobilites.fr/mobilite-servicielle-ile-de-france
https://prim.iledefrance-mobilites.fr/fr
https://prim.iledefrance-mobilites.fr/fr/donnees-statiques/contrat-type-snm?staticDataSlug=contrat-type-snm
https://scholar.google.fr/scholar?q=Multimodal+Digital+Mobility+Service&hl=en&as_sdt=0&as_vis=1&oi=scholart
https://www.societedugrandparis.fr/info/grand-paris-express-largest-transport-project-europe-1061
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal_en


JUST MAKE
DATA SHARING... 
FAIR

Individual domains do provide standards,

that are open and interoperable, such as 

 data formats and services for spatial data

by the Open Geospatial Consortium.

Further examples are the GTFS standard

for public transport schedules (reference),

DATEX II for road traffic data, the

OpenStreetMap key-value format for map

data, and many more.

Some of the data formats are

exchangeable, connectable, and

replaceable. Especially the ones with

semantic similarity. However, many

formats come along with their own

semantics, where the integration or the

connection to other data is only doable

with data interpretation – usually at the

expense of data loss – or not possible at

all. 

Several data challenges have also been

discussed in panels at the Dagstuhl

seminar about Mobility Data Science and

are reflected in the corresponding

publication (Mokbel et al. 2022).

c i t i e s
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Mobility data sharing can 

enable broader use of 

available data, increase 

value and raise new 

businesses. Cities can 

benefit from this ecosystem 

by making more efficient 

usage of their hosted data, 

interoperating and 

connecting with other data 

to improve public 

infrastructure, traffic flows 

and people’s life.

Mobility data is as heterogeneous as its

use cases and the stakeholders that are

contributing to them. For example, a

journey planning system that considers

users’ needs requires a lot of additional

data sets – from life traffic data, weather

data, and static map data about the

environment (green travel), to live data on

noise, air quality, etc. This heterogeneity

of data sets provided by different domains

and stakeholders also brings a large

variety of data formats, semantic design of

data, and standards – in case the data is

standardised at all.

The barriers to 

mobility data sharing

The technical complexity and the

heterogeneity of stakeholders bring further

complexity of limiting factors that need to

be handled to enable mobility data

sharing. The main barriers have been

mentioned in ‘MobiDataLab - Labs for

prototyping future mobility data sharing

solutions’ at FOSS4G by Lauer et al.

2022.

Technical barriers can be solved by

collaborative work on aligning standards.

Besides this, new and enhanced cloud

technologies can enable data sharing and

build bridges between data producers and

data users by connecting data to services

and providing additional value to their

users.

Mobility data
MobiDataLab

WRITTEN BY

JOHANNES LAUER

https://www.ogc.org/


Privacy concerns can be managed by

educational work, transparency, and

privacy-enabling methods or privacy by

design. Latest political initiatives, like the

GDPR, force stakeholders to act more

transparently and simultaneously educate

data producers in managing their data.

The GDPR also ensures that the

individual-produced data remains under

the control of the data producer. Data

sharing implies partnerships and more

actors involved, which can raise the risk of

losing the competitive advantage of using

data. However, data sharing has the

potential to enable further use cases and

applications.

c i t i e s
i n  m o t i o n
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Even if individual monopolists will lose

market shares due to newly available

services, the overall market will grow (cf

Data Sharing business and revenue

models).

Enabling mobility data sharing can be very

beneficial for cities. Mobility stakeholders

are quite heterogeneous, but local

authorities (as in cities, governments, and

municipalities) are one of the main data

providers. Infrastructural data, such as

cadastral data, addresses, and road- and

transport networks are usually maintained

by cities or subcontracted partners. The

users of the infrastructure are mobility

companies, eg electric scooter rental

companies, ride-share providers, and

public transport companies.

Sharing data between stakeholders can

support infrastructural planning and

maintenance. It can help to adjust routes

and improve customer experience. And it

can trigger new ideas and raise new

businesses by getting additional insights

from combined data. 

Data sharing obstacles
MobiDataLab

The FAIR principle 

can help to enable 

mobility data sharing

Findable: Finding the data that you are

looking for (eg via data catalogues)

Accessible: Being able to access the

data (eg via web services)

Interoperable: Having the ability to

load, read, and integrate the data (eg

via open standards)

Reusable: Using the data not just in

one system, but for a broader set of

use-cases

In research, transparency, traceability, and

repeatability are important to review and/or

generate new findings on existing work.

Based on this requirement, the FAIR

principle (Wilkinson et al. 2016) for science

was developed. FAIR stands for:

The FAIR principle and its guidelines for

scientific data can also be useful for

mobility data sharing. The principle

addresses the challenges for mobility data

and the guidelines are helpful to show the

benefits of data sharing.

Barriers to data sharing
Thierry Chevallier

MobiDataLab will run up until 2024
MobiDataLab

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/project/mobidatalab/
https://gdpr.eu/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/101006879/results


Mobility data sharing use case
MobiDataLab

As exemplified above, with some brave

steps, it is possible to overcome several

barriers to data sharing.

Tools and methods are already available,

with the FAIR principle leading the way to

enable mobility data sharing and the

MobiDataLab project showing how to put

such principle to practice.

However, this is just the beginning of a

journey. Since data is and will grow, it is

important to build bridges to enable the

interaction between the stakeholders by

aligning standards and providing value for

actors within the value chain.

1. State of the Art: 

Open Knowledge Base
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The described challenges and barriers of

data sharing are addressed in the EU

H2020 project MobiDataLab, where the

solution is built on four pillars:

Sharing knowledge about data and

standards and providing an environment

for learning, enhancing, and aligning data,

services, use cases, and systems.

Technical proof of concept as a cloud

service that provides data and services to

solve mobility challenges.

The practical interaction with users in

virtual labs or living labs, where the

Transport Cloud can show its functionality

and contributors are being enabled to

bring their ideas into reality. 

The instruments and tools that measure

the impact of the mentioned initiative. This

is implemented as a survey to get actors’
needs, a market analysis, a gap analysis

(along the project), business - and

revenue models and a data-sharing

assessment framework.

MobiDataLab as a 

showcase for mobility 

data sharing

4. Assess the Impact:

Evaluation Framework

2. Proof of Value: 

Transport Cloud

3. Put into Practice: 

Living and Virtual Labs

Conclusion
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Alessia coordinates POLIS' corporate

communications and magazine and is

involved in several EU-funded projects -

namely, e-smartec and ReVeAL,

iDREAMS and Urban Transports

Community. She also supports other

POLIS projects in tasks related to content

production and communication.

Passionate about inclusive mobility and

transport justice, she focuses on making

mobility issues 'pop' and relevant for a

wider audience.

Alessia Giorgiutti

Communications Coordinator

Contributed articles:
'A Mediterranean perspective', 'Queer 
mobilities'

Isobel Duxfield is Communications and

Membership Manager at POLIS. She

completed her MPhil in Gender Studies at

the University of Cambridge where she

researched gender and cycling. Isobel

manages the SUM4All project and has

published academic work on gender and

active mobility, and domestic violence

prevention.

Isobel Duxfield

Communications & Membership 

Manager, SMC Platform & Regions 

Working Group Coordinator

Contributed articles:
'Ljubljana’s leap', 'Women on the move', 
'COP27: if not now, when?', 'Cities on a 
Mission'

Marina Martin Vilches is Project &

Communications Officer at POLIS

Network. Specialised in Urban

Governance, she currently provides

support for POLIS’ corporate

communications with a focus on social

media, also working on electromobility

projects. She is passionate about active

travel, inclusive mobility, and innovative

governance approaches.

Marina Martin Vilches

Project & Communications Officer

Contributed articles:
'Queer mobilities', 'Active changes', 'Cities 
on a Mission'

Carlotta is Communications Assistant at

POLIS Network. Currently, she provides

support for different communication

activities, including POLIS’ corporate

communications and magazine. She is

passionate about the intersections

between social impact, communications

and storytelling.

Carlotta Inserra

Communications Assistant

Contributed articles:
'UVARs: present and future', 'The cargo bike 
potential', 'Channelling Change', 
'15-year city'

Sebastien is Communciations Manager at

POLIS Network since March 2022.

He acquired experience working for 3

years for an EU contractor on mobility-

related projects, and for 4 years for the

Brussels Convention Bureau.

He is in managing the comms efforts for

the POLIS Conference and the Urban

Mobility Days.

Sebastien Nolens

Communications Manager

Karen was appointed as Secretary

General of POLIS in September 2014,

after having been the network's Research

Director for 8 years. Since 1998, she has

been involved in urban mobility

networking, innovation, and policy

activities as well as a wide range of

European urban transport research

projects.

Karen Vancluysen

Secretary General

Contributed articles:
'Channelling Change', '15-year 
City','COP27: if not now, when?'

Contributed articles:
'A parking transition'

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/schfsehbk/11/
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/fandom-culture-and-the-archers-cara-courage/1140664685
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/event/2022-annual-polis-conference/
https://www.polisnetwork.eu/event/urban-mobility-days/
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Alessandro Delpiano is Director of the

Territorial Planning Area of the

Metropolitan City of Bologna and member

of the national commission on SUMPs and

the Italian Society of Transport Policies.

He is lecturer at the Polytechnic University

of Barcelona, and author and editor of

numerous publications. He has graduated

in 1996 in Civil Engineering.

Alessandro Delpiano

Director of Territorial and Mobility 

Planning Department, 

Metropolitan City of Bologna

Contributed articles:
'Bicipolitana Bolognese'

Amos Weintrob is a 2018 alumnus of the

University of Leeds Institute for Transport

Studies, graduating with MSc in Transport

Planning. A public transport enthusiast,

Amos has over 5 years of experience in

transit planning and policy advancement.

Advocate for sustainable, safe, and

accessible cities.

Amos Weintrob

Head of Public Transport Service 

Planning, Ayalon Highways

Contributed articles:
'Queer mobilities'

Dr Andrew Williams is a Senior Lecturer in

Public Health in the Division of Population

and Behavioural Science of the School of

Medicine. Andrew undertakes research

with communities, children and

adolescents about the social, cultural and

environmental building blocks of health.

Andrew Williams

Senior Lecturer in Public Health,

University of St. Andrews

Contributed articles:
'Minds matter!'

Andy Cope's expertise is in research,

evaluation and monitoring of active travel.

Andy's work focuses on getting the best

value from the evidence about the

effectiveness of the work that Sustrans

and others deliver in support of walking

and cycling. Andy’s key skill is the ability

to translate research and data to support

the development of policy and practice.

Andy Cope

Director of Evidence and Insight, 

Sustrans

Contributed articles:
'Minds matter!'

Aurélien Belhocine is a project manager at

Île-de-France Mobilités working on MaaS

contracts, partnerships, and on the

Regional Information Platform for Mobility

of Île-de-France Mobilités (PRIM). He

received his Metropolitan Strategy and

Governance master from SciencesPo and

has over half a decade of experience in

mobility and MaaS strategy.

Aurélien Belhocine

Project Manager,

Ile-de-France Mobilites

Contributed articles:
'A new MaaS strategy'

Carlos Moreno

Scientific Director of the Chair 

‘Entrepreneurship, Territory, Innovation’
IAE, Sorbonne University

Contributed articles:
'15-year City'

Carlos Moreno is the Scientific Director of

the Chair 'Entrepreneurship, Territory,

Innovation' at IAE, Sorbonne University.

His internationally renowned and

innovative approach led to the

development of groundbreaking concepts

related to modern urban issues, such as

the ’15-minute City’.  

In alphabetical order:
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Caroline Tilleman's interest in mobility

comes from commuting to university. With

a bus that was always stuck in traffic jams,

caused by cars occupied by a single

person. Caroline lets the Mpact brand

grow and has supported the Project

Managers of Mpact in their communicative

endeavours for the past three and a half

years.

Caroline Tilleman

Communications Manager, 

Mpact

Contributed articles:
'Rural to Urban'

Catia Chiusaroli is the head of the

Sustainable Mobility Planning office at the

Metropolitan City of Bologna. She

coordinated the metropolitan SUMP and

member of the Italian “Sun Cycle Route”

technical board, and is author of many

publications and papers about mobility and

transport.

Catia Chiusaroli

Mobility Planning Office Chief,

Metropolitan City of Bologna

Contributed articles:
'Bicipolitana Bolognese'

Dagmara Wrzesińska is a Project

Manager at POLIS. She is involved in EU-

funded projects related to urban freight

(LEAD) and multimodal transport

(TANGENT). She also supports other

projects and working groups in the field of

shared mobility, road safety, and

micromobility.

Dagmara Wrzesińska

Project Manager,

POLIS Network

Contributed articles:
'Road safety future', 'Traffic management 101'

Derk Loorbach is director of DRIFT and

Professor of Socio-economic Transitions

at the Faculty of Social Science, both at

Erasmus University Rotterdam. Derk is

one of the founders of the transition

management approach as a new form of

governance for sustainable development

and has over one hundred publications in

this area. 

Derk Loorbach

Professor of Socio-economic 

Transitions, Erasmus University &

Director, DRIFT 

Contributed articles:
'Channelling Change'

Esen Köse is experienced in making

shared, new, and sustainable mobility

more accessible for all. She developed

skills in European projects by creating

awareness of automated transport, co-

creation in shared mobility, and youth

participation. She is also actively involved

in the roll-out of the ‘30 Dagen Minder

Wagen’ campaign in Flanders.

Esen Köse

Project Manager Autonomous, 

connected, and inclusive mobility,

Mpact

Contributed articles:
'Rural to Urban'

Helmer Berre

Advisor,

Rogaland County Council

Contributed articles:
'Rogaland rides out'

Helmer Berre is advisor in cycling and

mobility at Rogaland County Council. He

has a background in social studies and

has been working with human behaviour

and mobility trends. Has a passion for

cycling and making people and cities

healthy.
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Ivo Cré
Director Policy & Projects – Coordinator 

Access, POLIS Network

Contributed articles:
'A parking transition'

Jasmien Jaques works on efficient and

accessible mobility in Flanders. Within the

G-PaTRA project, she works on the rural

mobility challenges in Flanders. With a

background in architecture and spatial

planning, the link between the usage of

space and the usage of mobility to create

liveable neighbourhoods where people

come first in public space is of the utmost

importance for her. 

Jasmien Jaques

Project Manager - New, connected and 

rural mobility, Mpact

Contributed articles:
'Rural to Urban'

Johannes Lauer has a background in

applied computer science and GIS and

holds a PhD in GIScience from Heidelberg

University. His current position is

Technical Product Manager at HERE

Technologies, a global platform and

mapping company where he works on

spatial data services, data integration and

map making.

Johannes Lauer

Principal Technical Product Manager,

HERE Technologies

Contributed articles:
'Just make data sharing... FAIR'

Ivo Cre is involved in POLIS’ policy

coordination and activities of EU project

development. Ivo coordinates the POLIS

Working Groups on Access and Parking

and has coordinated POLIS’ policy paper

on smart cities. He works on a number of

projects, includin Park4SUMP, USEPE,

ReVeAL, UVAR Box, FlexCurb, APOLLO-

EU, FUTURE HORIZON and Urban

Transports Community.
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Juliette Thijs is a Project Officer at POLIS.

She supports EU-funded projects on urban

vehicle access regulations, connected and

automated transport systems, multimodal

traffic data processing techniques, smart

charging networks, and sustainable urban

logistics solutions. 

Juliette Thijs

Project Officer,

POLIS Network

Contributed articles:
'Traffic management 101'

Dr Karen Lucas is Professor of Human

Geography and Director of Research in

the Department of Geography within the

School of Environment, Education and

Development (SEED) at The University of

Manchester. She is deputy director for the

Manchester Urban Institute and leads its

Transport and Mobilities Group.

Karen Lucas

Professor of Human Geography,

The University of Manchester

Contributed articles:
'Queer mobilities'

Karin Bjerner has been working on

sustainability topics as a project leader &

coordinator for over 20 years. She

currently works as Strategic Development

Officer at the Environmental

Administration,  coordinating the EU

mission on Climate Neutral & Smart Cities

in Gothenburg.

Karin Bjerner

Development Manager – Coordinator 

Climate Neutral Gothenburg,

City of Gothenburg

Contributed articles:
'Cities on a Mission'

Leku Laura Ekong is a PhD. Researcher in

the Mobilise research group at VUB, led

by  Prof. Dr Cathy Macharis. She is

working on the CAIRgo bike project under

the supervision of Prof. Dr Philippe

LEBEAU; a European-funded project that

aims to improve the air quality in Brussels

by encouraging families and professionals

to cycle.

Leku Laura Ekong

PhD Researcher,

Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Contributed articles:
'The cargo bike potential'

Luke Hansell is a 2017 alumnus of the

University of Leeds, School of Geography

and Institute for Transport studies

graduating with BA (Hons) in Geography

and Transport Planning. Luke now has

over 5 years of experience working within

the UK commercial aviation industry.

Luke Hansell

Commercial Planning Manager,

Jet2.com and Jet2holidays

Contributed articles:
'Queer mobilities'

Manon Coyne

Project Officer,

POLIS Network

Contributed articles:
'Reaching for the sky', 'The human touch'

Manon Coyne works on urban air mobility,

mobility data sharing and digitalisation

processes in cities, and transport

automation and workforce at POLIS

Network. She has experience in the road

and railway transport sectors, supporting

interoperability development to enable

local and cross-border movement.
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Marko Stančec

Project Manager,

POLIS Network

Contributed articles:
'Cities on a Mission'

Dr Martin Zebracki has published widely

across public-art practice, sexuality, digital

geography, and social inclusivity. Zebracki

leads the AHRC-funded project Queer

Memorials and ESRC-funded impact

project LGBTQ+ Inclusive Fieldwork and

chairs the RGS-IBG Space, Sexualities

and Queer Research Group. 

Martin Zebracki 

Associate Professor of Critical Human 

Geography, University of Leeds

Contributed articles:
'Queer mobilities'

Matic Sopotnik has been working for the

City of Ljubljana for 10 years, starting as a

city police officer before working on

sustainable mobility. He is in charge of

mobility in the city, as well as EU mobility

projects. At the Velo-city conference this

year in Ljubljana he also acted as

Programme Director. 

Matic Sopotnik

Deputy Head of Commercial Activities 

and Traffic, City of Ljubljana

Contributed articles:
'Ljubljana’s leap'

Marko Stančec coordinates the Climate-

Neutral Cities Taskforce, focused on the

transport component of climate plans and

just transition strategies. He has extensive

experience in city networks and policy in

mobility, SUMPs, management of urban

space, and non-motorised traffic. 
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Melissa and Chris Bruntlett are Delft-

based mobility advocates who strive to

communicate the benefits of sustainable

transport and inspire happier, healthier,

human-scale cities. They are co-authors of

two books: ‘Building the Cycling City: The

Dutch Blueprint for Urban Vitality’ ' and

‘Curbing Traffic: The Human Case for

Fewer Cars in our Lives’.

Melissa & Chris Bruntlett

Urban Mobility Advocate and 

Advisor/Author, Mobycon/Modacitylife

Contributed articles:
'Active changes'

Mima Salafranca Sort is graduated in

Translation and in Political science. She

has been working as a project consultant

since 2019, helping entities to identify,

design and manage projects funded by the

EU. Throughout this second part of the

Last Mile project, she has supported the

Government of Catalonia in its work as a

project partner. 

Mima Salafranca Sort

Consultant.

Mes Advocats Internacional

Contributed articles:
'Queer mobilities'

Niklas Schmalholz focuses on EU-funded

projects related to UVARs, emerging

mobility solutions, parking and sustainable

urban mobility. He has been involved in

the policy field of regional cooperation and

integration and (urban-) transport policy

since 2017 and worked in project

dissemination for the past few years.

Niklas Schmalholz

Project and Communications Officer,

POLIS Network

Contributed articles:
'A parking transition'

Olga Serra Ventanachs in Strategic

Business Management and Human

Resources Management, she has been

working in interurban road transport for

more than 10 years and actively

participating in European mobility projects

(My Way, ConnECT, Last Mile C-19). 

Olga Serra Ventanachs

Head of Transport Services Planning 

Section, General Directorate of Territory 

and Mobility, Government of Catalonia

Contributed articles:
'Learning from disruption'

Pedro Homem de Gouveia has extensive

experience in the fields of Universal

Design, Public Space, Street Safety and

Public Participation. He worked for over 20

years at the local level, as a strategist,

designer, trainer, and political advisor. He

also coordinates the Governance &

Integration and the Safety & Security

Working Groups at POLIS.

Pedro

Senior Policy & Project Manager, 

POLIS Network

Contributed articles:
'The human touch'

Rafaela Romero Pozo

Deputy for Mobility and Urban Planning,

Gipuzkoa Provincial Council

Contributed articles:
'Gipuzkoa, for the people'

Rafaela Romero Pozo is deputy for

Gipuzkoa and head of Mobility and Urban

Planning. Since she was appointed head

of mobility in Gipuzkoa in 2019, she has

become a strong supporter of Gipuzkoa's

public transport card, MUGI.
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Roger Mackett

Retired Emeritus Professor of 

Transport Studies, University College 

London

Contributed articles:
'Minds matter!'

Ruth van Ry manages a portfolio of

evaluation and research projects in

Northern Ireland, Scotland, and the

Republic of Ireland.

Ruth van Ry

Evaluation Manager,

Sustrans

Contributed articles:
'Minds matter!'

Silvia Basenghi graduated in Venice in

Architecture of the City. She worked in

Paris as mobility and urban planner for 6

years. In 2019 she joined the technical

staff of the mobility planning office in the

metropolitan City of Bologna where she

mainly deals with bicycle-related policies.

Silvia Basenghi

Technical Staff, Mobility Planning 

Office, Metropolitan City of Bologna

Contributed articles:
'Bicipolitana Bolognese'

Roger Mackett retired recently from his

post at University College London, where

he was Professor of Transport Studies for

several years. His recent research has

examined how having a mental health

condition, such as anxiety or depression,

can affect the way we travel

Homem deGouveia
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Sven Kørner is advisor in cycling and

walking at Rogaland County Council. He

has a master's degree in human

geography, specialising in sustainable

urban transport.

Sven Kørner

Advisor,

Rogaland County Council

Contributed articles:
'Rogaland rides out'

Terry Albronda has over 25 years of

experience in the mobility field, and has

been working for the city of Groningen as

policy developer for traffic management

and smart mobility since 2011. He is highly

committed to knowledge development and

innovation and coordinates and focses on

stimulating cooperation at different levels.

Terry Albronda

Policy Advisor - Smart Mobility,

City of Groningen

Contributed articles:
'Cities on a Mission'

Tim Asperges has more than 20 years of

expertise in urban mobility and was named

'Mobility Personality of the year' for

Belgium in 2019. He has been working as

expert advisor for the city of Leuven since

2014 and is currently president of the

POLIS Network Management Committee.

Tim Asperges

Mobility Advisor,

City of Leuven

Contributed articles:
'Cities on a Mission'

Dr Vassilis Agouridas leads the UAM

Initiative Cities Community (UIC2) within

the EU’s CIVITAS Initiative. He is Head of

EU Public Co-Creation & Ecosystem

Outreach activities at AIRBUS (Urban

Mobility) and Chairman of the UAM

Committee at AeroSpace and Defence

Industries Association of Europe (ASD).

Vassilis Agouridas

Leader of UIC2 | Head of EU Public Co- 

Creation & Ecosystem Outreach, UIC2/ 

AIRBUS Urban Mobility

Contributed articles:
'Reaching for the sky'

Vita Kontić Bezjak began working for the

City of Ljubljana in 2009. She currently

focuses on promoting sustainable mobility

and manages public relations, citizen

engagement, promotion and other related

duties.

Vita Kontić Bezjak

Public Relations Advisor,

City of Ljubljana

Contributed articles:
'Cities on a Mission'
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